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I thiok it is over, over—
"7 thik It fs over at last:

a

>

Voices of foeman and lover,

the river,
Of heart-pulses throbbed through
Those lights in the Harbor a: last—
. The heavenly Harbor at last!

It was the firstQ. M. ever held there.
All of the churches in this District were

1 feel it is over, over—
The winds
and the waters-surcease ;
How few were the days of the Rover
That smiled in the beauty of peace!
And distant and dim was the omen
That binted redress or release.
From the ravage of Life, and its riot,
What marvel I yearn for the quiet

represented by delegates and letters,

galow and premises have been repaired
und improved, and a large new house

erected for the native
preacher. - The
new Dispensary begins to attract patients

For the lights with their welcoming quiver,
That threb through the sanctified river

from the fever-stricken villages along the
river bed, and some days itis almosta
forenoon’s work to care for all who come.
May these. sufferers seck as eagerly for
the help of the great Physician of souls.

the Harber at last—
Harborat last?

over at last»
the

sheathed anchor uncover;
of the voyage has passed :
tempest of ocean, . .

Life,

The

Hath outblown its ultimate blast,
There’s but a faint sobbing seaward,
While the calm of the tide deepens leeward,
And behold

like the welcoming quiver

Of heart-pulses throbbed through the river,
Those lights in the Harbor at last—
The heavenly Harbor at last!
for July.
— Paul Hamilton Hayne, in Harper's

brethren

in New

MAY

29, 1882.

In writing you somewhat hurriedly a
month ago,I was obliged to omit afew facts

in regard to Miss Crawford, which I wish

Brunswick

have

resumed their good work in this field by
adopting Purna’ Chandra Basu as their
‘| preacher. Thus, until they send their
own man, they will be working here
through this native brother. But we continue to pray and hope for the coming of
their own man from N. B,

The young men of the Bible School
have taken up some new points this year.

Among them isa

. INDIA LETTER.
MIDNAPORE,

and

the session was.one of interest and promise. This new station begins to revive,
since its re-occupation. The Mission bun-

Which bides in this Harbor at Just?—

Ay

with us

the average chance of happiness before
them. We wish thém much joy.
The May session of the Midnapore
Quurterly Meeting was held at Dantoon.

And behold! like the welcoming quiver

Whigh~

push-

here.” Several young couples have begun life together, with, I suppose, about

Life, like a tempest of ocean,
Hath outblown its ultimate blast.
There's but a faint sobbing seaward,
While the calm of the tide deepens leeward,

intelligence,

of our

student

at

twenty-five

large

miles

Sunday

Whitestown student remains in this mis-

unto the end.

That seminary of learning at Whitestown,
Oneida Co., N. Y., has now passed completely out of Free Baptist hands. It did
a good work in its day, and I wish the’ N.
Y. brethren could have stood by it,

supported it by fodds and prayers
patronage, thus making

it a

and

stronghold

for Christian “toil 'and triumph.

It has

now gone under Presbyterian control and

become an important feeder for Hamilton
College. May it send out many missionaries yet to pagan lands.
While we were putting away dear
Miss Crawford’s things, ‘there dropped
out a little slip, which one of our number

picked up and carefully copied. I think
it well worthy of a place in the Star, for
it not only teaches an

important

lesson,

but throws light on her noble character
as afterwards developed by many years

of missionary labor. The following lines
were written at Arkwright, N. Y. bear
the date of May 2nd, 1844:

Being

sensible that the religion of

Christ is of more importance than ought

else, I um firmly resolved to (ry to live in
A way to enjoy more of the Divine Spirit.

The Lord has” done great things for me,

and I have abundant reason to praise him
with all my mind, might-and strength.
But, alas!” too often am I trifling ‘and

Too'often do I appear as if I loved

vain!

not the Saviour! May God
for Jésus sake. Now in the
Holy Oe do I pledge myself
more ds becomes the children
Highvthan I have done

forgive me,
sight of the
to try tn act
of the Most

heretofore.

May

- the Lord grantme aid in overcoming the
evil propensities of my natural disposi- tion, Levity Bppears to be my most

besetting sin.
is I will try to conquer
So aid me, Thou Great Supreme. Cheer-

fulness jp

. levity is

consistent in Christians, bht

hardly excusable in any

person

of common sense. Lord, I would be
Thine through time, and in eternity sin
ii praises with joys forever new. Ai
by name in timeto glorify.
:
Lovina CRAWFORD.

more of the neatest and cosiest summer
cottages we have ever seen. Varying in
size structure, and especially in somewhat

1 than oil with water.

They confine them-

principles

two

in

width,

and

have

south of this

west, iS’ held on Saturdays and our students go there on alternate Saturdays for
work.
At both places, particularlyat
Decupolis, they are eagerly heard.
The Star of April 26 has come.
I've
been enjoying the quiet bits, fora few
weeks back, on the relation of Bates College to the India Mission. I) is very natural and very noble of my good brother
G. S. R. to rise to explain why his wor=
thy Alma Mater has not as yet sent men
to India or to the great West.
The excellent suggestions he makes anent the
revival of missionary interest in the college and the theological seminary deserve

attention.

Oberlin

spares

condition and

no

claims

of a lost world before her students. Four
years ago,l was called hundreds of miles

off my track for a Wednesday afternoon
lecture at Oberlin College.
[I never
spoke to a more inspiriting, sympathetic
audience in America. On the: platform
were the president and professors in full

the world

beside,may find a home,—a moral Gehen-.

na in which the world's
Lurned
up by

vicesare

to be

the fires of our virtues.

policy than

by

any

practical

knowl-

edge of the subject. And this is no discredit to us. For we are removed 3,500
miles
- from the spot where algne the
practical workings of Chinese immigration can be seen.

We

are

therefore

left

to fall back upon our theories and tradi
tions. Our only danger is in es
our eyes to palpable facts which ought te
enter as factors into this problem.

Butitis different with the Pacific coast.

They have pitched traditions everboard,
and
in their place three elements concutf
in forming public and private opinion.

The first is fear.

They believe that the

immigration of the Chinese will increase
until this foreign element absorbs the la-

bor and business of the West, and drives
to the wall all competing classes.
They
tellus what the ground of their fearis:

that in April 4,080

Chinese

Francisco ; in May

5,000

10,000,

all.

laborers:

came to San
in June

nearly

equivalent to

fifty

coming in families as do the
and many other nationalities.
more

Mongo-

lian than white laborers in that city.
so, that a number of its

already

passed

the manutacture

industries

have

into ‘their

"hands, viz.:

of overalls,

cigars, boots

and shoes: also the pork-market

Francisco is said

to

them.

are

And

Al

they

be

of San

controlled

rapidly

by

pushing

into other trades and professions.
What»
ever they gain contro] of, they never sur-

render.
A
second
element
which
enters
into the judgment of the West is selfishness.
The working
and business

men of California, who are brought into’
unfavorable competition with the Chinese,

must have the selfishness of their natures
profoundly stirred. The opinions of these

classes

must

be

accepted

slight modification, since

with
sych

some

men

are

30.

Just

—_ a
in proportion

°

as man

becomes

good, divine, Christlike, he passes out

of

the region of theorizing, of system-build-

ing, and hjreHmg service, into the region
of beneficent activities.
It is well to
think well. It is divine to act well.—
Mann.

'l

‘On the other

side

of the.track is the public building belong-

ing to the Association, and a few scattered

The

cellars

are

the favorite

}

At this point of observatior, the broad
sunny face and commanding person of
committe e-man-of-management,

lar of a large block is divided into little

put in an appearance.

livingis as cheap,consisting mainly of rice

and fish and pork. It costs the average
Chinamen no more than one dollar and a
quarter per week.
=
wv. ‘‘Living'and dressing and boarding as

tions, one of two

results

seems

inevita-

No.

1,

With him, and the

most genial wife of committee-man
2, who came

out of the public

No.

building,

‘we started at'once on our exploring four.
Half way to the temple, we passed a new
structure, echoing with the din of

ax and

hammer in its hurry to completion for
lodging rooms

for Mrs. Estes’

boarding

house in the edge of the grove

beyond.

We took a hasty look at the ¢¢ inner tem-

ple”, spacious and charming with its capacity for a thousand devout worshipers,
with no gallery, or sly corners, or even
distant back seats for the undevout.

Around the temple, and farther on in
the grove, are some six or eight cottages.

Here for two hours we breathe the balmy
air of a pine grove, duly mixed with sea
breezes. The ground is not high but

sufficiently elevated to be, with .its sandy
soil, amply dry and healthy.

:

After partakipg of one of Mrs. Estes’
nice and “downright
for

which

we

palatable

offered

dinners,

her

twice the:

low price she insisted upon, because we
knew it was well worth it, and after a

good stroll all alone in

the

woods

to

which we naturally have a taking, we
returned to the little city of cottages by
the beach. Here we met old friends from
New Hampshire and Massachusetts as
well as Maine, and among them several

ble: either that eur American laborers
will be driven out; or be reduced to the old pupils of cherished New Hampton
same wretched style of living, which, in- -memories.
deed, would be a terrible - calamity, for
At last, we stood on the bank above the
ewmpetition ‘is impossible. Other grave breakers, and gazed once more on tha

Chinese

works for low wages
suffer, for he has none.

country, not as

his tamily do -not
He comes to this

a citizen, but_to

a term of years, then to return.
very outset, therefore,”he has
tage of other laboring
whom have families,

classes,

labor

At™theé

the advanmost

of
.

rgfy

The absence of any definite German type
of philosophy always strikes one now in

lists of lectures at German uaiversities.
Three years ago at Ialle,I found

¢ Dar-

winism” much discussed; but to-day at
Gottingen, Hume's Philosophy and Locke’s
Essay concerning the Human Understanding, are on the programme.
One wonders
how it is Hume could wake Kant from
his dogmatic slumber and be the occasion
of the production of the finest system of
philosophy of the last century, while Herbert
Spencer ‘and Bain stir no German spirit
to sound once more the depths of human
consciousness and confute the materialism
hich surreptitiously, in the terms of pure
thought,

seeks

to

base

all

existence

Chinese immigration.

The chief thought

in the law, which is self-protection, is
sound. Butin the exercise of this undoubted right, the country has made two,
and perhaps three, mistakes. It has mistaken a possible necessity for the exercise of self-defence, for a present necessity.
It has decreed the utter cessation
of immigration, where moderate restriction would seem all that any circumstances would ever demand.
And lastly,
in creating the lawwe have broken the
spirit of a sacred international treaty and
perhaps also the spirit of the constitution.
‘But, without any

doubt, a

very

grave

problem has been thrust into our politics.
At least, grave responsibilities are before:

The East must not allow

herselt to

be dragged into unjust legislation by the
fears of any section or party.
Yet she

must throw aside mere theories and lis-'

« without hands,”
more than silence.

we
.

are

and

There are less than 200 theological

stu-

dents out of a gross total of 1,095.
The
juristic and medical departments do not
number many more than the theelogical,
the half of the students being classified as
belonging - to philosophy, under which
term language and the natural sciences are
included.
Nearly 850 are Prussians, and
while 5 only are from England, 21 hail
from

the

United

States,

7 of

whom

studying medicine.

are

:

The town is alive with scholastic memories.
On the houses in some of the streets
tablets indicate where distinguished teach-

ers or
and

eter-

hushed into
J. F,

+o

GOTTINGEN.
u

GOTTINGEN,

June

23, 82,

The islander may be passionately fond
of his island home, but free roving, or a
more settled residence for a time upon a
continent, is an agreeable change. Espe‘cially is this the case if, as happened

to us

a few days back; said island heme, as-is
its wont, was wrapped
in clouds and
gloom, and

drenched

with

rain, while the

continent was all aglow with clear, bright,
glorious sunshine.
Such was our welcome .to the Netherlands and Germany,—
the sky was ‘‘friendly” and the sunlight
magnificent.
?
For the first three days at Gottingen, but
one voice seemed to speak to us and with
but one word,

‘Here,

under

blue

heavens

and: the shade of IThden-trees and

in the

remedy.
We must watch the
8veénts and act aceordingly.

streets of a quaint old German town,—here
thou shalt find diversion and rest.”
But, as
by instinct, our way was soon turned to

philosophy,

medicine,

law, agriculture, political economy, all the
Ly

"A SWOOP ADOWN THE PARK.
On Saturday last,

we

flew

along

the

great sciences, all the chief languages including
Sanscrit, Babylonish, Ethiopic,
and all the-arts, down even from painting

Maine Central to Portland, and thence,by

and music to fencing, riding and

the Boston and Maine, to Old Orchard,
and five minutes later alighted from the
spacious open cars of the Beach line at
the depot of our Ocean Park.
All was quiet. No ticket master, no

There

is diversion

enough

doubt,

but

the mind

how can

there is so much. of

dancing!

here, without’
rest

where:

intellectual activity?

Surely the rest of a top rapidly spinning in
perfect equilibrium, or of an eagle balanc-

baggage ditto, no hackman with his inev- | ing itself

care” garb to which one betakes

himself,

scholars

Wilhelm

resided.

Grimm,

Dahlman, Jacob

Heinrich

Ewald,

and

who naturally takes to ‘* tenting on the
Taking away two of our travbeach,”
eling companions, he left us alone with
one of your lady correspondents, Mr.
Editor, to commence
which we had come.

the observation for
On the left of the

duller and

in his day it must

saying a great

deal.

natural science,

have the greatest prominence in the studies of Gottingen, yet we in England know
Gottingen chiefly for its philology and Biblical criticism.
The theological faculty
does not seem strong; and the most famous names, Ritschl, Schultz and Duhm,

are content

to let the tone of the newer

-

have been

quieter than it is now,

which

is

Nevertheless no one

can walk round the town, under the linden
trees that form a leafy circle or rampart of
health, where once ran the fortified wall,
and not enjoy the pleasant shade apd the

glimpses of old gable and red-tiled roof
that one gets between
the trees, while the
"murmur of traffic and the sound of churchbells break upon the ear.
3
THOMAS
EE

eSa

GOADDY.

m—

.

NEW YORK LETTER.

|.

"NEW

YORE,

July

20.

The thermometer among the nineties, and
blazing heat everywhere—long hours without
any cooling hreezes!
Who shall steadily face
these brick and stone walls, that lift ther towering hights to the skies and pour down their
borrowed heat upon us like blasts from furnaces seven times heated? All who cannot
get away, and their name is legion.
Multitudes are gone, and still crowds, crowds, everywhere, except in Fifth Avenue and other
like localities. They, indeed, are * deserte:l
cities.” People who have the most comfuit~
able homes and can best protect themselves
from heat and disaster flee to the mountain

and

the

sea-shore, and

leave

their palatial

homes to the care of servants, accumulating
dust and the moths,
Those who cannot get
away must stay—busy merchants and their
“clerks and employees, mechanics and laborers,
sewing girls and the denizens of tenement
houses, and large numbers of little children
who are dying
in filth and squalidness.
Perhaps we may conclude it is better that these

should

die rather than

live to grow ap in the

midst of -vice'and crime.
Who can decide?
For the little ragged urchins of our streets
and tenement houses, the Tribune is doing a
good thing in raising what 1t calls * a fresh air
fund”, to send multitudes of these suffering little creatures into’ thé country to the homes of
the good farmers and their wives, who take
them in all their filth and rags, feed them upon
honest food and rich milk, such as they have
never known before, keep them two or three
weeks and then send them back clean. fat and
well clothed to their city homes.
They or
their parents will never forget this noble thing
that is done for them.
God bless the
donors
to this * fresh air fund” in the city, and the vo-~
ble Christian men and women in the country
who are thus helping suffering humanity.
I
saw some of thesg little creatures when they
left in al} their rags and dirt, and beheld others when they came home., What a change!

And I turned homeward thinking of Him who

said, ** Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of
these, ye did it unto me.”
What a wonderful
thing it is that God has placed none of his
children where there are not some compensiting influences and benefits which accrue to us
if we will avail ourselves of. them as they
pass. Hence we can help others who are
greater sufferers than ourselves if we will, und
find a luxury in doing good.
Let us, then,
heed the words of our Lord who said, ** Ir is
more blessed to give than to receive.”
Besides, the most of us who are obliged-to-stay in
the city during this heated term have a way of
escape for a few hours when we will; at a very
small cost. The steamers to Long Branch, Co-

ney,

Island,

Rockaway,

Long. Beach,

Glen

Island, etc., etc., take passengers down and
up the bay at moderate rates, so thut,most of

us can escape for a few hours the heap and dis

comforts of the city if we will.
»
Many of our churches are closed, and the
attendance upon those that are open is very in
| considerable. Sabbath-schools have dwindled
and prayer rooms have many empty seats.

aloft in the free heavens, is the
‘only rest that is obtainable here, the rest of" “Something is being done in tents spread here
there in the city, and the ministers and
the most complete and harmonious move- and
managers of these gatherings are working
nights and Sundays to get in the people, conment and life.
:
These
Judging from the list of professors, vert sinners, and save the drunkards.
localities in the
medicine, philosophy and

.

construct the cosmos upon the perpetual
unconscious action of matter and force.

and indeed

very

nity of waters. The beach, just left by.
portunities: for ‘intelligently judging of the retreating tide, invited us, and we
this question than ‘we have. The most traraped back to Old Orchard, -and hence
that we can say is that they are mistaken ‘home, as we went.
in timidly supposing that the time bas
We were disappointed.
The work
come for national interference. But who done is more aud, especiall§, better than’
know best whether that time has come, we expected. The beach, as every one
|
they or we? Our mistake lies in denying knows, is one ef the best in the world.
that we have a right to depart from our The grove, of its kind, is perfect.
Had
traditional
policy.
We
undoubtedly we had charge of a part of the lay of land,
have such a right. The only question is, we should have suggested slight changes.
Has an exigency arisen such as to de-, But as He planned it who designed it for
‘mand the exerciseof that right ? I think the comfort of his people, and the glory of
not. But Congress, thinking that the his name, such as shall result from the
4 time had fully come for interference, en- outcome of his temple there made with
acted a law for the utter restriction of hands, as well as from the one made

subject,—theology,

have

ting.

treme West? They have vastly better op-

the need
course of

mous in declaring that we

historico-theological
saciety, holding its
meetings ‘weekly, indicates the way
in
which the current of thought is mow set-

then, as it has ever since, the

‘tive Californiuns. But what can we say in
replyto the unanimous verdict of the ex-

poor taste on the lips of those as ignorant
of the subject discussed as we. Probably
no one in our country is wise enough to
foresee the end of this matter or suggest

we do not.
ations, not

and
connect more closely
‘the experience of life.
An

stood on a like spot at old Hampton, and.
strained our eyes to decry the opposite
shoreof an ocean which seemed to us

the conservative Californian.
‘We are
practically a unit, from the interested and
prejudiced laborer to the financially disinterested ministry. Even the missionaries among this class are almost unani-

as we can not.

some extent,
theology .and

Such is a very brief statement of the
case as presented by the more conserva-

ourselves, ‘and over * the glorious’ freedom of our country,” is in exceeding

of

in favor as against the dogmatic; and the
development of theology and its applica~
tion to the practical conduct of life dis-

same old sight, that" once entranced and
transfixed us, when, but a mere boy, we

Let us listen to the represents
of the ‘Sand Lots,” but of

they have of the results

this immigration. They know its workings

but

the historic method of treatment jis plainly

considerations, of a religious character,
must be pissed over.”

thé” old University buildings and to the
new; and the ‘‘ Akademische buchhauadlung” must be visited, and the list of University lectures for this summer semester
obtained.
What a world of learning and
culture is at once opened to the view!
In this small old German city are lectures going on with unconscious weéalth of

edge which

with

for a share of attention;

others, are honored as professors: while
Bismarck is remembered in this way as a
student.
lleine says that Gottingen is
celebrated for its sausages and its university; that it boasts of mauoy fine outlooks,
but that the best view one has ef it is
when one sees it with one’s back.
But
Heine doubtless thought it dull and quiet,

They judge intelligently,

of the Pacific coast is the practical knowl-

jolik” ‘comes in
”

cottages. Farther on, in the edge of the
grove, just where it should be, and at the - place the old systematic” discussionsto

places for sleeping and eating. The cel-

Presently a theoitable, * this way.”
appearance from a neighan
in
put
logue
classes. Why object, then,to his coming ?.
With the traditionary
For many reasons. The Chinaman comes boring cottage,
straw, and general ‘‘ don't
brim
bread
to us unencumbered with a family. If-he

J. L.P.

able wmsthetic picture.

trees, is the octagonal temple.

economy.

criticism sound clearly in their prelections. © The place given to the history of
doctrine, to Old and New Testament theology, to. theol
| ethicsis, noticeable.’

fancy kiods of paint, they form an admir-

ten to matter-of-fact statements by those
who know the facts. Spread eagle oratory about the ¢ Sand Lots? and
the
narrow minded prejudice and selfish villany” of men as noble and intelligent as

enough.
We confess that Chinese labor.
has greatly helped the industries of the
State and that those now present can be
profitably utilized. © These strangers
make honorable merchants, and are skillforce from the college and theological
fal as laborers.
They are generally civseminary, and before me
hundreds
of
il on the streets and tidy withal.
In
eager, intelligent young men and women.
all
kinds
of
handicraft,
they
are
the
Why, a man couldn't help speaking ! The
spot, the scene, the sympathy would burst ‘equals, and generally the superiors, of othdumb lips ! I learned the secret of Ober- er laborers. They make good and relialin's interest in foreign missions. God ble house servants, and are rarely, more
“bless her, and évery other school that fol- criminally inclined than other foreign

lows her bright example.

or

sand laborers. Each building is utilized
beyond anything
found
in American

disqualified from judging impartially of us.
the wider moral and political aspects of
the question.
The third element which lies behind
and shapes the judgments and prejudices

overlookfifteen

very center of the grounds, partly hid by

If called upon to-day to vote upon the
question of Chinese -immigration, the they do, and, withal, freed from the care
masses in the East would be influenced | of'a family, it is impossible for American
more by the strength or weakness of Jaborers to compete with them. If immitheir attachment to ‘this
traditional gration 'should assume large propor-

We are told that there are

A

swering questions and explaining the
words of Christ.
The market is called
Dasga, which means ten villages, hence
our name for it has come to be Decapolis.
Another market; "thirteen miles north-

pains to bring the

foul of all

city.

company of four visit this twice a month.
Starting out on Friday evening they easily
reach the market ground on Saturday and
are rested and fresh for work on Sunday

prompt

the clean and the

beach and

ing it, there! is a nest of some

erowded in this from thirty to sixty thou-

and the Middle States have been sending

market,

Whitestown

sion
; may he also endure

lite. They remain a foreign element which
no more mixes with other nationalities,

in. length and:

nor is it

mobler

thousand
Germans

She was for several terms a | morning. This is an immense market,
Seminary, and
probably by far the largest in the Midnaoften spoke of *‘ the dear old Seminary,” pore district.
The best time for work is
which has. many
very
pleasant and during the forenoon of Sunday.
Two
precious memories for all her scattered and two the yonng men take their stand
students. Bro. B. B. Smith was also a at opposite points of the great market,
Whitestown student. He also died at his and for hours continue to preach, or talk
post at Balasore, in 1872.
Only one with the people ina friendly way, an-

to cite now.

ruil track, next the

rooms opening out into dark alleys which
run in every direction. These rooms are
ed on with steady progress, and this for years into the West multitudes of without light. or ventilation, except as
month our Printing Establishmept oc- their most intelligent,energetic and godly they open into the alley and the alley
cupies a brick building such as it has long citizens. They remain there what they into the street. They are therefore dark
needed. We all hope that this may mark were here, conscientious and intelligent. and exceedingly close.
the beginning of a new era in the work Men and women evidently do not become .
santo these little rooms from three or
of our mission press. Let it have the demented the moment they strike the four to twenty crowd and cook and sleep,
prayers of all our friends who wish to see Pacific coast. The difference of opinion stretching themselves upon the bare floor
Christian literature spreading over Bengal. ‘over a matter of policy must therefore be or upon a raised shelf. In many cases a
On the same day thut the new press build- largely due to the difference in the prac- board, raised perhaps four inches from the,
tical knowledge which the East and West | AMloor, serves as a pillow. Perhaps from a
ing was opened, our friend, Mr. Lyman
have
of the results of Chinese immigraelf within two feet of the ceiling one
E. Page, who has been spending two
tion.
Our view largely grew out of our
months in the mission,
left us for
ight see the legs of one or two more
Australia. How delighted we should adherence to a traditional policy of the ‘Chinamen sticking out. These rooms are
filled with the oppressive odor of opium
have been to welcome his beloved father, government, which has been cherished
and other friends of mavy days, to our until it has taken on the sacredness of a smoke andwith the foul air which has
moral principle. 1 refer to the notion that passed through the lungs of twenty Chinhomes and hearts! Itis very rarely we
our country is,and shall ever remain,
a land
amen fps.the twentieth time. It therefore
see a familiar, face from dear America, on
in
which
the
oppressed
and
the
oppresser,
cos
ut little for rent. And their
this side of the world. This month of

last, he has

May hus been one of weddings

The sweet and the bitter, have passed:

“Again, they never catch the spirit of
our institutions, or adopt our manmer of

selves to the simple and comparatively inexpensive dress of their native country,

unrestricted ~ immigration.
It is self
evident that this liberalism does not grow

God grant her great faith and courage for
and

id

make the subject a litle clearer to discover what creates this difference of I which they have an undoubted right to do.
opinion.
“They have enlered San Francisco,
The majority of the East are in favet of ‘seized upon a central section, ten blocks
out of our superior

the 5th of October

5

Ty Ce anjamin Pheion. The Rev. D. R, Whitt
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} and broader Christiag philanthropy, nor
he
The Chinese in America.
On the 1st inst.. the new press build- yet of our more generous hospitality. For
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tents are spread in healthy
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Temperance

and

physicians of man;
petite, and

labor are the two’

best

prevents him

from

labor sharpens the ap-

temperance

indulging to excess.
— Rousseau.
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THE GREAT DEBT.
BY

ALMON

WADSWORTH.

| the reader to go carefully. through the

* I have washed thy sins away,
1 have borne the heavy load,

thee with my blood,”

gospel ¢ detecter” and study the marks of
—-a-*“ vain" religion:
You may be startled |
and may ask how, then, can one be saved?
The answer will come, not by a ‘faith
without works”, but by a faith in Jesus |

"

—"""
fully know=—

HH

“Thew

Not till then—how much I owe.
When I greet the saints of old

With joy that never can be told,
To reign with €hrist forevermore,
Then, Lozxd, shall I fully know—

the prayerful

Not till then—how much I owe.

| and

When I shine in spotless dress
Of Jesus’ perfect righteousness,

’. Bought for me at his own cost,
When He suffered on the cross,

when

known,

1 raise a higher note than they,

spend the hot monthsat island, lake, seashore or mountain, where often there is

On golden harp the tune I'll swell
1n praise of our Immanuel:

no observance of the Sabbath.

harshly.

to

or rest

from

toil, except

on

year, is to be employed

a starry crown,

Then, Lord, shall I fully know—
I owe.

When from sin and sorrow free,
(leansed from all impurity,

Fit among the just to stand
At my Savivar’s own right hand, Then, Lord, shall I fully know—
I owe.

-Plank Road, N. Y. July 10.

COUNTERFEITS.

particularly

is a misfortune of this world,

that

things of great value are fated to have
their counterfeits.
Gold, silver, bank
notes, bonds, and other things too numerous
to mention, bave each
their
worthless imitation, and therefore after

the ‘‘ Counterfeit

Detecter.”
That
Religion, then, - the
- thing of greatest value to any individual,

by a beautifal lake.

was no church accessible, and

in

rent of the gay society in which she

If then,

reform,

tween théir hearts.
vacation the young

There

devotion to grand

Sunday at

You can sing

the Word.

Let us note a few of the feat-

home, and

almost

ments, the minister's wife called and

therein, bearing

vited her to contribute a paper on * Our

that when

the

in-

subject is dealt with, persons are gener- Duty” to the next Auxiliary.
This
ally spoken of, rather than the thing in proved to be too sudden a rebound back
to the realities of life for our young lady.
the abstract.
Here, first, is one ‘having a name to [She caught her breath, and astonished the
live” in the church; he is punctilious in "dear woman by exclaiming, ‘ Oh, Mrs.
calling Jesus ‘Lord, Lord”, and is a S——,-I could'nt possibly!
Why I had
hearer of the Word. But what brands forgotten all about the heathen, and, realhim as a counterfeit is that his life is only ly, I have'nt the least bit of interest in
in name; he only calls Jesus Lord, and them,”—and then, with a remorseful sigh,
does not daily take op his cross and come “ poor things!” It took several gospel
after him; he is a * forgetful hearer” of sermons, a few prayer-meetings, and at
the Word, a ‘ hearer only”, and not a do- least two auxiliary meetings, to bring
er of it. What test of one’s religion back our vacation Christian to her place
could be simpler, plainer, more practical again in her church. But what of the
than that, might well be asked!
stunted stature of a Christian with a
But here, secondly, is one who, after whole summer of moral growth- left out
applying this test, * thinks that he-is re- of life!
ligious.” We have seen him. He is
Of course, Christians who have moral
found in the church, the Sabbath-school,
individuality in their character, and who
the social meeting; he reads the Bible, are guided by a fixed principle of right
prays in the family, in the closet, and in and duty, are not going to give over to
‘public (or must we say, ‘says his the distractions of the world wherever
prayers” in all these pluces?); he gives they meet them. Such could not remain
alms, and does many good deeds; but it even at a churchless and
Sabbathless
is possible that he ‘ deceives his own summer resort a couple of months, withheart”, for mark you, he ** bridles not his out becoming suspected by somebody of
tongue”! Hear him in the family, scoldbeing guided by different motives from
ing, murmuring, finding :fanlt ‘¢ with ev-

erybody and everything, from morning
till night.” When a neighbor comes in,
or he goes abroad, the staple of his conversation is persons, and, whether living
or dead, chiefly the unpleasant things in’

them, real or imaginary, are dwelt upon.
You

look

in vain for the charitable con-

struction to be put upon

their conduct,

which, in by far the most cases, would be

the correct one, thus justifying the demand of the Scriptures for that allabounding charity that thinketh no evil.
And what detractior from others—born of
envy—rolls off these unbridled tongues,
. that ‘‘ run away” with their—not owners,

but—slaves!

“ter

Let James settle the mat-

of this man's religion.

It is vain.

And here, again, is one that, beholding
himself in the glass of the Word, thinks
he sees so many features of genuine re-

= ligion in himself that wig saith, *I have

faith.” But * can his faith save him” ?
The question need not be deferred till the

judgment
speaking

for an answer, for here, within

distance, is a destitute

brother

or sister, —destitute of food and clothing,

to whom he gives, out of an abundance it
.may be, only words, words. And, here and

there, are not famishing bodies, but souls,
10 be clothed and fed out of the gospel,
and only

what

words, words, for

doth it

profit"?

them!

Oh,

The ‘Apostle

in

work,
the

and

those about them.

Irecall now a Sab-

bath morning at the seashore when I was

awakened by the monotonus murmur of
voices on the veranda, close to my window. The mingled tones of mature matron and childish voices stole in through
the closed shutters, and I was not long in
catching the connection of the words.
The mother and

her flock, for they were

indeed a flock of all ages and sizes (like
so many of our Canadian neighbors’ families), were reading

the morning

service

from their English Prayer Books, the on-

ly thing lacking in their devotion being

make

has no further use for you.”

filled with Heaven's grace and power

There may be hundreds
of Miss Craw
fords in our schools and churches.

- And

God

in this fact

blesses

they

BY

WILLIAM

pel in all Lands, which

«Dr. Washburn, the Independent and
the Tribune, have each in their way been
diseussing the status of missionary inter-

When the tangled cobweb pulls
The corn-flower’s blue cap away,

¢ We hold it indisputable :—
“1, That Christian ideas and Christian truth are more widely pervasive than

ing it. And if there were no known good
results, it should be continued with the
hope and expectation that God will bless
his own Word. But the reports of the
mission from year to year show numer-

I condense

ham Rogd.

report,

of the results of this work

in London during the last year.
There is a preaching station
Two

men

and

in. Peck-

their

wives

were strolling past, and they stopped.
a few minutes, one

cof the

women

In

said,

““Comealong,don’t stop, listening to them.”
Bat her husband replied that he intended
to stay. And he did stay to the end of the
service, while the others went on.
next Sunday, this man and his

And the lilies tall lean-over

the wall

To bow to the butterfly,
It is July.

The
wife

quirer.
;
{
An open air preacher near Hackney
Road told of the time when he was a
drunkard, and said that what the Lord
had done for him he was able to do for

who heard

him went to a neighboring public house,
and brought her husband from thence. At
the close of the service, the preacher had
some conversation with them, and the re-

sult was that both of them were converted.

so blessed,

that

was led to trast in Jesus Christ as her
Saviour.
d
One of the preaching stations is at Bow
Common.
One Sunday a drunken man:

went there with the intention to disturb

the meeting.

But the word preached ar-

rested his attention, and

like a mist-veil floats,
flame in the rye,
note in the sireamlet’s
almost to a sigh,

preacher

at, Leytonstone

says

ragged and dejected looking man asked
to be allowed to speak.
intended to interrupl;

le

throat

lie

=

‘Neath petals pink till the night stars wink
At the sunset in the sky,

It is July.
When each finger-post by the way
Says that Slumbertown is nigh;
When

~

the grass is tall, and the roses fall,

And nobody wonders why,
It is July.

0-0

REV. BENJAMIN PHELON.

asked

certain ‘that eighteen

truly

more will

open to the gospel—not only that missionaries may ‘go éverywhere, but that
they find more willing ears—than ever

that sort of a hook.
ad
Lr
“Our conclusion is that the need of our
time, above everything else, is the ener.

:

¢“3.

to

hundred: centuries

leave us in the same dubioys

incertitude. Christ was not that sort of
teacher, and the New Testament is not

That the agencies at work in dif-

old
more purpose.
Theoretically, we aay,
amen,to such a suggestion, and inwardly
hint—¢all that is common-place enough.’
In a sense it is; but to apprehend the

common-place business, If it were realized, the earth would be covered with the

flying squadrons of the militant church

A Missionary Bevival.

It is evident we have now entered upon

a revival of missionary inter~— -=4 activ-

jubilant over their advances.

“7.

are

ne

longer of

any

of Christ's Kingdom on eart

weight

dications

That the materials
with which to

bly, though

The wife of his youth heart.

a dozen

an

years

he has

though part of the time
service in

the

pulpits

been

than twencompelled

doing
of

with

excellent
of

“3.

this service, so loved and appreciated, he

hope an anchor cast in Heaven,

patiently waited.

He

he

has

had a comfortable

home, with the love and care of a wife
who for some forty years has

experiences,

shared _his

a son im-tire “strength of

manhood upon whom he could lean, and
the love and sympathy of a son in a dis-

tant city. From this home and from many

friends, he has passed over to
land.

the

better

Bro. Phelon was a good man, an’ able,

faithful minister, and universally respected.

D. R, WHITT&MORE..

to shine as lights here, shall, in the
.world to come, shine as suns and stars
forever and ever.

revival

no self-denial, and

ssthetic

and

of interest

im mis-

sions which has just begun its course,
and which bids fair to continne to increase
till it shall absorb

the whole Church

of

God in its influence, and the whole world

in its effects.

’

It is also evident

that this active-and

general revival of “interest in missions
has.as yet found no corresponding expression in contributions for the mainte-

nance and extension of missionary operations. Missionary societies still obtain
with difficulty the funds necessary to sustain the work already undertaken, and, #s
a rule, are unable to enter upon such
plans of enlargement and aggressiveness
as are called for by the free opening of
heathen nations to the proclamation of

for hu-

educational

the gospel, and as the general snd intel-

That the giving of men and mon-

ey does not keep pace with the growth of

ligent interest in missionary work

conspicuously true. Our civilization as
it touches and molds our times tends to
luxury and effeminacy, and these to sel-

lem which now presents itself to those to
whom is committed the management of

the churchesin numbers or in wealth, is seem

were always gratefully welcomed by all’
our ministers and churches.
For some

cation and morality, and opposed to all
the vices of the community.
With his
mind clear, his faith unwavering, his

almost

manitarian,

churches in different parts of the State.
Especially valuable was his work at Tiverton during the long sickness of their
pastor, Rev. J. A. McKenzie; but from

burden of seeing the work and loving it;
while not able to do it.
During his whole life, he was radical
for the right and against all wrong.
He was an early and persistent abolitionist and teetotaler, a friend to edu-

the popular interest in questions respect-

ing the policy and administrationof Missionary, Bible and Tract Societies—all

causes far more freely than to the specific
work of spreading the gospel. Such a
condition of things in the church makes
itself felt at home scarcely less adversely
than in respect to missions.

our

two years our brother has borne the heavy

This need of the hour is

in giving but out of a full pocket, and

invalid,

many

we are not so sure; never so

has’ gained in breadth, she has lost in
spirituality, in the spirit of self-sacrifice ;
is more self-indulgent, more perilously
venturesome in her conformity to the
world; is active without carrying into
her activity much of the spirit of prevailing prayer, and without, seeking 80 as to
obtain, that energizing of the Holy Ghost
which gives the highest success; is free

wick Central church, which he had organ-

to be paswhere for

its broadest and most practical aspects;
the greater spontaneity which i manimost
int
t pastors in
promoting a missionary interest in their
churches, and the readiness with which
their churches respond ‘to such efforts;

That while the church of our these are unmistakable evidences of a
wide-spread

“2.

In 1849, he returned to his first field
in Apponaug, to the pastorate of the Warized, and remained there more
ty years, until failing health
him to resign the pastorate.
Immediately afier cegsing
tor, he removed to Providence,

books treating of the missionary
work in

time is more intelligent, more charitable,

Providence, Nashua and Fall River.

wit

Ais

are readyto réoeive and readit; the in-'
creasing demand for good and better

often 80 put as to embarrass foreign
work. Its place is thus sometimes
superceded in the believing mind and

died during this time.
:
After leaving Warwick he was pastor
successively of churches in Boston, North

are

The large amou

sionary literature that is every-je.« published and
tered among those who

never so pressed to the front, and possiurgent as now.

of this revival

and positive.

the hour is simply stupendous and inspir-

ly in-1835;-and-

:

beneficent and glorious resalt

with intelligent people.
“8.

>

ity which promises for the fax.

That many objections once for-

midable

by the advice of Rev. Amos Sutton, then. in
this-country, soon afterwards visited the
village of Apponaug, in Warwick, R. I.
A Free Baptist church was soon organized, of which he was pastor about two

and a half years.

“18

truth of it, to long for and supplicate this
boon till it is upon the churches, is no

This and that society may not fare as
well this year, but many others will be

This venerable brother died at his res-

Live to be useful; live to give light ;
a for those who are enabled through grace

Supposing he
was

more

whose

ure of this upon the tree of their own and great things would be wrought in
Christ's name—greater than we or our faand others planting.
thers
ever knew.
*“4. That missionary literature was
** Another thing the missionary life ol
never so abundant or so good as now,
nor were there ever so many readers.’ ‘this day needs—more simple devotion to
Christ; more love for him and the souls
Consequently there is more intelligen
of men, > the spring and motive of what
abroad.
ie
;
“5. That missionary societies were we give/and what we do. We want ennever so many or so well managed, on thusiasm, not for our church, our organizations, ete., but for Christ and humanithe whole, as now.
:
ty. A painful, pairfal lack is here, turn
6. -. That there never was 80 much
money finding its way into mission treas- where we will. Would that this fire
were kindled, that we might see the opuries as now. Year by year there are
portunity of our day seized with ardor.
more churches and more givers in’ them,
doing something for missions abroad.
-

the hours are so still that Time

Forgets them, and lets them

he did not carry

out his purpose. The next Sunday he
went again, now sober, and intending to
listen. His conversion and union with a
Christian church followed.
A

is

own. It is the work of a former generation, fruiting to-day, as well as the cult-

ed, and when the report was made, the specially tender and bis love and sympawife was-in - & hopefal “staté as an in=| thy strong, and his prayers and counsels

A woman

world

have come to have a momentum of their

:

went a distance of three miles to attend | was compelled to retire because of physithe open air preaching at the same place, cal inability. During the years of his
The result was that the man was convert- partial incapacity for work, his spirit was

any other sinner.

the

uncertain sound,

eighteen hundred years have given ys
nothing that we may launch boldly oy;
upon as the truth of God, we may phe

at any former period of our era.
That

of an

‘ may-be’s’ leave the impression that
vothing is certain but. uncertainty. J;

nomination, and afterwards studied a year ing.
;
;
.
nader the direction of Rev. J. G. Pike, of
*
On
the
other
hand
we
hold
it
clear
:
sii
.
sacred memory.
“1, That home work and needs were

accordance with the command of Jesus
Christ, ¢ Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature,”
and it takes the gospel to those who do
not place themselves in the way of hear-

current

sermons

sult of agencies in foreign lands which

sical and theological school of that de-

This work is in

a few of these from the

sumed to have been outlined and the og.
sential doctrines settled would do more to
help the churches over the era of unpep.
tainty than all the critical philosophies ag

est in the churches. We need to know
just where we are in the world field, and
which, way the current sets; if such a

2.

:

antidote for the restlessness of our times
The positive preaching of a gospel (which the essential featurés may be pre.

to us fair

1 lieved it his duty to enter the ministry,
and was educated for this work at a clas-

Open Air
Missjon,” based on the annual report of

to show some

seems

and just to both sides of the question :

a degree, which characterize Christian
civilization, and the prestige of Christian
nations over the world. So that the actual progress abroad is not the result of
the impact given by the home churches
year by year, but quite as much the re-

~It is July.

§

ous cases of decided results.

FACTS?

work, and the vantage ground, and the

HURLIN,

that Society, just issued.

THE

open way for an advance upon the
stronghold of sin, are without a parallel
in any past time. The opportunity of

RESULTSOF PREACHING IN THE
OPEN AIR.
|

ARE

have

General Baptists. Soon afterward, he be-

_Hillsdale, Mich.

the

of his power and

allows its processes in the sermor h
by the recent | lecture, and the editorial, and unsettle,
article of ‘Rev. Dr. Washburn, in the In- faith. Nowhere does doubt report ise);
dependent, concerning the decline of in- more quickly than in offerings and labors
Were a spirit of aggress.
terest in the Foreign Missionary work, for missions.
has become so great—that we gladly give ive Christianity to seize the laity and the
entire the following article from the Gos- ministry, it would be the best possible
WHAT

— The interest awakened

family. He was converted when about
~Asixteen years old and united with the

she

the helplessness of man; and then, quickly following, dhe thought of his goodaess,

themselves.

idence in Providence, R. I., on Tuesday,
comes half divine.
Was not Miss Craw
July
18, 1882, He was born in Halifax,
ford a woman, and her great efficien
J
Eagland,
June 1, 1806, into a Christian
due largely to her earnest devotion

these was a young woman, to whom

less thought of God;

to

And murmurs a lullaby,

be-

word spoken was

there must ever come the sudden, breath-

various
evangelical
missionaries, nobleof Parliament, lawclerks, artisans, and

When the scarlet cardinal tells
Her dream to the dragon-fly,
And the lazy breeze makes a nesr in tie trees

Shall we

to a migratory Christian, of such an es-

presence of his master-works of creation,

other

Church,

— Susan Hartley Swett, in St. Nicholas for July.

tablished liturgy has thus, been several
times pleasantly and practically demonstrated in my experience. To the most
of us a layman’s private observance of
the Protestant’s Sunday. service without
the accessoriesof preacher, pulpit, choir
and pew, would not be especially edifying. Yet, after all, how can a Christian
ever be at’a loys for a season of devotion
even on ‘the mountain's top, or down by

In the

and

Established

This is more than a spirit of inquiry, ;
is a questioning that breeds doubt, and

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

fusing the gospel were never so many
a present reward though they receive no _nor-so-powerfulas now. These agencies gizing spirit of God in all the ranks of
believers, in every forth-puttingof Chris.
pay for these services.
The last fact ena- are not simply missionary societies and
bles the Society: to report a very large home .churches, but they are native tian service, to shed abroad the leve of
amount of work, with a small outlay.
churches and preachers and teachers a Christ in the hearts of disciples and the
very great many, and mission presses, aroma of that love in the walks of our ac.
>
mission schools, the secular agencies, to tive service—not so much to make us
JULY.
more active, as active. to a thousand-f

When

grab

The first meeting of the year at Highthe short sermon usually added to such a ‘bury Corner was held in the rain, and
service by the rector. The advantages, there were but twelve listeners. One of

the shores of the\great deep?

the

Conducted

has not fruited yet, but whieh ust, neq,

awaken some solicitude as to its fgg,

en- ‘thing is possible.

It is July.

go home.

choir,

the dust of summer travel from her gar-

ures of the counterfeit article as described
in mind

ious

thus stint and dwarf their warm young
hearts?
j
A woman thoroughly consecrated and

to her

before she had shaken

in- England

work—bishops

When the heat
And poppies
And the silver
Has softened

bags for church socials, and raise chickens to get missionary money. The church

At the end of her

lady returned

of

foreign missionaries, and others are just

earlier this bond of mutual sympathy be-

to frequent, honest and earnest study of
the counterfeit religion-detecter found in

this

choosing.
7
All along we have told these girls that
it is the Master's vineyard and that he is

ones, in respect to their spiritual condi- least, among all the company were Christion. Aft the former, the Bible hurls its se- tians, and those few moments of ** pious
verest denunciations. To the latter class | talk” on the shady piazza in its mest reit comes with grave warnings and with | tired corner caused these friends to realgreat’ pity. The fact that any one may ize what they had lost by not finding out

may ‘think he standeth”, ought to lead

gage in

ministers

their efforts, and

must

move. This timid girl said, with tears in
her eyes, that a feeling of home-sickness
crept over her at the thought of leaving
the religious influences of
gollege and

doubtless been a larger class of deceived | just before leaving that one family, at

he

oe

ministers of the
denominations, city
men and members
yers and merchants,

girl, whose native grace and sweetness
remind one of a wild rose, returns to her

and to the world, is not exempt from this the hotel was just like all other days, as
‘“ law” need not surprise us. The Bible far as any apparent worship on the part
fully recognizes this fact, and amply pro- of the guests was concerned. The young
vides for ‘the detection of the worthless Christian had her Bible, and her morning
imitation.”
and evening seasons of private devotion,
It is a paiofal truth, that, while there in what times she hastily snatched from
may have always been ‘‘ hypocrites” in the distracting gaieties of the routine of
the world, persons fully and deliberately | summer hotel life. It was only by acci‘“ acting” the religious part, there has dent that she discovered one morning

however

weaker

Ihope yog will come
as often

All classes of persons

:

I have a distinct recollection of the experience of a young lady who was deeply
interested in all the reformatory and miscalling them to enter. Must we say to
sionary work of her church, and especialthem now, * Young friends, you are not
ly in that of the Woman's Auxiliary of
wanted? Miss Crawford has fallen, but a
which she was an active member. A She young man is required to take her place.
spent the summer vacation at a fashionYou had better put away your dreams of

able hotel

I have felt better

as possible.”

been
Miss

a

© Wissions.

laborers. These all, according to their
to consecrate’ themselves entirely to several ability, seek to make known to
Christian work and liviag. One dear others the gospel they have found prec- before.

the seventh

work, and other efforts of moral
at our places of summer resort ?

BY GAINSBORO.

perish,

is for

among the fast increasing cares and infirmities of our present age, we find it
necessary to take a longer lease of time
for absolute freedom and rest, should
church, and she almost shrank“from un- |
these vacation days, in the absence of dertaking so great a work as she had
secular thoughts and cares, be employed planned, but her gentle persistence, aided
in acquiring a closer communion with by the prayers of her friends, is sure to
our Father, and a fuller knowledge of his win. Some enter upon their work of
plans concerning the elevation of the teaching with hearts full of love and zeal,
race? Is this the meaning of the con- hoping to win and train their pupils for
stantly increasing number of midsummer
Christ. Some consecrate their talents for
gatherings for religious and temperance music and art to good work, some will be

To feast on most delicious fare
Of everlasting pleasure there,

eternally

i

fresh hope, and

ing the year, have felt 8 growing desire

We turn

the service and worship, of God.

And at the banquet sit me down

and

every day.

day, which we call the first day of the distant Southern home determined, by
‘week, and that day,of all days of the Divine aid, to change and purify the cur-

Then, Lord, shall I fully know—

Not till ther—how much I owe.

fall,

glimpse of heaven.

We have a Sunday-school class of
young women. They are clear-headed,
large-hearted, enthusiastic girls, and, dur-

to our infallible guide of Christian life;
we find no especial sanction for vacation

When I join that happy throng
And the chorus still prolong,
When 1 shout with saints above
Redeeming grace and dying love,

must needs come

churches,

to give me

ever since, though my body gets

do not

Crawford is gone, the assumption that
only a man can take her place grates

no church edifice, and more often little or

Then, Lord, shall I fully know—
Not till then—how much I owe.

each

associations, and

We

house, said to a city missionary,
thank you for. preaching near
on Sunday last.
I was very
felt I was getting tired of my
I -lay almost wishing I might
you sang,

It seemed

the assumption

laborers. in the fields which have
occupied by men, but now that

Are we to take vacations from relig-

street,

homes,

Not till then—how much

and

resent this so much when the call

BY IDA HAZELTON.

I

¢ Begone, unbelief! my Saviour is near.

Why, should young men

sons tor Christian labor?

When on that suspicious day

much

leave her
‘I must
my house
low, and
lite, and
die, when

RACHEL, WELLS.

alone be addressed

-

Not till then—how much I owe.

Not till then—how

MRS.

of it!

ion? I wonder if it does not mean substantially that, or amount to that practically, when we
leave our Christian

1 wear

BY

made that they are the only suitable per-

Loud bosannas to our King, Then, Lord; shall I fully know—

it

the constant, earnest,

soul, and

| An afilicted woman who was unable to

come missionaries, but from the tone of
these appeals we judge that they -are lit-

of his entire will,

VACATION HINTS.

‘When I hear the angels sing’

When

doned ‘my sins and saved my

WHO SHALL BE THE LABORERS ?

tle heeded.

When I'stand in Christ complete,
I walk the golden

seeking

I feel the Lord has par-

must tell you.”

undying effort, by his grace, to be a doer.

Then, Lord, shall I fully know—
Not til then—how much I owe.

When

than I came for.

last to peeans of praise and aderation.
Lewiston, July 13.

Christ that worketh by love, purifying | We hear earnest and repeated calls for
the soul ; that faith in him which leads to young men to enter the ‘ministry or. be-

Raised like me from hell’s dark door

26, 1882.

with a supplication for his care, which, wait; but he was unwilling to do this.
with the full assurance of faith, brings its He said, ‘‘I came here to, gather waterown answering peace and lifts the soul at cresses, but I have got something better

life in such a faith as that, and has pronounced it dead!
=
= RE “=|A
Time fails us now to do so, but we ask

When I hear my Saviour say,

1 have bought

has felt for the pulse of the true

STAR. JULY

Rl

GS ME
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Sh
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'

So

[ev]

LE

fishness, that dries up the springs of be-

neficence in its highest manifestations.
The noblest form of Christian service is

that which is put forth for the spiritual

good of men whom we never expect

see in the flesh.

to

All such work launches

out on the essential truths of the gospel—

the facts about God and man, sin and re-

demption,

time

and

eternity— confesses

he endured

the

cross.

Our

civilization

and the popular literature of our time antagonize and

neutralize

this evangelistic

spirit in the churches as never before in

the last fifty years. And this is true not
only“/here at home, but also, and partly
because

this is so, abroad

in. missionary

would

The explanation of

this discrepancy is the most serious prob-

the missionary

work

of

the churches;

and 10 overcome the difficulties which
prevent the general missiotary interest
from finding expression in a general missionary activity will be to inaugurate an

era of progress in the evangelization of
the world which has not been surpassed
even in the early centuries of Cariatianity.—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.

the need of lost men, and is constrained

by the love that brought Christ from
heaven to earth, in the fallness of which

to warrant.

Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, Director of the
China

Inland

Mission,

writes

from

Shanghai, April, 18, that: not less than
200 persons have been converted during
the past year as the direct result of the
work, and about 130 have joined the native churches by baptism. “The Work has
been extended to the capital cities of

three important

provindes.

From the

I commencement more than 13,000 Chinese
SH
ranks as well.
‘The spirit of self-sacrifice, it is be~ have been baptized in conneétion with
lieved, is not so general and so conspicu- this Mission, which has now entered evous. either at home or abroad, as in the ery Province of China except one, that of
early days of this missionary eri. And Kwang-si, and contributions have been
made for the purpose of entering that
this, let it be said again;

is the highest

fruitage of the faith of Christ.
~ “4.” "That the critical, questioning
spirit of our times, the unsettledness of
belief which affects the ministry somewhat and their methods of preaching as
- well, is résponsible for a tendency which
fli

by

¥

pi Ee

Province,
one

-lady giving £200 for this

purpose.—=Selected.

army

The Iarsees have been holding meet-

ings in Bombay to consider the matter of
gions instruction. They wish something better than their priests have given

r

~~

them.
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| Jesus. and

grown.

* A barren tree. Luke 18: 6-10.
We An unfruitfal vineyard. Isa. 5: 1-7.
T. An unprofitable servant. Matt. 25: 24—30.
F. Conditions of fruitfulness. John 15:1—17.
§.” Fruit required. Rom. 6 : 18—23; Gal. 5: 22—26.
Xia
§. Fruitfolness rewarded. Matt. 25: H-2.

GoLpEN
TEXT.“ Herein is my . Father
glorified that ye bear much fruit’—John
“1b:8.

.

And

he entered into

temple; and when

0

Jerusalem, into

he bad looked

with

out unto Bethany

the

round

now

even.

the

twelve,
4
4
12
And on the morrow, when they were
13 come out from Bethany, be hungered.
And
seeing a fig tree afar off having leaves, he
came, if haply he might tind anything thereon: snd when he came to it, he found noth-

ing but leaves: for it was

14 figs.

And

he

of faith; not the temple,

and said

unto

it,

No mun eat fruit. from thee henceforward
for ever. And his disciples. heard it. ~
15— And they come to
Jerusalem: and- he

17 carry a vessel through the temple.” And he
taught. and said unto them, Is it not written, My house shall be called a house of

rayer for all the nations? but ye have made
‘18 it a den of robbers. And the chief priests

and the scribes heard it, and sought how
they might destroy
him: for they feared
him, for all the multitude was astonished at
his teaching.
ai
.
19 And every evening be went forth out of
the city.
:
h
9% And as they passed by in the morning they
‘saw the fig tree withered nway from the
91 roots.
And Peter calling to remembrance
saith unto him , Rabbi, behold. the fig tree

22 whieh thou cursedst is withered away. And
salth

unto

:

of

growth, and
and nourished

iI. We

prove

them,
La”

Hive

Torics— Unfruitfulness cursed.

our

best

by

TOPICS FOR FURTHER®

STUDY.

I. The seasons and fruits of Palestine.
II. The corruptions of religion in the
time of our Saviour.
III. The key to successful prayer.
rm

PRIMARY LESSON.
Blackboard

illustrations.—A tree ; form

branches spotted thickly with green crayon, and the words, ‘‘ Love, Joy, Peace,
Gentleness, Faith, Meekness,
Temperance,” written among leaves with white
or cream color; a leafless dead tree; a
square front of house, with large oval
windows,

surmounted

by a dome or cupola, and this by cross,to

represent
that will

Notes and Hints.

Over

Connecting
Link.~The incidentsof this
lesson eccurred on Monday, the next day after
Christ's triumphal
entry into
Jerusalem.
While in the temple the lame
and blind
present, and the childrén- greeted him with
hosannas.
The priests were greatly enraged
it this and at his stern’ rebukes (Matt, 21: 12,
3), and from that time sought to kill him.

Pardllel accounts, Mutt, 21: 1221:

Luke 19:

temple.
Add anything else
give appearance of a church.

this

write,

‘House

of Prayer.”

Golden Text.
teview : call upon some one to tell
what he remembers of the lesson of" last
Sabbath.
To be taught.
We
must bear good
fruit in our lives or suffer the condemna-

tion of God.

After Jesus had ridden into

Jerusalem he went into the great

temple

and after looking around he went back to
1. Unfruitfulwess cursed.
The glory | Bethany to spend the night. The next
“of
a tree
found, not in the’ depth to morning they went back to the city. Perwhich its roots strike down into the earth, haps they started before they had breaknor in the breath of ground overshadow- fast, for our lessor tells us that Jesus was
ed by its Branches; nor in the profugion hungry. You have all seen, and eaten
{—48,

|

¥

v
rete
T"never was deeply interested

thing but

sea.

CHURCH WELOOME,

there

make

me

to Mr.

of welcome

member’s words.

as

in

this

I came home, and

had

shown good seats.
ing, and

listened

We

had

to an earnest

ence,

as though

which

seems to live and grow simply that it
may, in due time, give its own body to
some useful purpose, and this msy be

reckoned as a sort of fruit-bearing.
in

0

i ll

oi

i

ASS

D

Se

Fail-

NESS

'g i

a

in that which ought to be its chief glory.
No wealth of beauty will fully compensate for this deficiency.
:
A man is often compared

to a

tree; in

the Bible the righteous man is likened to
a tree planted by water-courses where
it will grow most thriftily. . “The tomparison is fitting and excellent.
:
Our Saviour

said,** Herein

is my Fa-

ther glorified, that ye bear much fruit,”
and every one who is at all desirous of
glorifying the Father must see to it that
he complies with the conditions of fruitfalness. The incident of the lesson in
respect to the fruitless fig tree shows us
Christ's feeling concerning unfruitfulness,
and the expression of this feeling may
have been a sufficient reason for the curs-

ing of the barren tree.

If he who was

it might

have

fruit.

When

they came to it they found

nothing on.it

but leaves.

to

Jesus

wished

teach

his

disciples a lesson,—a good object lesson
we should call it,—one they would not
N
tho
tron
z
the—tree
he said to it, ‘ No man eat fruit of thee’
hereafter forever,”
and the disciples
heard it. They then went on to Jerusalem and the temple.
One part of that
temple had become a busy, money-chang-

ing, trading place.” Here were people
trying to get money for themselves, buying and

street,
house
when
began
threw

selling, just like any shop in

the

in- the place that was called the
of God. Jesus was very sorry, and
he went into the temple that day he
to drive out those men and overthe tables of the money-changers

and the seats of them that sold doves, and

said to them, ‘Is it not written, my house
shall be called a house of prayer; but ye

have made
made

ita den of thieves.”

the Pharisees

very

angry.

This
They

would have killed him, had they dared to.

thus

next

trying times were coming for those disci-

incident recorded is also one of typical
significance. Jesus found in the temple

ples. In afew days he must meet his
death, and he wished to teach them that

II.

The tempte

purifiea.

The

to reform abuses and correct

errors.

To

fidelity, both by precept and action.
The

house

of (God should ever be re-

garded as a sacred place,

place entitled

to a large 1neasure of respect on account

of the uses for which it was built and to
which it has been set apart.
which is at variance

with

Everything

or in

conflict

with such purposes ought to be rigidly
excluded from Christian

churches.

The

human body has been compared to a
temple, and is called a'temple by sacred

long-suffering,

‘faith, meekness,

gentleness,

temperance.”

goodness,
We

can

not see this fruit with our eyesas we do
the cherries and apples, but itis more

real, it never decays. .How beautiful it
looks to God.

Are all my little ones

{ry-

ing to bear -this kind of fruit in their
lives? . (The teacher has abundant oppor-

tunity in this lesson for illustrative appli.
cations. Touch upon the word ¢‘ temper-

Writers, and us such it ought certainly to
receive a fitting care and atteation, it ance” as it rarely occurs, giving the
ought not to be defiled .or enfeebled by ‘Christian definition of total abstinence
vicious habits and practices which are from all that corrupts and poisons and
inconsistent with, or destructive of, its & moderate, healthful use of ‘the good

purity.

As the dwelling-place of an im-

mortal soul,

as a tabernacle

ECT IN ORIGINALY

in

which

things in food and drink.
Text.

Recite Golden

man

was not

the

between

put

his umbrella

to

x)

Wheat

on the left side;

the

the

left side;

Its effects

the pain

under the shoulder and is sometimes

is felt

taken

iderable

part.

There

is generally

with

ry cough is sometimes attendant.
mplains-

of

weariness

and

a
|

The patient

|

he

For the

is

tisfied that exercise would be beneficial to
him, yet he can scarcely summon up fortitude

have

can

any

certainly

€.

you

of

the above

be cured

by

McLANE’'S

buy

McLane’s

SOLD

sympfoms,

the

|

him

about

and then that Miss R. had told him about
us.
‘Do you see your “congregation
when preaching ?” Iasked.
Heanswer- |
ed that he looked over the church before |

effectually

produces

nor wash

8Y

&CO.,

Lowell,

and Analytical

ALL

Mass.

Chemists.

DRUGGISTS AND
IN MEDICINES.

Pills,

insist

his mind, and endeavored to see them:
He meant that strangers. should not come
to his church many times without his be-

have |

decided to attend that church.—Christian
Weekly.
Lan

IS UNACQUAINTED
TRY WILL SEE

BY

WITH

THE

GEOGRAPHY

OF

THIS

THIS MAP

THAT

THE

EXAMINING

i

COUN-

Complaints

and

When a great citizen of Florence lay
dying of the plague, deserted by the |
courtiers, abandoned by his friends and |
his own family, he appealed to a crowd |

for all

— LIVER, =

Make the first day of the week a bright,

shed its radiance on the other six days of
work and play. Do not limit its sacred
freedom
by domestic * Blue. Laws,”
which would make it to the little ones
anything but ¢* day of all

best.”

the week

But with music and prayer,

the Bible and other good

reading,

the

IT.

an

“or

INFIDEL LEADERS.

cle.

"HAS BEEN PROVED

Paul, via the Famous

by thousands and tens of thousands.

ers on the side

life

worker and minister in
come into contact with

twenty of the leading lectuters and
of unbelief.

Nearly

=

“ALBERT

the country to be the SUREST
discovered
for

LEA

ROUTE.”

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and ¥umkakee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Ne
ews, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Augusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette,

to that you are a victim P THEN DO NOT
BITAE;
use Kidney
Wort atonce,
(ev
will recommend it) and it
ily overcome the disease and
re
healthy action.
“§*¥] Incontinence or retention of Urine, brick)
dust or ropy deposits, and dull dragging pain
speedily yield to ita curative power.

olis and St. Paul and
All Through Pas

|

and Omaha,

Minneap-~

jnternediate points.
rs Fravel on Fast Express

rai
t
3
Tickets for sale at all principal

._

Ticket

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and.

Offices in

rates of fare al-

ways as low as competitors that offer less advantages.
“For aetaiea information,get the Maps and Fold-

ers 0

CREAT
At your

| KIDNEY -WORT :
PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

;

ROCK

ISLAND

ROUTE,

nearest Ticket Office, or address

R. R. CABLE,

JE. ST.

Vice-Pres, & Gen'l M'g'r,

y

JOHN,

Gen'l Tkt. & Puss, Agt,

CHICACO.

At

vi.

thi season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent,
and any lives CRU

through

lack

PAIN

KILLER

Cholopa,

Read

of

Chblera

the

knowledge

writ-

all

of them have been lecturers in- London ;
some of them writers in The National
Reformer, gnd other infidel papers ; some
of them secrataries of* branch societies.
Of these twenty, only four now. remain ;

three of these have lately been engaged
in speaking and
writing accusations
against each other, and the fourth holds a
very doubtful position between Christian-’

of

a safe

is peifectly

N.Y. Feb. 3, 1881,

Tha » ory host medicine 1 know of tor dysentery,
cholors morhus, and ¢ramps
ju the stomach, Have
wed it for years, umd it 13 sure cure every Hine.
i
Junius W, DEE.
Tlorxaotin, Towa, March 12, 1881.
In

ver

vl pone Pay.

and

KILLER

10 severe cases of

cholememorbus,
and it gave almost
L. ¥. CALDW#LL,
CARNESVILLE, (GA, Feb. 28, 1881.
Tor twenty years | have used your PAIN KILLER
inmy family. Have used it many tines for bowel
complaints, and it always ovres.
Would not foel rafe
without a Lot 1e in the house,
J.B. Ive.
.
Sao, AEs Jan, 23, 1881,
eran,

|
|
|

Davis

PAIN

KiLLER

Bik
Tt 8 ire, sure, aud reliable, No
shoul | allow it tH he out of the family,

.

“a family

wail Hy

h

Che ret

remedy.

PERRY

DAVIS’
1

Complaint,

safe.
a

can

tweive

mother

Feb,

19, 191.

W. O, SPErLY,

U. 8. CONSULATE,
.
CREFELD, RHENISH PRUSSIA, Veb, 8, 1831.
Thave known PERRY DAVIS' PAIN KILLER almost

from the day it was introduced, and after years of

|

observation and use I re

|

|

its presence in my

household as an indisponsable necessity,
. 8. PorTER, U, 8. Consul.
BURTON-ON. TRENT, ENG.
I had been several days suffering. severely fron
diarrhma, accompanied with intense
pain, when 1
tried your Pain KiLLeg, and found
ost instant
relief.
H. J. NOONE.
.
21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
+ Prin a residence of twenty-t
yars in India, |
1 have given it in many cases of
diarrhcea, dysenory, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
relief.
en
R. CLARIDGE.

sale by all druggists at 35¢.

DAVES

N.Y,

Coxwaynono, 8. ¢, Feb, 22, 1181.
every family in this section keeps a boule
10 Nearly
the House
DR. BE.
MORTON. .

|
|

HH. I. Naves.
safelybe without this invaluable

of all = Tor

LAL.

for

ONEIDA,

We begen usin it over thirty years ago, and it
always ives immediate relief. “Would hardly are
d without a bottle in the house.
to go to

instant r¢

Have nsed Perry

sure

following :

Bainaringe, N. Y., March 22, 1831.
Prney DAvis' Pari KILLER never fails to aford
fastant veliey for cramp and pain in the stomach.
JoserM
BURDITT.

1

and

is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Summer

Morbus, ete., and

a

a

each.

Small,

Morocco,

of our

65

cts;

denominational

York, till the time
Baptists.

ters
Price $1. Pos
Butleris Commentaq:

o

of the

$1.00.

L
Conference

11 cts.
:

3

!
:
. uh, SE J. Butler, con~
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians? “It is an
>

lent book for all who would ‘search the Scrip:
[re
ND
rT Assaler
ur
on ie Jay m=
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 4
cts.
for

Manual,
designed especially for ministers.
all church members.
It contains

diferent

Golden

Sheal

by

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hividoo life

Christian

experiences

of Bai, a converted

remedy.

50¢. and

$1.00

Its price brings it
a bottle.

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

thick

.

Records
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greatest care.
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violation of its proper sancity

this work he gave himself with unsparing

complexion,

N. H.

ey sent.

and is particularly adapted to the

~~ SYMPTOMS OF A DISEASED LIVER.

Mr.

spirit to overcome everything, even death.
Right there with the dead tree before
their eyes he wished to teach them that
the lives that do not bear good fruit in
this world are condemned by God. Jesus
means to say that each of us is like a tree
or plant made to bear good fruit. What
is the kind of fruit we can bear? In one
place in the Bible it iscalled the fruit of
the spirit; that fruit is * love, joy, peace,

abuse it. 1t was a part of Christ's mission

fair

To the rescue! Your liver isin trouble,
Bitters wiil correct it. Remember this.

Then |

faith in God would give them strength of cheerful, sweet day at home, and it will

thus to

who

went and stood bebind

that

a-great number of traffickers and brokers

engaged in transacting their business
with a freedom and clamor entirely unbecoming to the place. It had been consecrated to sacred uses and it was a gross

{but the man

it turned out that I was the one
bad

Displacements, and the

stage of devel

harmony

ter, in which we grew friendly and acFf you can not get tie genuine DR. C. Mc- |
quainted.
We were told about a literary LANES LIVER PILLS, send ds .25 cents by |
mail, and ye will send them to you.
society about to be formed.
We were
not pressed or urged to anything,
but
FLEMING BROS,, Pittsburgh, Pa. |
simply . made very welcome.
He
had |

seen us in the church last evening.

and

teeth, nor the man who threw his hat out of the
window
and tried to hang his cigar on a peg; no!

stayed. A young lady, who saw us without hymn-books, came across the aisle
and gave us her own. I saw afterward
that she was without one. Next day we
had a'pleasant social call from the minis-

When evening came, Jesus and his dismanifest his disappointment in respect to ciples went ont of the city again to Bethany to spend the night, and in the morn- under the window for some offiice of
an insentient tree, how would he express
himself toward a sentient, rational, intel-- ing when they came back to the city they charity. ¢ No,” said one, ‘‘ you are not
rich enough to buy us. We will not give
ligent human being who had failed to passed by the fig tree, now withered life for gold.” But up started a young
meet his expectations in this respect? aWay to the roots. Peter remembered man and rushed through the crowd, ex¢ I will come into you, not for
We cannot give too much care and that the day before that tree had nothing claiming:
thought to the outcome of our lives. on it but leaves, and what Jesus had said money but for gratitude, for I am one of
those you saved
from the death-block.”
Fruit we must bear to meet the Master's to it. Can you tell me the words he said? That is the language . of true Christian
approval, and it ought te be abundantand And Peter sto Jos, « Master, behold “tove:It 8ays to Christ: “1 will come
nutritious ; and so it will be if we wisely the fig (ree is\withered away.”
Then to Thee, not for Thy great name, not for
use the means of growth which he fur- Jesus spoke to all the disciples and said, reward, not for praise, but because I am
one Thou hast saved from death,”
nishes and will eominue to supply.
‘Have faith in God.”
He knew what
0B -0-0

Tull of mercy and tenderness would

and

i8
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It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

system

‘A very proper
monotonous your
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good

the

Dover,
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of Life.
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health, and powers of endurance follow the use of
Brown's Iron Bitters.

come to the S. church. Of course I in- |
vited her in, and we had a friendly chat.
It was the same thing over. Would we
like to have the minister call upon us?
She would mention us to him. We had a

Fruit-bearing is the chief end of its existit be a timber

say at once, ‘1 don’t know.”
course,” said Fogg ; ** but how
conversation must be.”

If so, we would be very wel- |

hearty welcome, a cordial
We went to church that night.

are

no more.
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‘I never pretend to know a thing that I do not,”
remarked Brown.
‘When I don’t know a thing I

not taken off my wraps, when there was
a ring at the door-bell. I answered it to
find a young lady who had called to inquire if the new neighbors were church |
attendants.
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ard, dispirited woman ? The

if

figs. That was a country where figs grew
plentifully as apples do here.
Jesus saw

looking

Who has not seen
transformed in a few
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Change

Rector (to Irich plasterer

the likes 0’ good Roman
estact church, sorr!

acquainted

He went on

me form a favorable
church which had in

to

ing a wall) : ** That mortar must have been very
bad.” Pat (with a grin): * Fuix, ye can’t expict

I

dnd. bea¥ity of its blossoms, butin the
sbundance and excellence of its fruit.

leaves,

4.The
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He would look out for me that evening
and
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The Little Star and

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses

an

aimed for it, until at last I came to a pretty church, from which the - congregation
was just issuing. Meeting a tall, dark,
and rather fine-looking
gentleman walking along with his girl, I asked him if he
could tell me what church that was. He
atonce answered with genial courtesy
that it was the S. street church. He’ told
me that they would be glad to see me
there, and would try to make me
at home. They would like to have me
come into the Sunday-school. He went
on to tell me about the minister, the work
he had been- doing and hoped to do.
there,

somehow,

to oné of

Seeing a spire in the distance,

with the minister.

av,

Beatty, Washington,

ressed to
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1t will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin ’

perhaps thirty or forty peoris assembled,
After the service there
started off vn my
search again, as I wished to know what
and where were the churches we could

I were

dista

time,

virtue.—De Rochefoucauld.

which I call
window I sce
Last Sunday 1
and found a

I like an introduction

some

Hypocrisy is the homage vice

Ans

where

At

for any-

in some
shape—probably y the last I
should have devised —it
me.— Dr. 4.
Judson.

:

Boston’s . pretty suburbs,
Hayfield; because from my
afield with five hayricks.”
started out to find a church,

it came.

matter at how

Thé ship that holds the straightest course

Would

per-

in any

object, I never prayed sincerely

At best will bended be;

attend.

the

Smiles.

soul t» soul the shortest line

chapel,

mechanical

——

We have have lately moved

insure posses;

vitality

the keel

On thought and will, the winds may wait,
But the world will bend the passing word,
Though its shortest course be straight.

little mission

top door and long

The temple purified.
A lesson about faith.

not

of some

He was also of opinion that * the:

rmance of a single duty.” The bighest
r of being is that which loses sight in
lution, and feeling in work.—Dr.

So man to man, in fair accord

Still sails the convex

performance

duty.

«| sense of beauty never furthered

From port to port fair breezes blow,
But the ship must sail the convex sea,

From

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
do
;

in the

|

regular use. By diligent observance of
the laws of growth, faith may be madé to
feed that fruitfulness which alone gives
proof of vigorous vitality.
I.
Professions,
sions.

'

Nor may she straighter go.

developed as other powers are, by exer.
cise} by nourishment, by consistent and

= Idle-

ble worker. Schiller said that he found
the greatest happiness in life to consist

OUR LOT.
The faithful helm commands

sees

rather work out than rust out,” said a no-

HD
i

soul through
is a positive [-

openly

No exorcism charms like labor.

JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Power to bear spiritual

fruit comes to the human
faith in God. Fruitfulness

entered into the templé, and began to cast
out them that bought in the temple. and” ruitfulness.

overtbrew the tables of the money -changers,
16 and the seats of them that sold doves; and
be would not suffer that any man should

Jesus answering
faith in God.

nor the |

and

ness of wind. and body resembles rust.
It wears more than work.
“I would

Master found thee sowing still

The good seed of His truth.

altar, nor the rites and ceremonies of the

Jewish church.

not the season of

answered

Thy

onlyby robust faith. The power of exercising faith is born in us and may be |-

ue

ybout upon all things, it being

tide, he went

by the power of faith. It is the tap-root
of Christian life. God alone is the proper

Christianity,

————

The silver dropping of the rain,
The fall of summer dew!
he
rs
With weary hand, yet steadfast will,
In old age as in youth,

Jesus replied, ** Have faith in God,” and
went on to speak of what could be done
object

have turned to

[professed their belief in its facts and
teachings! —The Rev. C. J. Whitmore, in
the Gen. Bap. Magazine.

O friend!
O brother! notin vain
The life so calm and true,

attention to it,

proof of life, of health,
this can be maintained

MARK
11: 12-23,
( Revised Version.)
11

the fruitless

It was dead, root and branch,

Peter called the Saviour’s

Mark 11: 12—23,

Tpe fruitless tree.

where

again

perhaps expecting some lesson from him.
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Still shines the light of holy lives,

of
Like starbeams over doubt,
passed by" Ctr Each sainted memory, Christ-like, drives
tree ‘had
Some dark possession out.
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isthe Hope of ths Race.

day after the foregoing incidents occurred
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soundness and strength.
III. A.lesson about faith.
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ity and unbelief.
Leaving these four,
there are sixteen to account for.
What
has become of these sixteen infidel leaders in London during the past thirty
years? They have all left their infidelity,

can
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tributors will please

write

only

on

ene

side’

of

their paper and not roll it preparatory
to mailing.
They must send full name and
dress, not
necessarily for publication.
We
cannot return
niznuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur-

pose. We need at least a week in whiclrto decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special

contibutors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understandingis had to that
effect before publication.

For a desirable opportunity to do good and
to cause your name to be held in grateful re-

him and the principles of his gospel, and
ship and a day of rest, can safely be left
to himself to work out his own religious
obligation as to the Sabbath, without let
or hindrance. . Christianity does not so
much give rules as establish principles
and infuse a spirit in the light .of which

not fail to remember

Boston.—— There

is no

likelihood that ¢ Ida Hazleton’s” strictures on
come summer resorts will have any application to Ocean Park. There is no danger there
of lack of meetings.——No fault can be found,
we think, with the impartiality and fairness of
Mr. Salley’s interesting article in this number
on the Chinese question.——Now doesn’t Mrs.

We should

bath as a-daj~of rest for man,
Nevertheless, let us venture
tion.

tol touch

Sabbath

ques-

Who is it that breaks the Sabbath?

First, surely he who,

no

“matter how

faithfully he rests, neglects the duty of
worship. ‘Breakers of the Sabbath through
guilty neglect are they, who forget that
on this day Jesus rose from the dead, and
who, neither in their homes,

nor

in the

of the
of the
in: the

wondrous

eloquence

and

controlling power in British politics.

woman,

We quote with approval the following from
the Religious Intelligencer, concerning the
* Salvation Army” of England:

doubt

so

|

far as to abstain from that course. ' It is
far better to err on the side of serious
caution than of careless license.
tO

That the ‘ Salvation Ariny,” of which so
much is written now, has
done much
good,
there can be no doubt.
It bas been rapidly -enlarging its spbere of operations, and is receiving much more notice and counterance from
high places than at first. It is just possible,
however, that its usefulness may be destroyed
by its ‘zeal without knowledge.” The following placard issued by the Army at Leeds is

Bro. D. R: Whittemore sends the tollowing to complete the obituary of the { certainly not in good taste, to put it mildly.
Rev. B. Phelon,

inserted

on

our

After the usual proclamation of“ War! war! !”
&e., and an invitation to evervbody to‘ join
in the fight against Old Nick, the plan of the

second

page:
public congregation, are wont to render
fuueral occurred on Friday, 21st attack is thus described :—Monday, June 5, at
devout praise and worship to the God who inst.The After
an address
and prayer at the 745, Salvation Charge, Tuesday, Great ExhiWells “speak right out” in ber article this made them and in the name of Him who
Lasses. Wednesday, Fire
home, the remains were taken to Ap- bition of Hallelujah
Brimstone.
Thursday, Roll-call, Soldiers
week
Foreign
Mission Board, “attention!
died to save them.
: ponaug, into the meeting house in which and
to deliver up their cartridges. Friday, at 7.30,
But Dr. Phillips tells us a lady.has already
Brother Phelon had preached for so many Baptism of Fire. Saturday at 7.45, Rejoicing
Secondly, he also breaks the Sabbath
taken Miss Crawford's pldce.” Nevertheless,
years.
Old
friends
over
Victories Won.
All over the Shop Meetand
others
were there
Mrs. Wells has spoken well.—We
(one of who, no matter how devoutly he seems to
to show their respect for, and take a last ings. Sunday, July 11th, it 7°A. M., Knee-drill.
us) spent last Sabbath at Ocean Park.
Relig-- worship, needlessly employs in work, or
look of the beloved form 6f the good man SAmmunition supplied to Soldiers by Quartermaster General.
11 A. »., Descent of the
ious services are held each Sabbath.
Mr.
in whatever wearies, the hours that bewhose earthly life'-was ended.
Eight of Holy Ghost. 230. 1. -M., Tremendous Free
(eo. KE, Lowden preached a good sermon to a long to needed rest.
:
? our ministers took ‘part in the services. and Easy. 6.20 P. M., Great Charge on the
fair
congregation.
Mr. Buchelder is expected
Sometimes the two duties of worship. There was no formal discourse, but_we Devil. 9p. M., Halellujah Galop.” Did this
to preach next Sunday.
=
praged, sung and talked as seemed ap«t: _placard stand alone,it might be regarded as
and of rest are made -to conflict somethe work of some rash and ignorant subordipropriate
in bidding farewell to one we vate
“ officer,” but it is enly a sample of the
what. with each other—as when a person loved so much.—farewell,
The earth makes two revolutions—diuntil we too go
arpal, aho
its’ own
about the gun: the man

axis,
and annual,
that is self-willed

“Agerevolves
gbout himself, and his widest
Sell
Jjourneyidg is barely turning around ; while
hie whose will is centered in God has ithe
whole universe as his orbit.
IIow grandly
does he sweep on into the heavens’
No man more surely attains a high type.
of manhood and joys ¢ beyond compare,”

than does he who aspires and strives to be
a helper of his kind.
And no man more
surely develops into a true philanthropist
than does he who, after the peerless. and

flawless Christ pattern, seek
character, employ

Invincible joy.

No

to

form

his energies,

man

and

his
gain

becomes

more

surely and rapidly base and wretched

than

does he who

true

sets himself against

the

gerera! good and private weal of his kind.
“ Sweet charity”—what

it?

Do you mean

style of announcements made by the ** Army,”
-{ and for which the leader, ** General” Booth, ts
responsible.
Every Christian must wish well
the Sabbath, attends so many different : It was our good fortune to have some
to every movement that has for its object
services, it may be, or does such an acquaintance with Bro. Phelon.
We have the. evangelization of the masses.
That
Salvation
Army
has
done
good
amount of work in religious undertakings admired-the tender and sweet spirit of thé
among a class not easily reached by ordinary
of one kind or another, that the day, inwhich the “obituary speaks, -and do feel means must be acknowledged; but it is a pity
-as those quoted are
stead of yielding rest to body and mind, assured that earth has now one saint less, such announcements
thought necessary.
They savor too. much of
brings only added weariness after the and heaven one more.
:
a panderinz to the lowest tastes of the worst
”~
classes.
Unless the * Army” avoids such
~
toils of the week.
Of course, what will
excesses, it is to be feared its usefulpess may

engages so much in formal “worship
on

be laborious and wearying

to some

ever seeks to be regarded as proper on
the Sabbath. One i8, Does it tend to in-

by | t erfere with the spirit and duty of private

of | and-public-worship?. The other is, Does
|i t tend tq interfere with private rest or
public
quiet? Faithfully, unsparingly

what is bad?
Do you mean ‘‘sweet” disregard of your wrong thinking and untrue
doctrines?

Do you mean

“sweet”

hie your

ideal

of * sweet

silence | tried by the test of

Is | how many of the

these

two

questions,

growing tendencies

of

charity” who | society are seen to be wrong and pernic-

#¢ sweetly” winks at your follies and would | ; ous!
sooner *- sweetly” see you come to the woe
Is it right to take a walk on the Sabof the transgressor, than cry halt! to your
bath
day?
desires or in any way hurt
(bosh!) your
Does this mean neglecting worship, or
feelings?
If so, deliver us from him.
His
walking so much as to weary? Then,
charity is too sweet.
It is charity degen-

erated into mawkish sentimentality or | certainly, I would better worship and rest
something still worse; it is charity be. | than takemy walk. A walk, however,
| that conflicts ‘with "neither the duty of
come uncharity. It fg is ¢ sickish sweet.”
The bane of our time is not an excess

theclogy, but the want of it.

a
seems

of | and quiet,

We need the | and his

disciples

Test, and
is. orderly.
not improper.
Jesus

strolled

through

the

most vitalizing godliness, but this is not | corn fields on the Sabbath day.
possible. withaut “a sound and vigorous the- |- Is it wrongto ride or to drive on the
ology.
What churches are most reliable Sabbath ?
amid the changes of popular feeling and the
Again we ask, Does your doing so coneddies of false doctrine? What are the most
flict, either immediately or remotely, with
intelligent and helpful missionary chuarchthe duty, the spirit, the form, the hour,
es? What Christians are safest amid the
onsets
of
infidelity ? They
are
those
churches and Christians which
are most
thoroughly rooted in the principles and the

of worship?

Moreover,

does

it

or

imply

work or weariness to

man

beast?

must be recognized

that circumstances

It

doctrines of Christianity; which
know | alter cases.
There is a difference, to our
what and whom they believe, with an in- | mind, between harnessing upon Sunday 5
telligence which is the product of a rever- “| horse that has been worked all the week,
ent spirit

and

a

thorough

acquaintance

with the principles of the Christian faith. It is not fairly presenting

the

relations

of'education to ministerial service, to urge

that some without the training

of schools

TOR

have done more and better work than some

who

have

received

that

training.

is to

be

The

and one that has not. There is a differenice between harnessing one's own team,
and hiring another’s. The specific purpose or object of the drive also affects the
case. There is a difference, too, between
driving much, and driving little.
There
are innumerable differences that alter

cases which at first glance may seem
alike. There is a wide difference bewith reference to each life for ‘and by ittween driving on errands of necessity and
self. Consider what is the nature and
of mercy, and driving for mere pleasure.
working of the human mind; remember
That it is always wrong to drive simply
that all valuable power is trained and. disciplined power. Neither character nor for pleasure, we would not undertake to
But, beyond doubt, for many
mind have force'except they be disciplined. . maintain.
question of education

considered

Nothing, either in nature or morals, comes
"by chance. Though a minister be inspired
with the spirit of indomitable labor,though

his heart

grasp in

its

sympathies

the

broadest fields and the most repulsive, yet
in proportion as his hesrt and mind . lack
that discipline which guides them into the
most effective channels of usefulness, and

marks out the choicest, highest methods of
labor, his work, to say’ the

least,

will be

done at a disadvantage and fail to secure
the richest and most enduring results.
THE SABBATH QUESTION

Who keeps the Sabbath?

om

AGAIN.

He’ who, in

commemoration of the resurrection of
Christ, observes it as a day of worship,
+.and who, in obedience
to the com-

mand of God and the

need

of his own

. Nature, observes it also as a day

And who breaks the Sabbath?

of rest.

Ile who

neglects either the duty of worship or the

duty of Test. -

Bg

ah

:

This answer, it may be said, is all very

well, bat it is not sufficiently definite to
I

remove many of the practical

which attach to this question.

difficulties

reasons, it is better to avoid it. It is better to err, if at all, on the side of serious

caution thauof careless license.

e laws of Moses for the Jews, but they
not for us, and neither Christ nor any

NOTES.

end all all too soon.

-

-

Public sympathy has been very much divided over the war in Egypt, and many are in
doubt about the merits of the case.
It seems
to some like an unnecessary attack on a weak
people, an attempt to overthrow a national
party in Egypt and oppress the people in order to secure British interests.
We should re-

and without

represention; and

thg, officials, | or more historic facts pertaining to each place |

| bath Turkish and Arabic,sent to eolleet the tax,
added to it at their own pleasure for their own
purposes.
It was not until the English and
French established their ‘* control,” that there
| was any regularity in the amount of the taxes:|
or any humanity
in the mode of collecting/|
them.
There is no longer the old liberty of
adding to the amount, or of repeating the

| in the Jesson; (3) State the names of the different persons in the lesson, and state one or
| more historic facts pertaining to each person
in the lesson; (4) State the names of the different classes of persons named in the lesson,
and state some historic fact pertaining to each
§ class
in the lesson; (&) State the historie truths

intervals

and collecting ps

recorded in the lesson. by having each scholar |

and be au improyement on that of the past
| and some one or more of the powers shoul
and exercise

“ control”

until

such

a

strict accord with {he duties of worship

and of rest.

But that occasional visits

could not be made that would be

in har-

mony with the Sabbath obligdtion—even
merely social visits—it

would,

perhaps,

be too much to assert.
‘May I read anything but religious
writings, and play anything but religious
tunes, on the Sabbath ?
]
We can give no better reply to this
than to say that the Sabbath,

as a day

of

thoughtful worship nud of quiet rest, has
its own key-note, its own peculiar spirit
and atmosphere. Whatever
or agrees with that, whatever
or in music helps to make the
son of sincere worship and

rest, can scarcely be calléd

harmonizes
in reading
day a searefreshing

improper.

Here individual habits will vary considerably.
There is no'inflexible rule.

Nor if the writing is of such

a character,

or is engaged in so far, as to become laborious and wearisome. There is a fitness

also in the thought that purely bufiness
correpondence belongs far more proper5

that

the

there

were

leaders

The present minidtiy of Gredt Beitsln; of began the settlement of America.

dians, dttordingly, are not dying out.

but the life itself, has had to grapple With
some of the greatest difliculties which have

The fo
On the

tontrary; Wherever they are not repressed by
esises at{ffbutable to civilization, their nume

It has been

‘bers tncredde. Let that melancholy inferest
which ndttirally attaches to a people upon

the questions which it has had to deal with

scarlet symbols of doom, be changed to that
healthy vigorous regard which a people who
have a future before them should elicit.

ever confronted any government,

in existence but two years, and though hava large nominal majority in its support,
ing

Have been so vexing in their nature, so complicated in their treatment, and so important
in their bearing, that no one could predict

whose future Providence seems to be writing in

|

cation Society appropriations.

6.

—

Dn

up to the margin of‘a living; if need be.
Nine-tenths of those short of funds who

attempt to.get ready for a whole course at

at first, fail, and generally never begin at

all;

with

ing, farming,
86d WHY not so of theologi

a little at other times; sometimes by sell-

ing books, and teaching part of the time:
sometimes friends aid them : and sometime
s

young

?

the

been large, even

of oar

cause

can be raised.

The

subscriptions

people have been

fully

here,

ability of those contributing.

to

devotion, ik

preaching.

This must
fii

depend

personal

ac-

to

tion

to leave

the college work

with

the

close of the next year, and expects to com-

mence his last course of lectures at the
-opening of the next term in September.

Send

the

Any

Very little

to the ‘treasurer for a catalogue.

other

attention,

has yet been attempted outside,
though
during the next two weeks I shall do all
that is possible at this unfavorable season, .
necessarily leaving much of the work here
until September, when the.people
shall

have returned.

upon

The faculty would be very glad to hear
from all such as soon as practicable,
9. Are there any changes expected in
the faculty?
The writer has given notice of his inten.

among

up

by

attend pext yedr to give early notice?

though not now connected
with us, say
that our people have never had so favorable an opportunity before, and that success
will now be certain, if the necessary funds
our own

preachers are useful and secure Sap. z

port

quainance.
8. Is it desirable for those expecting

of the year when so many
city ; new people gre coming
hold with us; and everything
we are, at last, where we

history

This is true

cal students?
7. How do poor students get a
living?
Sometimes by working in vacat
ion, and

can gather the people and build up a strong,
permanent society.
Those well acquaint-

ed

while nine-tenths of those who begin

resolutely succeed at last.

of those studying for law, medicine, teach.

secured.
at this season
are out of the
in and taking
indicates that

It is better to live one day at

a time, study one term at a time, and close

We have now been in our new church
five Sabbaths. We are all pleased with it
beyond our expectations, and are fully
convinced that the right location has been
congregations have

Te

wear his coat, if he has not a supply for
three years.

The Boston Church.

The

:

It is best for a man to eat his dinner and

by
in

omitational.

America.

:

1s it best to begin unless one is sore

of completing the course?

League.
The fact has been stoutly denied by
the press, and by members themselves, but
we now see it stated that Mr. Parnell’s health
is broken because of constant trouble in the
League, and’ Mr. Davitt says confinement in
the English prisons would be far better for

himself than the treatment accorded him
prominent members of the Land League

course

and with Greek and Hebrew, four years,
5. What will be the expense?
‘About one hundred dollars besides Edy.

serious

¢uestions

will

receive cheerful

7

R.

Duxx.
.

a

Maine Western Yearly Meeting.
an
23.

This Y. M. was held at Canton, June 20—

O curring in an extreme part of the Yearly
Meeting, the representation of the Q. Meetings
was smaller than usual, but the meetings were

:

nevertheless

interesting. The iatroductory
before the public services
come in unsolicited, from several States,
Fthroughout “the session were spiritual feasts
in some cases, church collections, in othin which many took part, These contributed
ers, individual gifts.
It only needs that not a little to the meeting. The
audience gave
Smali subscriptions

this

movement

and

become

ovations

general

in

to secure the success of this work
imposing

heavy

burdens

have

prayer meetings,

order

good attention to the preaching, which was
able and profitable. The business was dispatched with the utmost harmony.
The opening sermon was preached Tuesday
evening by Rev.J, W, Parsens from Ps. 6:

without

upon

any..

As

one who desires to do his very best for our

contemplating large gifts

have recently made, can not do.better.thap
to now midke site the siiceéss of this enters

Indians is as large now as when the Tutdpeans

others, three years in the English

of the Land

for denominational

not over

180,000. Prof. Seelye, of Amherst College,
thinks it possible that the number of

goyernment is established and able to maintain
considerable “itself:
ai
:
;

To make the day, to any
extent, a day for visiting might not be in

Recently we stated

Lawrence and Great Lakes, was, in the early
century,

4. How much time is required?
For college graduates, three years; fo,

as thelj
of the gospel? We must not
avoid, nor neglect, the plain truth of the
Lord Jesus. Let it be fajthfully taught and
practiced, and let no efforts be spared till the
law of the land adopts and enforces its indispeénsable rules.

part of the

seventeenth

their own carts and ploughs, losing mucy
time and strength which other opportuni.
ties might- have saved. And, as a
matter
of fact, very few acquire the culture
expected by private study. Lawyers, physicians, and teachers may as well Prepare jy
private study as ministers.

are constantly granting, and where are the
protesfs’of that church which is set in the world

denomination, because he believes it may
in tarp express the fac's in u single verse in
be eminently serviceable to Christ's cause
It has interfered with the
his or ber own words; (6) Stute the central or
in
the future, I can not think of any work
iberty of the machine politicians of Egypt to
leading historic truths expressed in the lesson;
have these foreign rules and this restraint, and | (7) State the symbolic and figurative language
among us I shonld be more desirous to
i t may be that this is the cause of the so-callhelp accomplish than this.
of the lesson, and the historic facts incorporatI belleve there
ed national party. It may not be a party of | ed into such symbols or figurative language;
is more in it for onr future than
even the
the people so much
as a party .of the
|
(8) State
the central or leading moral truths
most sanguine amorg us have supposed.
official
class, who
hate the foreigners be- | expressed in the lesson; (9) State any single
It is not my work, it is our work,
the work
cause of restraint,
and long for the old days of spiritual truth in the lesson which may im-.
of all of us who love our denomination.
liberty; and these, headed by Arabi as chief press the mind of the student; (10) State any
' and who desire its success for Christ's
spokes:
i
”
:
We who are directing affairs here
sion of Europeans that the old days may re- of the truths in the lesson would lead persons sake.
turn again.
and
necessarily
bearing. the heaviest of the
While this may be called a‘ nato condemn and put away; (11) State any pertional” party, we cannot yet think of it as a
burdens, ask help from all.
party of the people, but a party of the Pashas,
We do not ask for great sacrificés; they
and its cry may not mean
Kgzypt for the
tian believers; (12) State any question sugare not needed if all will do-the little they,
Egyptians, but Egypt for-usto-plund&and op- gested by a study of the lesson.
easily can, the little their own sense of the |
press as in the days of yore. Until evidence is
importance of the work prompts them to
farnished to the contrary we must suspect
do., We shall be doubly helped by immeDr. Storrs, in his oration at Woodstock,
this to be the true view. The result of the
present trouble should be, not the statu quo sneaking of a “ noticeable moral languor in diate promises of aid, by way of church
ante bellum, the declared object of Fa- American eommunities,” said, * There is no collections, or contributions from Syndestroying
flame of righteous indignation
rope,
but
ihe
independence
day-schools, or individual donations.
of
Egypt
against the vileness of Mormonism itself; und
ruled by all her people.
The Turk has cerMy own address will be in the Star for
I cannot but think it discreditable to the countainly forfeited his right to claim
authorthe next three months.
Any inquiries”
try that there has been no more vehemence of
ity there, for be has failed utterly to keep
about the work, or the conditions of the
resistance against the practical expulsion from
the peace and protect foreign residents, has
subscriptions, will be gladly answered.
failed even to make an effort in” that direction our shores of the peaceful and industrious ChiA general canvass
of the churches
naman.” The orator might have cited another
at the needed time. It will be very much out
by me will be as impossible as it is
instance, perhaps more emphatic still, where
of place if Europe shall still recognize his auundesirable.
Your voluntary contributhe wrongs
suffered
by an ‘‘alien people”
thority and submit longer to his deceitful medhave not aroused a ‘‘ vehemence of resistance” tions, without the expense of an agent,
dling, Nor is it probable «that Europe could
which might be expected from a Christian naunite in yielding Egypt to any other power,
will be more cheering to us and more sattion.” Yet, indications at present point to..a
evenif that was thought best. What -is- needisfactory to you.
I shall, however, be
ed in Kgyptis a liberal, just government of larger interest in. the welfare of the Indian
glad to present the cause wherever it may
than the past has ever shown. It only remains
her own, that shall give all her people a part
seem ‘more desirable.
Will not all of you
that the vast amount of good intention be crysin the government, Copts, Arabs, Greeks,
who feel the importance of this work, now
Jews, Syrians, Armenians and Ethopians, all tallized into vital action, for the benefits of reopening up so prosperously before us, see
alike. It would not do to turn the present rul- parative justice to be immediately and sensithat your church is represented among ti
ing class loose upon the helpless peasants, bly felt by our red friend.
generous and prompt contributions: or,
nor are the peasants who have been kept in
in any case, will you not‘send at once your
ignorance and are accustomed to an arbitrary,
The number of Indiaus in the United States,
individual pledges and donations either to
despotic government, fitted to govern them=
exclusive of those in Alaska, is over 275,000,
selves. The problem is a difficult one. But
me, or to Moses B. Smith, Esq., Concord,
Bancroft, in his history ef the United States,
Europe can and should devise some govern:
estimates thas the maximum Indian population N. H.?
ment which shall give influence to all classes
east of the Missiesippi and south of the St.
Men of wealth,

amount at short

with the rawhide,

remain

May I visit on the Sabbath day?

Bat can
Once more, may 1-write my. letters on
not all see that this is a subject regarding
the Sabbath?
which it is perhaps impossible to lay |
Surely not,if I neglect worshi p to do it.
down definite rules that will apply at all

times and in all circumstances? Some
such rules, to be sure, were laid down
in

i

The Rev. C. Purington of Vinalhaven, Me.,
has prepared a lesson card for Bible class
study, designed to aid the teacher or student in
duties of worship and rest. Every one,
analyzing and applying the truths of any givif possible, should be found in religious
lesson.
We are pleased with the idea and its
assemblies on the Sabbath day, but the
execution. It appears in the following dividuties of worship and rest may be, and | member, however, that it is not yet establish- sions: (1) State in what year of our Lord,
ed that there is a national party in Egypt, in | and in what season of the year, the events of
should be, harmoniously combined,
We have two questions to ask of what- our use of such a phras2. The Turk used to the lesson occurred; (2) State the names of
tax the Egyptian peasants miost unmercifully, | the different places in the lesson, and state one

toleration

a8 to your errors and sins of conduct?

=

per-

sons will not be to others.
All that can
be said about this matter is that there
should beno conflict between
the two

do you mean

sweet”

up higher.

formerly made their own coats and boots °

How plainly the Christian law of divorce is
stated, by the highest authority, in a recenc
Sunday-school lesson (Mark 10). Christ sanctions no such divorce as the laws of our land

dissensions among

But many have securéd thi,

preparation by private edforts, just as mai

they can do much more damage than the
heathen in his pagan home, if they are left
without salvation.
Ought not our churches
in many localities cast about for oppertunities to give the gospel to these perishing souls,
brought by Providence to our very doors?

un-

Sab-

in doubt as’to the propriety of any course,

—_———

defend”

answerable argument pleaded for the rights of
the Union.
That his retirement at the present time from the English Cabinet will be a
great loss, there can be no question, and, notwithstanding his high admiration of Mr. Gladstone, we hardly think he will ever again avcept a position in
any
ministry: *Qthér
changes may yet be made, hut while Mr. Gladstone retains his health he will still be the

Finally,when

we should doubtless honof : the

to

ment and with

or spiritually, and whatever tends to lesthe

know

in John Bright a stanch friend,.sle.8imost
alone stood in the English Housé of Parlia-

ience shows tends to the detrim
of men, physically, mentally, and mor
down

was the war

United
States
for the
suppression
Rebellion.
Let it be remembered that

dark night of our country’s history we found

deprive them of their Sabbath opportunity. We should avoid whatever exper-

child, and beastof burden.
upon the casuistry of this

hon-

or and keep the Sabbath, in commemoration of the resurrection of Christ, as a day
of thoughtful and devout worship, and
also as a day of rest from labor. We
should avoid whatever 'wearies—whether
of work or ‘‘recreation,” also whatever
disturbs others, or in any way tends to

sén worship, or to break

membrance, see the Educational column.—
With what eagerness and pleasure will the
communication by Bro. Perkins on the Boston
church be read in this number!
Surely, we
have an opportunity in Boston which is fitted
6
inspire hope and encourage giving.
In
making contributions to good causes, let us

not break, the Sabbath.

and it certainly seems reasonable to suppose that any one who has really accepted
recoguizes his-duty to keep the Sabbath
with a good conscience as a day of wor-

been

aration.

practically
‘no religion.
Our usual church
work does not touch them. They are where

purposes, such as some

prise, by their generous offerings.

With.

out such contributions, we can hardly ex-

pect that the needed amount will be raised.
Cas. S. PERKINS,

Bostod; duly 20, 1882.
Sl

bd

+o

1.

What

qualifications are required

|

Lowden alternate.

Maine Central Y. M. was reported

by Rev,

C.F, Penney, and New Hampshire by letter
from Rev. M. A. Quimby, corresponding dele-

gate. Corresponding delegates were appointed as follows: To Maine Central Y. M., L. W.

Raymond; to N. H., J. .
scot, J. M. Bailey.

|

Adams : to Penob-.

J. W. Parsons, chairman of the Business
Com., gave notice of a contemplated change of

the constitution in regard to the time of hold-

“Bro. Penney presented the cause of Pittsfield
Institute and raised during the meeting some
over one hundred dollars. Wednesday p. M.,
there was an interesting meeting of the Woman's Mission under the direction of Mrs. Ramyi
sev,
The following resolutions were adopted:
Whereas,
In his all-wise Providence, our
‘Téavenly Father has seen fit to eall his aged
servant, Rev. John Pinkham, from labor to reward, therefore
Resolved, That while we bow in submission
to His will who is too wise to err, we will cher-

ish his virtues, exhibited through a lon peri-

od of ministerial, service;
and
that
heartily svmpathize with his bereaved
in their afiliction.
N

we do
family
:

Resolved, That it is the imperative duty of
all, especially
of the C
an ministry, to

warn the people of their danger from such an insidious foe as Intemperance, and as Christians and Christian ministers we here pledge
ourselves anew to the work of extermiuating
the evil from our country.
:

A vote of thanks.to R.R. corporations for

reduction of fares was pussed,
The next session

will

be held

on the third

Wednesday in June, at 9 o'clock A. M., within
the limits of Parsonsfield Q. M.
J. M. BaiLgy,

Olerk.

Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting.
The annual session of this body was held

with the Sherman church, June 23. Although the place was not central, the attend
ance was quite large, and the session was in-

teresting and profitable to all.
prayer

was offered

The opening

by Rey, Addison

Jones;

Rev. 8.R. Evens was chosen moderator, and
A. F. Bryant elected clerk. Reports from Q:
Meetings were read. Chautauqua Q. M. re~
The Erie Q. M. reported revivals, and growth
in her churches, and every church supplied with

Department at Hillsdale.

those entering this Department?

15. ““ Truly my soul waiteth upon God", etc.
Rev. F. E. Duvison was appointed to
preach the next annual sermon, with J. M.

ported some churches without pastors, Most
of the Q. M’s reported an increase of interest.

bb

Questions Respé6ting the Theological
of

a pastor.

Our church’ fn ‘Buffalo has built 8

fine house of worship during the year.

Gene

see Q. M. has built two meeting-houses since

Common sense and piety, and ‘the more
our fast session. The reports from all the Qscience 4nd literature the better: but as we
Meetings gave great encourageifient.
found. Neither 1s it to be wondered at that, at right, but a privilege conferred,
The Declarhave a preparatory course, and as theolog-"{" Peaching during
tbe session was by ¥. M.
ation
of
Independence sets forth certain * inal- Ical study increase
times, a great difference of opinion should have
s practical sense and Reeder, G. H. Ball, J, H. Higbee,M. W. Spenexisted between the members of the Govern- ienable rights,” and states that to secure piety, any
one who loves the Bible and can cer, N. J. 8hirey, Addison Jones, J. Blackthese, ‘‘ governments are instituted among
ment itself,
Upon the Irish question, Mr.
appreciate a plain sermon or lecture is mar, and the writer. Rev. M, W. Spencer,
men,
deriving
Forster found himself entertaining far different
their just powers from the concorresponding delegate from Canada West Yviews from those of his chief, and left the min- sent of the governed.”
It would seem plain cordially welcomed.
M., was with us and added much to the interest
2. What studies should a man pursue?
istry; and naw, relatiye to the crises in Egypt, “that in a democratic form of government,
was chosJohn Bright finds he cannot approve the polwhere; professedly, the people rule, all should |. English and classical as far as practi- «of the occasion. Rev, J. Blackmur
icy of his colleagues, and must needs resign his
have, as their inalienable right, the privilege
cable; but at all events study what is to pe en corresponding delegate to Canada West Y.
M.
position and return te a place he filled so long of consenting through the medium of the bal- practiced. Who would
think of gualifying
Appropriate resolutions were offered-and with so much credit to himself,that of an in- lot bux; the only
e in which the ‘‘ consent
himself for a carpenter by sawing wood?
1. Ona
with the Church of
dependent member of the House of Commons.
of the governed” can be obtained. And yet, for a physician by cooking
beefsteak? ‘for God.
‘
:
!
Mr. Forster left the ministry because Mr, Gladone-half our citizens are denied all participa2.. On proper observance of the Lord's day. .
a lawyer by studying astronomy? or for a
stone in dealing with Ireland would not apply
tion in framing the laws by which they are to
gospel minister by studying algebra? | 3. On Temperance.
harsh measures; Mr. Bright steps -out be4, On Missions:—1. That in the close,bs
Who
thinks of qualifying himself for any
eause on the Egyptian question he cannot sup:
death, of the long service of Sister Lovina
calling or profession upon earth, except Crawford in India we should recall her heroic
port. the severe measures resorted to by the
devotion to the conversion of the heathen to
Government.
But in doing this he is consist
the clerlcal, without specific or profes—
aright déclared to be-ifalienable?
Christ; her sacrifices, patient endurance, and
ent with himself in his. long parlimentary
3
sional preparation?
steadfast faith should stimulate us 10 renewed
| career, for if he has mever been known to
What shall be done with the hundreds of
consecration
and more generous offerings of
8. But may not a preacher be useful

where at uzry ome time the majority mightbe

raise

his voice in
‘

v

behalf

of military.

renown

Tt has been asserted that suffrage

thousands

of foreigners who

are

is not a

pouring

so

without such specific gualifications?
“ba

ad Th bet TH eb] np

tain principles in the mind, and then trust
to the conscience
and good sense of the |

Be

JULY 26, 1882.

of the

a ad AR

whole New Testament is to establish cerWEDNESDAY,

days

rt
No; tere was never any
success in that
work without earnest study
and Specific
prep

i

ly to the business and work
week than to the Sabbath.

=
=

rapidly into our land and are becoming an infiuential element in almost every
community?
Many of them, perhaps the majority, have

for his nation, neither has he advocated a policy which would drain his country’s treasury,
or spill one drop of his countrymen’'s blood.
The only war of modern times which he has

——

ea
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apostle has given us such formal regulations. The method of Jesus and of the
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labor, money, and prayer to the service of our
Lord, und forthe conversion of the world.
r

=

Et
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The hour having arrived

9, That the condition of our Missions in Inus to
dia render it incumbent on every one of dear
for the health and success of our
pray
for more
Dr ethren and sisters now in the field,
and
{ahorets to go out to reinforce the living,

for the Com.

on

new louse of worship.

Coats, gave acondensed report of the work
done by the committee and the Agent.
The

haustion, and to give generously of our subthe
stance to sustain the great work to which

a

I

Association

churches

alled us.

|

and strong

permanent

to develop

Harrisburg,

and

deserves

ete.,

Norwich,

Elmira,

pearty approval

support,

as

such

in centers of population,
and

thus

its

largely increased, by collec-

funds ought togbe

tions, donations, and bequests, so that calls
for help to plant churches in Binghampton,

Rochester, Brooklyn, Pittsburg, and several
:
other growing cities, may be met.
Resolved, That we feel a grateful pride in

ported a recommendation that

the growth and usefulness of Hillsdale College,
and esteem our work already done an imperi-

Calhoun & North Branch Q. M.

taining the General - Conference. - The

soct for which the college was founded, name-

was adopted.
The Committee on Nomination
final reporfy
syhich is as follows:

‘lv. the preparing of men for the gospel minis.
try, cannot be fully attained.
7 Delegates chosen to attend the Central Association, to be held in Buffalo, next month,
were Rev..J. Blackmar, J. L. Higbee, Mrs. J.

Home
A.Coats,

H.

W. Reeder, 8. R. Evens, Mrs. 8. R. Evens, L. E.

gir;

Bates, Mrs. L. E. Bates, N. C. MeCarr, Addison Jones, I. W. Smith, A. F. Bryant, and

Sunday-schools—C.

Birch, C. F.

Bixby,

Mrs. AB Bryant.
All the meetings of the session were well attended. A collection of $43 was taken up for
missions. The influence of the meetihg upon
the noighborhood and those from a distance

Bates;

J. C.

Building—F.

meeting convened © with the Spencer Church,
June i.
Called to oftder by the President,
Rev. N. W. Bixby.
The annual sermon was
delivered by Rev. C. Pierce.
:
June 8, 8:30A. M.—The devotional exercises

avere conducted by Rev.8, Summerlin,”

Rev.

H.J. Brown was appointed clerk pro tem.
Rev’s Hd. Brown, L..D. Felt and Bro. T.
tials, The letters showed delegates from the
Little Sioux Valley, Cedar Valley, Van Buren,
Delaware
Clayton, Waterloo and Tama Q. M’s.
A verbal report announced the presence of deiexates from Wapsipinicon Quarterly Meeting.
The report of the committee was approved.
The letters showed that inthe N, W. portions of the State, Free Baptist interests had

The

the Presi-

Treasurer, H. C. Inman, made his annuit was

referred to

Reve L. D. Fehr.

the

Auditor,

:

twev, E. N. Fernald, Cor. Sec. of the benevolent and educational societies, was fntroduced
to the Conference by the President.
Bro. Fernald spoke briefly, hoping to havea more
favorable opportunity to address the public on
the subject of the interests which he repre-

sents,

Rev.J. Runnells of N. H. was also in-

troduced, and expressed
great pleasure 4n
meeting the brethren in 4 yeacly meeting out
in the ** far West.” «© 5
The referred business touching the proposed

changes of the constitution were voted down.
Voted toadjourn. Prayer by Rev. J. Runnells,
2 r. m.~Conference called to order by the
President. .Tha.geports of standing committees were called for.
It was voted that the

next session of the Y. M.
bounds of the
i

1

Van

On

be held

Buren

[ICT

i

within

Q.M.
4

the

Committee
1H

De

1

0

with the Waterloo church in the Waterloo Q.
M., and the matter of aiding the Waterloo Q.
M. in sustaining the Gen. Conference was re-

ferred to the Gen. C6uf. Comittee, with Rev,
Judsen B. Palmer added tothe committée,
The report of the Committee on Education was
postponed.
The Financial Agent, Rev, N. W,
Bixby, reported that for the want of instructions by the previous Conference he had done

nothing,

The

Business

Committee

made

a

partial report, and that portion referring to
the church property of Postville was adopted,
and Rev. R. Norton was appointed a commit-

tee to secure, if possible, 8 deed of said property to the Y. M. Adjourned,
Evening.—Prayer service, conducted by the
President. Sermon by Rev. H. J. Brown.
“ June-9, 8:80 A. Mm.—Conference called to or-

der.
Prayer by Rev. L. D. Felt.
Voted to
give the hour of 3p. M. to H, M's. Committee
on

Nominations

reported

in part.

The

Rev.

H. J. Brown was elected President for three

years; F. P. Augir, Vite President; Rev. J. B.
Palmer, Clerk; H. C. Inman, Treasurer;
W.
J. Fitch and M. C. Walters were elected Trus-

tees; 8. V. R. Slade, Auditor.
; Rev. J. H. Moxom presented strong and stirTing vesolutions on the fubject of temperance,
endorsing
the
constitutional
prohibition
amendment, and pledging the support of the
Conference to it. The resolutions were adopted,
Rev. F. P. Augir presented the following
Tesolutiens in regard to the publication of

The Free Baptist:
5
“Resolved, As a Y. M. we heartily approve
of the action of the Northwestern Convention

at Wykoff, Mina., in taking measnres to secure
the publication of the Zhe Free Baptist at

Minneapolis, Minn., and that
publication to ‘thie extent of
cially, and heartily extend to
port. Remarks were made
' Brown,

Moxom,

we 'will aid said
our ability finanit our moral supby Rev’s Augir,

L. E. Bixby, and Norton,

of

the Conference, ard A. A. Smith. of Minne.

.apolis, Editor of The Free Baptist, and E. N.,
Fernald;of Maine, The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
The Com. on resolutions
' were instructed te nominate a Com, in each Q.

-M.,to look after subscriptions for The Free
Dapist
aells,

Adjourned.

Prayer by Rev.
J. Run.

b

3 P.M. The Com. on Church Buildings reportand commodious house, 80x46, at a cost of about

The Marble Rock church has built a

parsonuge, and
is contemplating building a
meeting house the present season. = The. Or-

chard church

:

Rev. E. N. Fernald took the pulpit and delivered an able and impressive sermon on
Home and Foreign Missions and Education.
A liberal contribution was taken up for Mis«
sions at the close of the sermon.
11. J. Brown offered the following resolu4
tions:
Resolved, That it is with the most profound
sorrow that we receive the sad intelligence
‘in the Lord, Miss
that our beloved sister
Lovina Crawford, in India, has passed from
But while
her active, earnest life to eternity.
we realize and deplore the loss which our
Foreign Mission work, and the cause of Christ,
has sustained by her death, we rejoice that
she has** been promoted” to her glorious re.
We tender to her associates
ward in Heaven.
in labor our tenderest sympathiés and earnest
prayers.
Adopted by u rising vote.
Resolved, That we tender our sincerest
thanks to the church’ and pastor and citizens
* and
Spencer, for their liberal hospitality
of
which this Conference and
reception
kind
visitors have received from their hearts and
hands.
Adopted.
Resolved, That we tender to the Milwaukee & St. Paul, thie Chicago & N. W. the B. C.
R. & N. Railroads,
the thanks of this conference for their liberal reduction of fare over
their lines of road.
pig
Adopted.
Adjourned by singing and benediction.
|__Sabbath. 0 &. M.—Prayer service conducted
by Rev. 8. Poindexter, followed by Dedicatory sermon by Rev. A. A. Smith of Minneapolis, Minn. Four hundred doHars were received
during the day
and evening to liquidate the
debt, about one-half what was needed.
Rev.

S. H. Moxon took charge of the work of solic-

egates, two by

is also contemplating building

them a house of worship this season. The
Spencer chur¢h has completed its house of
worship; asabstantial structure costing $2 600;
size, 80x50. The society has also built a parsonage, 16x25 costing $600. - The church at Le

worship.

They held a meeting of thanksgiv-

ing. The committee recommended that our
churches give a deed of all our church propety
tothe Y. M., reserving their control as long
a8 they maintain their visibility, The report

was

adoped.

statistics.

W.E.

Bennett was chosen moderator, and Rev. L, 8.

Parmalee assistant.

The visiting brothers and

sisters were invited to participate in all delib-

erations of the conference.

Rev.

J. S. Man-

ning, of Hillsdale Q. M., was introduced to the

conference and gave an account of liis mission
work among the Freedman. Rev. W. E.
Dennett was chosen as Cor. Mes. from this to
On

attendance smaller

Saturday

morning—the

om account of the rain—

letters were read and verbal reports

Q. Ws.

from

year, but they are growing strong in the Lord.

Nearly all the churches are supplied with pastors, and a good interest in all the Sundayschools. Calhoun & North Branch Q. M. reports revivals in some of the churches, good
Sunday-schools fn most of the churches, and
all supplied with pastors.
Branch Q. M. reports
5 churches supplied with preaching, a

good interest in afl the churches and Sundayhouse of

worship

at Kinder-

hook. Cass & Berrien Q. M. reports additions to:
some of the churches and good Sunday-schools,
The religious conference Saturday . afternoon
was interesting and profitable.
Sermons were preached by R. Martin, J, 8,

Manning, C. Berry, F. R, Randall,

lor, L. Parmalee.

Wm.

Tay-

The . collection Sabbath

morning, $14.54, was given

to the St.
o

Wed.

A,

M.

at

Getchell

Next session will be held

with

B.

for he fell at

his

look

work of the session

9

Joseph

was

the Q. M., at 10.30 A. M.
Programme:

The

3

age and

the

H. Troe: Personal.recognition

sions

not

necessarily

for

publication,

and

night in order

to

get into th
course, reserve ther

e

of

f

Star.

We,

the past

year,

gone.”

A GOOD INVESTMENT.—One

O.

| but

tle.

Bro. G. B. Scobey

James A Rav BarnardvilleN

liter.

some

prominent

her

everything.

She

There are two thousand
ty languages.

seven

C

pt

Rev L D Boyntou

Lundy’s

Lane Penn

hundred

axried.

I

and

Mount—Woodward.—In

Jackson, - Mich.

July 17, by the Rev. Geo. R. Holt, Mr. George KE.
Young and Miss Malissa 8. Woodward, both of

fif-

McGibban—Capet.—In -

i

Ontario

Iona,

-

We usually leave it to doctors to recommend medi- | (Can.), July 13, by the Rev. M. W. Spencer, pastoy
of the Zorra church, Mr. Dougald McGibban and
cines, but Parker's Ginger Tonic has been so useMiss 8. J: Capet, both of Yona,
svar, (ivr
:
fal in our family in relieving sickness and suffering, that we can not say too much in

Salem Argus.

She pard—Thomas.—In Wett Stepiitomm,

its” praise.—

:

AA

revi--

N. Y.,duly 17, by

i

the Rev.

I. B. Coleman,

Charles J. Shepard and Miss
both of Sand
Lake, N.Y.

the

is to preach

A
:

Rev C E Brockway Fairport N Y
D Lothrop & Co 32 Franklin St Boston-Mass

took

three bottles, and it was the best three dollars
ever invested.
C.I. Hood & Co:, Lowell, Mass.

were reported

reports

L

H Hawkins Vallonia Springs
NY
£
Rev 8 J Weed Jennerstown Somerset Co Pa
Rey F E Briggs Abbott Me
2
D Lothrop & Co 32 Franklin 8t Boston Mass
ot
BY EXPRESS.

After she had taken it a week'she had a rous-

ing appetite, and did

rd (N. Y.)—Held with .the Richford
June-19,11. Chose Bro. G. J. Scobey

ane, ~The Fabius church

of our

M

Parker—A'

C Russell-L
Smith—G B
Spooner—S Summerlin—S

Hood’s Sarsaparilla in the window, and I gof a bot-

by Rev.

$25.19; Western

All
6f the churches

1 am

B Marshall-J

Philbrick—W

P Sum nerlin—8
Sawyer—Miss f, Sutton—D M
Siseriy—Mrs D M Spratt—F Treat—A P Tracy—
Mrs M
E Toothaker—L THurston—Mrs G H
Thompson—F M Waifen—Mrs M P Wiggin—W
Ware—C Wood—F L Wiley—dJ L Williams—A F
Worden—A A Woodman. ;
"

all

business men said to us the other day:
* In the
spring my wife got all run down and could not
eat anything; passing
your store I saw a pile of

1. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

Str
church,

** Yes it’s about so, Mr. Jones;

Mayhew —T

Books Forwarded
© BY-MAIL.

by R.

5

moderator.

Nelson—K Owen— C

.¢hilDAY

ally reduced ‘to ashes.”

Ed. socie ty, $9.50.
Next session with the Monticello church. Rev.
Joseph Parkyn will preach the opening sermon,
Sept. 1, at 7.30 P. M.

should

reach this office befors Saturday

during

W Littlefield
~G W

Pickett—L Perrine—R
Stanley —1 O Smith—T

$2, of

to be abundant, buf your oaks and maples are

Calder

mocker=M€

Day—J Eastman—C H -Ford—J E._Fullonton—H
M Gilman—8 E Goodwin—D
Harris—J F
Hamblin—J Holmes—T 8S Hatch- Mrs C Harding
‘—Misg J N Hall-W Haskell-P W Johnson—T
Kinney—J L Lavgley—B PF Lane—L A Lerned—H

.

¢ Why Farmer Brown, vou’ve been thinning out
your grove, havo’t you?
Your ash trees appear

The

Rev.

in heaven,

system.

Cain—A X Currier—J

=Mrs
L Dalton=E

Clerk.

all druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid..
dren’s Pad
(cures ‘ hed-wettimg”), $1.50.
KIDNEY PAD Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

H Butler—C

—G C Chase—1L Conant—Mrs F Clark—M Carnie

the opening ser.

S. F. SMITH,

and other diseases of the urinary.

Knight; Individual responsibility, by Mrs. E. H.

“True; Personal recognition on earth, by

J Q Adams—A D Buzzell-W Brown—C D Ber-

ry—F

B. &

closed

gospel,

| Boney Letters Received.

Montania

Kidney Diseases
" are among the most
painful, and may be cured by
the Day Kidney Pad, which also cures diabetes

the Topsham

entered upon and

the

Which is the most powerfnl,
the earth or the
sea? The seca. Why? Because it has such a lot
of mussels.
tr

with interest and profit, The Q. M. Institute
work of next session will begin on Saturday of

reunion

with

mon.

Min-

the Q. M,; yet there was a good attenaance.

post,

forward

that glorious

held

Eld. A. B. Gleasenis to preach

church, commencing Wed., Sept. 27,5at 9 o’clock
A.M.
A. M. JONES, Clerk.

Nellie

V.

Mr.

Thomas,
?

| va] interest.
and toreject,
condense,
A little bit of a girl living near one of the cities
Whitcomb—Wade.—In Dover, Me., July 18,
when for any reason it toshall
seem well
to do so,
opening:sermon, A.J. Cooley, substitute.
Votran into her mother from the roadside with some |
Mr.
nt 8.
matter thus furnished] ~~
i
-S- Tenant
ve invited to-deliver- the early Spring blooms. in herdmndyand fall of the by the Kev. 8S. C. Whitcomb,
Whitcomb of Lawrence, Kan., and Miss F. Nellie,
Sabbath:school address at Fabius.
outside glow, exclpimed: “ Oh, mamma, bow nice
daughter
of
Mr.
E.
D.
Wade
of
Dover.
Next session‘with the Fabins church, Septemx is is to live where somebody doesn’t own everyber 4,10, Conference ¥riday before at 6 o’clock
ing.
:
PM.
.
JunN TYLER, Clerk.
The church at Sabatus is weil united
in
To Ad vertisers.
Thousands of women have been entirelv cured |.
Marion (0 )—Held its summer session with
the settlement of their new pastor, the Rev. C.
No advertisements will be admitted to the colthe C aridon chireh, July 1,2.- Rev. O. E. Baker -of the most stubborn c4ses of female weakness by
the use of Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Comumns of this paper, of whose pure and truthful
C. Foster and the outlook is hopeful......Rev.
preaches the opening sermon and served as modound. Send to Mrs. Lydia E.
Pinkham, 233 character satisfaciory evidence is wanting. If at
erator.
Rev.J. A. Sutton did tbe balance of the
J. M. Remick, of Cape Elizabeth, is encouragVestern Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.
any time it shall appear that the managers have
preaching to good acceptance.
Baptisms were
been deceived, the deception will be exposed.
ed in his new field. With the confidence - and
reporied, from several of the churches, from time

sympathies.of
a. united people, the future

is

to

time,

and

some

conversions were

Next session te be held with

New

chuich.

IIampshire.

The last Sabbath in June, five were received
into the New Market church, four by baptism
aud one by letter. The pastor, the Rev. B. F.
Jefferson, with his family is spending his vacation at his early bome in northern N.Y.
All
are enjoying the rest,and Mrs. J. is improving
in health.

Chemung

writes:

i

Grand

8. DD, Bargs,

(N. Y.)—Held

Aporoved by the Academy of Medicine

Prairie

Clerk,

with the Pine Valley

church, Juv 7—9. Owing te the hurry of the farm:
ers at this time of the year the meetings were not
largely attended.
The
business of the session

preached on Saturday evening and Sunday
ing.
i

The

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above.
Readers must exersise their own judgment on articles advertised.

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which

GOLD KEDAL, PAKS, 1815,

York for coughs, colds,

bronchial

consumption, scrofula

and general debility.

and

tubercular

BAKER'S

ail, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. II. TRUEX,

298 Pearl St., New York.

bh 11}

~

fiee.

Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa:

The F. B. church

of West

Topsham, the

making
ren, one
10.30 A.
Rev. Ji

July

1 wasa glad

Starksboro.

day

Three young

tized and united

with the

to the church
women

were

church

there.

church in 8S.

;

with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more econémi-

- Others are expected to go
Sabbath of next month.

New

Washington

qua Q.

Clerk.

June

M., N. Y., formerly

members

session
churches
excellert
Chautau-

of the Lake

its

June

session

interesting, prayer-meetings spiritual
enn

the

with

A part of Thursday

A. M.

ifiterest’'of
the Ladies’

Mission

and

was

quick-

devoted

which

to

is be-

coming a marked
feature of
interest
in the
churches in the Q. M., and we trust will result in
good. The conference voted to give them a por-

tion of Wednesday evening in the future

sessions

for the benefit of their cause.
Good union exists
with the churches and most of them bavé preach:
ng all, or a portion of, the time.
Nextrsession with tue church in East Brekaeid.
Clerk.
the first Wed. in Sept. A. P. WHITNEY,

Genesee

(Mich.)—Held

with. the

church

at

Christians

of

present and participated.
Next session with
20-22, commencing

Sat-

denominations

were

all

the Ortonville
at 2 P. M.

church,

.

Reading the minutes by Rev, W. H. Lyster; (4)
Singing by the choir; (5) Prayer by Rev. W.
H. Lyster; (6) Reading Scripture and sermon
by Rev. A. H. Milliken;
(7) Ordaining prayer,
by Rev. A. Moulton; (8) Charge ‘by Rev. A.
H. Milliken; (9) Hand of fellowship by Rev.

A. Moulton; (10) Addresss to the church by
Rev. W. H. Lyster; (11) Benediction by the

Bro. Bean bas taken charge of the
candidate.
Hatley church, and the prospects for the
church and Q. M. appear to be brightening.

church,
commencing August 6, at 11 A. M. Rev.
J. N. Rich preaches
tie opening
sermon.
A
steamer will leave Navy Yard Landing, Portsmouth, for Kittery at 10.30. Fare 10 cts. to Kittery.
All persons intending to be present will confer a
favor by informing Rev. C. L. Plummer, pastor of
the church.
W. J. DUDLEY, Clerk.
The North Western Association of Free Baptists
will hold its second annual meecing with the Mt.
Pleasant cburch, Racine, Wis., Oct.
3-5.
Full
programme will soon appear.
D. D. MIiTCHF
LL, Sec.
The first annual
meeting of the Kansas F. B.
Associatio » will be held wich the Meridian church
—Cén. Kan. Q. M.—Oct.
19—22.
Introductory
sermon by Eld. D. Reeves,on Wednesday evening.
The membership of the Association will consist
of the delegates chosen
by the F. B. churches of
the State, together with such
Erethren as may
become annual or life members. Annual membership fee ¥1.00., The Meridian church is located in
the southeast part of McPherson
Co.
Brethren
will be met at Newton, 16 miles di-tant, on the A.
“1, & 8S. F. R. R., if dug notice of their coming be
Address Fred Nicols, Esq., Christian,
received.
Kansas.
F. A. JANES, Sec.

The weather

was

pleasant,

Carr,

were preached

Kenney, Thompson, and Bubar,

church

was received into the Q. M.

by

the

one

vear.

A committee

was

Ohio

new

to

Whereas, it

approved:

Central

and shall miss his counsel, prayers,exhortations and
sermons. 2 That while we regret his death, we sor,
row not as those thut have no hooe; for we know
that our loss is his gain, as heoaly exchanged the

cross for the crown. 3. That we will atrive by God’s
grace to live and proclaim the doctrines that were

80 dear (o his heart and weve carried out in his life.

with

the

will

ways of holi) ess unt they
God’s eterna kingdom,

and

sustain

shall

them

them

led

be

and

in the

re united

Mrs MC

Brunswick,

Tibbetts,

Rev.

EBILITY,
LARIA, DYSPEPSIA,
action of

INSOMNIA.
Liver and

W,

by

Anthony Memorial

Rev.
re

Drug-

only by

E

1.00

“

Strout

5.00
,

on room

Mrs Crangle 111 Woman’s Miss Soc
B F Parker Waterbury Q M
A friend East Tilton

A friend N Y

N H

need

1.00

1400

of

lowa, whose services were highly appreciated.
B 0. A. B. G earon was examined for the gospel
ministry, and on the 8:bbath was publicly set
apart to that responsible work.
Rev. E. Tibbetts
preached the sermon, which was ful otf whole
some instruction and practical suggestions,
Rev.

Miss Seciety Hillsdale

Miss C L Franklin
Estate of Thomas
Bowen

3

bu

Paine per Wm

R Deering

50.00

|

E H Butts 2.00

Western R I churches

for chemical

134 (0.

apparatus

50

2.00
H

677.67
Treas.

5000

Harriet Deering

Mr

Tripp

for Sunday-School

5.00

RI

5.00

Treas.

and

Prayer

Meeting

purposes, if can not be surpassed.

339

a

La

Hymns, embracing a large amount of
New Music by the best Composers.

Only $30 per 100 Copies, Board Covers.
ga-Specimen Pages mailed to any address.

BICLOW & MAIN,

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
si Kandolph Street, Chicago.

1tt

LASSELL SEMINARY, mass ois:

advantages with delightful suburban home. Special care of health, manners and morals of growing

girls.Good board.
hold arts,

£124

per 8 E Hopkins

N.C. BRACKET,

fulness

¥

G E Hopkins 2.00
A friend ot the cause Lowell
Mass 10.00 Mrs O Green 5.00
Mts Green of Mass
Total

You will be pleased with the large amount of
valuable material it gontains.
In variefy and use-

12.00

250.00

N. C. BRACLETT,
FOR GENERAL PURPOSES
From March to July.
5.00

b.80
50.00

17.00
20.00

a

Rev J C Plummer
Woman’s

Hosanna

1.00

2.50

10.00
100.00
100.00

J Cavalier Harper's Ferry
I
Mrs E Crowell W Bethany on room

in

Our Glad

1.00
1.00
50.00
25.00

Kilburn
Rev Dexter Waterman
‘

The Bow Sundag-Sehoe Somp Dock,

2.62
9.00
1.00

Seneca & Huron Aux per Mvs C L

June

O.

H all.

Rev A H Whitaker

Co, (Neb. and Kun.)
Jefferson& Republic
Held with the Mill Creek ¢hurcn. A very pleasant and profitable time.
We were favored with
KE.

6,” 7.

Rev Wyatt Cook
Rev S Curtis for room
~~ KE P Prescott and M B Smith do

May

{ Com.
REV. F. H, BUBAR,
Rev. W. P. KENNEY,
A collection for the benefit of Pittsfield Institute
was taken amounting in all to »33.
¥. RH. BUBAR, Clerk.

Rev.

brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
{the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
to the brain, strength:

Clerk.

Sept.

ALWAYS

AND RELIABLE,

Sciotuville

Gertrude Martin

) A. CHAS. GELLERSON,

labors of

Cy,

J J Young
A fuend in N H
Hon C H Latham
Mrs R J Mourell

April

4. That the sympathies of the Q. M. are extended
to the afllicted wife and 1amily in their bereave-

the presence and

at

I~

NUTRITIVE

Rev J H Durkee (Bethany room)
Mrs E Crowell (Bethany room)
Mrs R J Haywood

has pleased God in his divine wisdom to remove
by death our dear Bro. and fellow laborer in the
gospel, therefore,
/
Resolved, That we as a Q. M. deeply feel pur loss

hatily i to their good

Z” FOR BLOOD, BRAINAND
"NERVES.

Sept. 8.

Mrs BallN Y

fot

the following was read and

God

Carbondale,

Kentucky

Receipts for

present

Grant, and

praying that

&

Maine

March

resolutions on the death of Rev. John

ment,

Ill. at

churen, Scioto Co., O., dept. 1.
A. CRABTREE,

Bro. C.J. F.

chosen

gestible food.
Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

dresses by Rev’s J.J. Hall, F. A. Palmer and B.
F. Hayes, D. D, ; 4, Bugivess ; 7, Prayer-meeting,

not

Thompson was licensed to preach the gospel

luxurious pastry. Can be eaten by dyspeptic:
without fear of the ills resulfing from heavy indi-

Notices.

lea by Rev. E. G . Page ; 7.45, Sermon
«
Patch, ©

Bro’s

Ope

Made from Grape Cream Tartar.—No other prep aration makes such lisht, fliky, hot breads, or

Maine
Central at Bruoswick, Sept. 6, 7.
Penobscot at Houlton, Me., Sept. 26—28.

érity, and some were very low on account of a
Sermons

meeting

Pure.

Absolutely

Thursday, Septwd,. 8 A. M., Prayer-meeting, led
by Rev. C. E. Blake; 9.30, Business; 11, Sermon
by Rev. John B. Jordan;
2 Pp. M., Woman’s Miss.
A
ll
Fo direction of Mrs. E. N. Fernald,
District. Sec.; 3, Foreign
Miss. Interests: ad.

KE. E. STINSON, Clerk.

ack of ministerial help, many of the churches
any.

|

(Me.)

by Rev. C. F. Penney.

Oct.

delegation
average,
and
the
business was
dispatched with harmony. Nearly all the churches reported either by letter or delegates. All were
trying to hold on by faith, Some reported proshavi

Notices.

H. Bowen and Kingsbury Bachelder;
7, Prayermeeting,led by Rev. J.
Edgecomb ; 7.45, Sermon

Houlton (Me.)—Held its June session with the
Linneus church.

Meeting

St., Bos(Bt30)

was one of particular | tional Interests in Maine: addresses by

urday’s conference meeting
interest.

Our

Appleton

Wed. Sept. 6, 8 A. M., Prayer-meeting, led by Rev.
G. 8S. Hill; 9.30, Orgamzation and business; 2 Pp.
M., Sermon by Jaiies A. Howe,
D. D.; 3, Home
Miss. Work in Maine: addresses by Revs. H. J.
White, L. Hutchins and James Boyd; 4, Ecuca-

of late, was with us and preached acceptably,
also Bro. Smith, a young licentiate from Lapeer,
acceptably.

Quarterly

18

Rockinghan®(N. H.) with the Kittery

Southern

preached with power as ot old. Bro. Shaw ol’ Canada, who has been doing a good work in Lapeer,
preached

Treasurer of

Central Illinois at Fairview, Sept. 1.
Ohio River at Coalton, - Aung. 11.

and seems to have renewed his age and vigor. He

was with us and

Perkins,

Yeariy

Arvela, June
16—18.
The churches
were well
represented by
letter,
delegates
and
otherwise.
The session was one of interest and I
hope of profit to all.” There was a scarcity of ministers present belonging to the Q. M. Rev. Father
Goodrich from the Oxford Q. M. was with us

on af-

Scribe.

its

Neb.,

the Iowa F. B. Home Missions. -

we

of missions

P. PHILLIPS,

(Pa.)—Held

Otisfleld (Me.)—Held

Bro. Leroy 8, Bean,.a member of the church
in Hatley, P. Q., was set apart to the work of
the Christian ministry at Massawippi, July 9,
in the following order:
(1) Voluntiry by the
choir; (2) Invocation by Rev. A, Moulton; (3)

W. H. LYSTER,

That

work

Rev. S.F. Smith, Fairbury,

the church in Harrison.
The attendance
was
quite good and all the churches but one were represented. Notwithstanding
the lateness
of the
season and the hurry of the farmers, the congregations were good.
The preaching was able and

lem, we paid the aged Father E. C. Clough a
visit. This Bro. has given some $25,000in all to
the Ridgeville College. He is quite aged and
doubtless
n®aring
to his heavenly
home;
but we feel assured that his descending mantle
will fall upon his chidren,
and thus the

May the Lord bless the old Stan-tead Q. M.

Resolved,

the

[Fhere-

Pleasant church, were with us, and added much
to the interest of the meeting by the good cheer of
their report.
The clerk reported a successful
consummation of the incorporation of the Washington
Q. M. in the Court of Common
rles of Erie
Co.,
Pa., and presented the charter of same.
xt sessivn with the Pageville charch, Aug.
25—27; opening sermon by Rev. W. Parker.
W. PARKER, Clerk.

Returning to Sa-

Ordination.

adopted:

with the Lake Pleasant church. The
were not all represented, but we had an
meeting, Bro. and Sister Hoag from the

College and reports the college in a very prosperous condition, with a larger attendance of

influence of the dear father live on and
ter him.”

of —etr imitation.

she has recently laid down.

York.

students than ever before.

Rev. Charles S.
ton, Mass.

the first {worthy

The Rev. Gi. S. Ricker preached his farewell
sermon in Lowell, the 9th inst. He has now
removed his family to his new field in Norwich, N, Y,
;

Va.

pledge ourselves anew fo

cum, (;.
lock ahd
Voted
churcly,

/

The following resolution was

forward

W.

well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhero.

okt WEIGHS
ROYAL FoUGS
A850 1yyey PUR

H. M. 30.0f No. Kan. & 5. Neb. Y. M., to whom
all money for this So. should be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
of
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeting, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
of

% as follows:
E.E.

The first Sabbath in July was another day of
rejoicing to the Amesbury church.
Five happy converts followed their Saviour in baptism.

Harper’s Ferry,

It is delicious, Aourishing,

W. BAKER & C0., Dorchester, Mass,

as, it has pleased God to call from labor to reward a faithful Christian worker, Sister Lovina
Crawford, of our Foreign
Mission field, Resolved,
That we bow in bumble submission to the dispensation of our loving Heavenly Father. Resolved,
That we recognize .in her a model of life long service and devotion to the cause of the Master well

So

Massachusetts.

Nr
Lo

J. M. Lasgworthy, Wm. H. Merriman,
ittemore. W. Joy—Laymen, M. G. Slo. Wing; Wm. GarKling, 1. I. Young, L.
Bro. Wafful.
the next session
with
the Prospect
Sept. 22. Collection for Missions $15.68.

of

F. B,

cal.

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as

Treasurer of Storer College and Agent’of Shenandoah Mission.
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the
Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Home Mission and Education,
Societies,Concord, N. H.
(1362)
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom all its eontributions should be sent.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for
the
Gospel ministry.

bap:

:

C. Brackett,

Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilhasbeenremoved.
Ithastliree

times the strength of Cocoa mixed

Rev. J. H. Walrath,
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.
Y. M.

Rev. N.

was it. a good day, July 16, when Prof. Dunn
gave one of his characteristic sermons to a full
house.
The M. E. church suspended their

service that day snd united with-the

it a feast of fat things. Come again, brethand all, to Apalachin, on Sai., Aug. 26, at
M. and hear that opening discourse by
H. Green.
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

_

1yl

Next session with the Baldwin ctureh. © |
day was observed at Lyndon Center July: 9,
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.
and a large number of children participated
Notices.
Prairie City (Ill.)—Convened with Middle
in the service....... We hear good words from
Grove church,
May 24, 27. There was but a
the new pastor at So. Wheelock...... It was
slim attendance in consequence of the rain, but
Post-Office Addresses.
my privilege to pass Sunday, June 18., with” there was a quorum of delegates present for transREV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
acting the business of the Q. M. Tunis being the
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
the church in Milton,N. H. I found a small
annual session, the following business was trans‘be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
band of devoted men and women who are
acted.
Peter Christian was elected clerk
and
All-money contributed for the Maine State Mistreasurer
for the ensuing year.
Delegates to the
sion should be-sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
looking for the ¢ Consolation of Israel’. There
Illinois Y. M. were P. Christian and 8. T. Dodze.
Me.
(25122)
was a very good attendance upon the morning
Bro. Francis M. Haines of North Fandon church |
Rev. S..D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio’ Free Comreceived
license
to
preach
the
gospel.
A
collecservice, with considerable interest in the evmunion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
tion of $4 was taken for foreign missions.
The brethren there are “feeling rather | Next session with the Bethel church.
ening.
Rev. L. P Potter Lansing, Mich., toe whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
om
P. CHRISTIAN, Clerk.
discouraged, being without regular meetings.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. and EducaIt is very much. to be hoped the newly ap?
(25t)
Oswego (N. Y.)— Held-at South Apalachin. It tion Societies.
pointed mission board of N. H. will not overwas an enjoyment to all present. | Our churches
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
were not as well representedas was desired, yet
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Soviet: to whom all
look this field.”
the live ones, as generally is thecase,
were there,
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10t28)

Rev. D. E. Lane pastor, admitted to memberbership, July 16, two young converts, a gentleman and lady, by baptism and hand of fellowship.
:

Warranted absolutely pure

MM

Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer 15 the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All fits stopped

mora-

*

breakfast Cocoa.

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

tions to the Crawtord memorial fand to be raised
inthe N. Y. & Penn. Y. M. were given at the
close of the covenant meeting. to the amount of
$33.
The meeting was favored with the presence
of Rev. W
Peck of Tuscarora church, who

‘“’A children’s

To Patrons,

of New

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of

was transacted in harmony. The discussions we
trust will prove to be very profitable.
Subserip-

Vermont.

The Rev. E. Owen

©

thé

QUERY’S COR LIVER. OIL JELLY:

occurring

daring the summer months.

full of promise.

the

Union Q. M. reports no revival this

Mars has a” meeting house in process of build- ' schools, a new
ing, 80x48. The church at Waterloo has paid
the. last dollar of indebtedness on its house of

and

on

M.

ard.

in

©

letter

to

and

. The church at Odessa is still enjoying a fair
degree of prosperity. Sat., July 15, after the
‘communion
service and social
the
conducted by Rev. N. W. Bixby | covenant meeting,which was fully attended,
pastor baptized five, and on the following Sub.
Pierce.
*
at the communion welcomed them to the
rp. M.—Rev. J. Moxom préached
in the Free Baptist churcii, Rev. E. N. Fer- church, with one that united by letter. There
are others to be baptized soon. The church is
nald in the Congregational church, and Rev.
greatly‘encouraged and is engaged in the work
H. J. Brown in the Methodis! church.
of the Lord in happy unity.
And thus closed another s2ssion of the Iowa
Michigan,
Y. M.
There were many things connected
with the session to cheer and encourage the
Nine persons were baptized Sunday, July 9,
earnest, hopeful spirit of the work in the
at No. Reading, by the Rev. C. B. Mills. The
Northwest, inspired the conference with enchurch is in a prosperous condition.
thusiasm and hope for the future.
Emigration
Indiana.
and death have wrought great changes in some
Bro. J. A. Sutton, of Ohio, has sent us a very
parts of the Y. M. Many came bringing the
pleas int letter concerning his visit to the June
story of their sorrow aud heartaches, and
session of the Salem Q. M. Owing to its
craving the prayers of the brethren in their
fength, we have been obliged to delay a little,
behalf. The number of gray-haired soldiers of
and even now can scarcely more. than refer. to
the cross present, and the absence of large it. He speaks of the neat new meeting-house
numbers of young men to fill their places, was,
in Jordan,
He says.“ We took the friendly
a'subject of grave remarks and deep anxiety.
hand of Rev. Asi Pierce, also of Ridgeville.
On the whole, it was a good meeting.
The reThis veteran is almost the father of that Quartiring president presinted the gavel to his sucterly Meeting, and has won many- souls to
cessor with appropriate remarks, and the serChrist, and is still laboring in his loved field
viecs closed with song and benediction.
with his accustomed zeal and energy.”
‘The
H. J. BROWN, Clerk, pro tem.
aged Rev. Head resides in that village and has
done much labor in the vineyard.” * We had the
+
pleasure of visiting the Days Creek ¥. B.
3t. Joseph Valley Yearly Meeting.
church, and there also found » new and subThis Y. M. held its annual session with the stantial brick structure in a beautiful location.
Bro. H. W, Vaughn of Wolf Lake is pastor of
Batavia church, Branch (Mich.)
Q. M., comthis church, while Bro. Pierce breaks the
mencing, May 26, at 2.30 P. M., with a sermon
bread of life to the people of Salem.
We parby Rev. R. Martin.
After the conference sertook of the hospitality of Bro. and Sister Normon, prayer was offered by Rev. L. 8. Parmaman Lyneh. This Bro. is a trustee of Ridgeville
lee. All the Q. M’s were represented by deliting funds.
3 P. M.—A
meeting was
and Rev. C.
Evening 8

the Mich. Y. M.

ed that the church at Tripoli has erected a neat
$1,500.

the

presented a map
:
Lh

estate,

Several new meeting houses were

al repost, apd

:

Voted—F. P. Augir, R. Norton and M. Tuttle a committee to draw a form of title of real

ocess of erection, new churches organized and a general advance along the live.
But inFastern and Southern portions of the State
there bas not been that degree of prosperity
which was desired. Emigration had effected
those sections of the state adversely.

by

Also

Crawford in India.
' lesspn of India.

commence

he

M.R. R. It is hoped all the churches will be
“represented:It will“commenre
on Friday evening beforé the tourth Sabbath in August naxi.

Joseph Parkyn. Other lay membeis are expected
to unite in the above work. Collections fir Mis-

ers,

For Bible
of $600
beques
t of. Wilham Hiles.
The reported was adopted.
School, $2550.
The President made some very touching remarks in regard to the death of Sister L.

Wells, were ‘appointed committee on creden-

licensed

White, E. G.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ-

re-

during the past-year is $677.48, including

and

Page; b. M. Edwards,

Blinisters and @harches.

spouse from the brethren of Iowa to the urAt
gent calls for help for the foreign cause.
the lust session, the churches were requested
to take collections for F. M. cause, but very
This Y. M. cinnot afford to
few responded.
It is
ignore, or overlook, the F, M. cause.
closely allied to all ot our denominational interests. The receipts for F. Missions in lowa

yedrly

examined

B. Jordan, A. T. Hillman, Solon

-

is a sum-

so feeble

meager, from the painful fact of

Conference of the Towa

was

session will

church 7 miles southwest of Superior on the

F. Penney, G. W. Gould, C. Bridge, A. Libby,
Joseph Purinton, A. M. Jones, O. B. Cheney,
J.

to the bereaved family, and a copy to the Star. for
publication.
L. J. ANDRUS, Clerk.

mary: The Com. on F. Missions express in
their report their regrets that the report is so

Meeting.

was

o’clock.@nd close Thursday p. M. The following”
were elected delegates to the Y. M. J.J. Hall, C.

that knows no separation, where the parting hand

Adjourned.

The following

College,

ter the sessions

in

is never taken, and no farewells are said. Resolved
That a sopy of these resolutions be placed upon
the record
of the Yearly Meeting, a copy be sent

Church

~The report of the Committeeon Foreign

gi 4h 10

Committees - werd “appointed

E.

gathering

Next

his Word may cheer and comfoit them,and though
ley ot the | Lafayette (Wis.)—Held
with the Warren
shadow of death, may the light that radiates from church.
All ype pastors of the churches and
Heaven’s Shekinah
lighten their dark
pathway.
their wives were
present; other delegates from
Resolved, That though they mourn the loss of a our neighbor shurches Were excused ou account
companion and father) and we a brother; yet we
of almost inceggant ram during the forenvon of

their

Relief—L,

The

with

caused to walk close by the’ dayk val

Mission

Pierce;

that

and her family our tenderest sympathy

with the whole armour on; and we.

G.

Bates

teel,

church.

session

preach. The licenses of Bro’s W. R. Whittemore,
A.'T. Hillman, 8. Wakeley and J. Nickerson were
renewed for one year. It'was voted that hereaf--

this hour of their bereavement and sorrow and
we
pray God’s rich blessing and the consolation of

P..Augir, M. Tuttle, H. Champ-

Missions was read.

in the ministry

feel it is not without hope;

~ Evening session opened with prayer by Rev.

A. F. BRYANT, Clerk.

prospered.

Ashley

Q.

J.

lin; Auditor—S.
V. R. Slade.
Prayer by Rev. J. B, Palmer.

Meeting.

third

C.

:

the death of our esteemed Brother we have lost a
good counselor, and a faithful friend,the cause an
earnest worker, a devoted man, and a true Chris’
tian, who has met with us for twenty seven years,
and we have ever found him true to his work.
Resolved, That we tender to our beloved Sister

:

Baker

Ministers’

S. Poindexter of Maine.

Yearly

Resolved, That we

its June

J. Palmer offered the consecrating prayer. Hand
of fellowship was given by the writer; and charge
by Rev. E.
Harvey.
.
hi
:
;

not large, but the meetings were interesting, and
we trust profitable; Bro. 0. 85. Gile, a mémber of

Whereas, We have heavd with

with bright anticipation to

Home

A.

Bartlett,

could only he for good. Next session of Y. M.
io be held within the boundsof the Erie Q.

Ibe

»

Withington;

ser-

(city,

437

ectings.

(Me.)—Held

the Gardiner

sadness the removal by death of our dearly loved
and esteemed Bro. Rev. James Ashley. Therefore,

Agent—J. H. Moxom; Foreign Missions—N.
W. Bixby, L. P. Holden, R. Norton; Education—J. M. Kayser, J. H. Moxom, F. P. Au-

L. Higbee, N. J. Shirey, J. H. Durkee, J.
Butt, Dexter Fowler, Miss Cary Bassett, F.

Towa

amiously adopted:

Mision Committee—H. J. Brown, R.
H.

Bowdoin

The following preamble and resolutions were un-

report

mude

Opening

mon by Rev, L.S. Parmalee.

M’s be asked to raise fifty cents per resident
member to aid the Waterloo church in sus-

ous call to add to the resources of the Theologcal Department, without which the chief ob-

HE

the several

.

Next session to be held within the bounds of

lectures delivered,
miles
traveled, moneys
raised, etc., ete. The Treasurer's report was
also read and referred to the Auditor.
While
these reports were not. furnished the clerk for
record, still it is safe to say that they showed
earnest work, noble Bacrifice and substantial
progress. The-He M. report was adopted. Voted that thé Committee on Foreign Missions
have the evening hour.
The Committee on General Conference re-

That the efforts of the Central

Quaxtexly

River church to apply on indebtedness of their

Home Missions to report, the Sec., Rev. R. A.

report of
-stueh—as-must- +-Agentfollowed with an exhaustive
the
IT the placesof
soon leave the field on account of age or exlabor performed, including sermons preached,
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course

Music,
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And oh! when I hear the summons,
aught except to obey?

is there
!

and father took to drink ‘to drown

And the look on his brow is loving, a brow
that was worn and marred;
And the hands I clasp with reverence, ah, me!
J +Ahey are torn and scarred ;
And the voice that speaks is tender.
‘It is
finished,” that dear voice said,
When on Calvary’s mount for me, for me, he +
bowed his fainting head.
self,” said she, gaining confidence from |
Oh, ‘tis sweet to sit at the banquet, a guest ot
his-kind manner.
;
the King divine; :
¢ Where do you live ?"
‘Tis sweet to taste the heavenly bread, and to
Daisy gave the desired information.
drink the heavenly wine,
:
He
took the address down, and stood si“To look away fron the earth cares, to lift the
lent a moment, as if in deep thought; his
spirit above,.
:

To sit in his shadow with great delight under

banal

his bannerof Jove.

~~

And what if the way be dreary, if the hands I

-*.*-hold unclasp,
I can

pass

through

the

desert

safely

in my

King’s unfailing grasp; *~
And what if the clouds above me are sometimes thick and gray,
There is never a cloud on the Mercy Seat,

where I meet him day

by day.

So I go on. my way with the others, I am often
weary and spent,
But, aye in my heart I am singing, happy and
well content;
For oft in the early dawning and oft at the fall
of day,
He calls me in to the banquet, and what can I
~ do but obey?
—1Il. Christian. Weekly.
AR
SS St

DAISY DEANE'S
BY

DORA

MISSION.

Daisy Ddane was used to being alone in

the evening, used fo the slamming of the
loose clapboards on that old rickety house
every time the wind blew, and to the
sound of the Browns’ quarreling in the

The room seemed filled with gloomy
shadows and she longed to escape from
it. At length it became intolerable, and

if God

=

|

a

of suspected

I'took it into my laboratory
| and applied the chemical tests that science
| had developed, and found only the usual
| poisoning.

parts

and oxygen.

of

carbon,

No, there
as

had

hydrogen,

was

been

no

poison

suspected.

It

was, as the manufacturer stated on the
lubel of the bottle, ** pure liquor.” My

little chemical skill had failed to detect

for aid;

had one hand upon hisarm and was mak-

he glanced once more
at the thin. garmenys;-and at the pleading, trusting eyes,

earnest gestures with the others. They
turned and she supposed they were about
to enter the building. With a wild cry

any unusual ingredients.
I sat looking at the suspected compound
for a few minutes, when imagination,

was one

-God’s little ones looking to-him

and decided what to do.
:
«I will call at your house to-morrow
night at half-past six o'clock. Do you
think you father will be. in- at that
hour?”
“Yes, I think so.
We usually have
supper about that time, that’ is, when
father works, and I think he will to-morTow.”
¢¢ Good-night now, my little girl,” and

he held out his hand for a parting shake,
and slipped a bright sliver dollar into

hers.

:

v

Before she could thank him," or return
it, which ‘was her first impulse, he was

Daisy

put

the

money into her pocket and went out, but
late as it was she did not go directly
home, but kept down the street until she
came to the saloon, where her father was

spending-his—evenings and most of his
She felt sure
d ays, too, for that matter.

so she went

in quietly.

She had often come as far as the door
before, but had never ventured in; now,
however, the desire to help her father
was too strong to be resisted.
She

timidly by the

caught sight of him. She
him and said coaxingly,

door

until. she

then went to
‘ Won't you

snow with a lurid glare.

ever busy with the human brain, said

of * father,” she started Lo cross the street :
the snow deadened the sound of wheels,

and in her eagerness she did not notice,
until too late, a carriage that was approaching rapidly. There was a shout
from the driver, a confused murmur of
voices, a tramping of horses hoofs, and
Daisy lay bruised and bleeding upon the
pavement.
Mr. Deane had heard that
cry of * father,” and turned just in time
to see what followed. His heart seemed
to stand still, and his limbs to refuse sup| port. How he came there he never knew,
but he was conscious at Jast thag'he “held
hie child in his arms; his Daisy! Peor
little trampled flower! Was its beauty
gone, and its fragrance lost forever?

‘“She is dead!” he
voice.

No

ome

said

in

rience, then tell me what thou seest.”

I looked for a few moments, and soon I
the red drops of murder

were

gathering

forth at me, with the glazed eye and livid

features of the

.

him;

bottom,

there ; I looked again, and fron its liquid
depth the ghastly face of suicide looked

a*Husky |

contradicted

to

me:
‘Oh thou most blind and inexpert
chemist, most ignorant of what thou art
‘ most assured!’ is thy scientific knowledge
of so little avail? Seest thou no poison
there? Look again; regard not the evidence of the alembic and. the retort, but
take it into the laboratory of thy recollections of the past and of ‘all human expe-

saw its color change, and on the

it |

dead.

Again

I looked,

and pale, haggard want, famine, and
wretchedness were floating like motes in
the sunbeam in its sparkling contents.
And there Ifsaw the mother’s grief, the
wife's agony, and the tears of the drunkard’s children; saw the ruined hopes of a

seeraed evident.
‘‘Getin; we will take |
you home,” said a lady leanipg from the |
carriage. - She asked Mr. Deage for his wicked life and the record of sin and |
The very bubbles that pte on |
address, dispatched one of the
$ystanders ! crime.
for a surgeon, and gave ordersfo drive | its surface were full of human sorrow, dis- |

on.

£

”

We do not know

the

ease,

and

woe.—

From

** Leaves

from

the

of that | Diary of an Old Lawger.”~

thoughts

sorrowing man as he rode silently through

> oon

UNFERMENTED

the storm with his child pressed fo his
breast; nor do we know what they were ||

scant clothing, and that her blue numbed

hands were

destitute of gloves

tens.

or mit-

:

The singing ceased, and presently she
could hear a voice speaking.
Although
she could not hear the words,

in the voice of the speaker

something

thrilled

her,

and she opened the door noiselessly and
crept iato the vestibule.
The door was
open into the audience room and she en-’

tered and took a seat near the door.
warmth was inexpressibly welcome
the cold of the street,.and she sank

The
after
back

with a little sigh ef satisfaction.

The speaker, one of our most famous
temperance lecturers, spoke in an earnest, sonl-thrilling manner, that held his
hearers spell-bound until the close.
Then there was more singing; then a
pledge was presented, and one after another, strong men with no traces of dissipation , but who were in the habit of tak-

ing now and then a glass, and the poor
-trembling drunkard, signed it. Then
there was more singing, triumphant,
jubilant strains that set Daisy's heart

|? day or wo before, and was unusually

sober.

He felt a sense of shame that she

should find him in such a place; he

hur-

ried her from “the noisy crowd, as if
afraid a moment in the defilement of that
den of iniquity would sully her pure
soul.
:

WINE.

er go.in there again,” he said,
they were outside.

“But

I wanted

«« It seemed so

you,”

dreadful

as soon as

she persisted.
there all

alone

to-night and I got to thinking of mother,
and I couldn’t stand it any longer.”
Mr. Deane sighed heavily. His heart
smote him as it had done hundreds of
times before, when he stopped to think
of the lonely little girl waiting hour after hour for his return, and he half made
a resolve to try and reform.
* But it’ is
of no use, I have
late, too late!”

tried

They were eilent
home.

before;

it is too

the rest of the way

Daisy, wise little schemer, never

said a word about the temperance meeting, or the expected call for the next evening.

dawned

clear

and

Daisy was Up” early and bad

wild longing that had taken possession
of her while hearing the speaker. ‘ Oh!

breakfast ready when her father came
out of his bedroom. Thanks to the sil-

that my father were here that he might
be saved too,” and she thought of the
words of her dying mother :

rolls, a juicy steak, coffee hot and strong;

ver dollar, she had a good

one, frésh

for she well knew that was the best
thing to steady his trembling nerves.
+“ Watch over your fathef, Daisy, an
¢¢ It is such a nice morning I want to
make it your mission to save him.”
The people had nearly all left the hall, go alittle ways with you ; may I, father ?”
and the speaker was preparing to follow; asked Daisy after breakfast.
» Mr. Deane hesitated. He well knew
when he felt a slight toach upon his arm.
He turned and saw a little thinly clad that she would not leave him until he
figure, with long, golden hair escaping reached his, place of work; his apfrom her faded hood, and a face that un- petite pleaded loudly for his morning
der other circumstances might have been dram, and he did not like to go into the!
as fair as the mountain flower for which saloon when she was with him, after
she wasnamed, but now was pinched and what has passed the night before ; but he
care-worn, and older than her years.
finally gave consent,
Her blue eyes were looking up to him
All day Daisy busied herself trying to
wistfully through their tears.
make the house look as tidy as possible,
*“ Did you wish to speak to me, child?” and it was a tired little girl that met her
said he kindly.
father a few minutes past six, as he was
‘‘ Please, sir, won't you save my father coming home from his work.
She had
too?
He is—"and she hesitated, her their supper ready, and “they were seatnatural delicacy of soul shrinking from ed at the table’ when they heard some
making known her father's weakness, one ascending the stairs; then came-a
even to one whose earnest’ words had knock at their door. Daisy put her hand
‘made him seem equal to saving any one, to her side, as if to still the great throbs
aid.
** What is your name, little one ?”
“ Daisy Deane.”

’

* How came your mothér to let you be

out alone at this late hour ?”

. ‘‘ Mother 'has been dead more than a
year.”
re
‘* Have you no brothers and sisters 7”

of expectation and dpefied the door, with

rosy cheeks and glistening eyes.

The

speaker of the previous evening stood before her. No matter how he introduced

of the blood, that which keeps it together,

that which Plato speaks of as * the plastic

clapboard

keeps

slamming,

slamming.

Oh, father, father, come.”

At other times
and she
would clasp her hands, look upward with

an angelic

smile,

saying

mother, he is saved;

he

softly,
has

‘Yes,

signed

the

flowing with pity

for suffering

in any

form, and plenty of money at her command, had watched over her with a moth-

er's tenderness, ever since the night, she
had taken her home in her carriage. When
Daisy became conscious and had strength

to look about her,
self in fairy land,
bare little room.
spread upor the

at first she thought herso transformed was the
A soft carpet was
floor, ‘dainty curtains

hung at the window, and a few
and brackets adorned the walls.
All

through

her

pictures
Miss

flowers.

She

would

often

read

to

her,

now a little story, now a poem, but
oftener
that
blessed
Book
that
tells of Bethlehem's wonderful . child
and his sufferings on the cross. Daisy
learned to love her next to her father.
Through the influence of Rose, Mr.
Deane was taken into her father’s

coumt-

ing room. He had become a sincere
Christian, an earnest advocate of temperance. Through his influence, and his
eloquent words

of appeal, some of his old

associates were induced to sign ‘the
pledge. Men were aroused as never before. At length he had the satisfaction
of seeing the saloon that had snared so
many unwary feet given over to the use of
the Young Men’s Christian Association.
+ Five years have passed. Daisy is a
young lady now, just as pure and lovely
as when we first made her

acquaintance.

Mr. Deune is established in business for
himself; they have a lovely house covered
with vines, surrounded by trees in--which
the birds sing the live-long day. Daisy,
light-hearted as they, flits about with as

gay a song upon her lips. Her father often strokes ber shining hair and says,
* My little Daisy was the means of saving

her father, with God’s help.”

Smiling

through her tears she says to herself,
‘¢ Mother, the mission you left your child
is fulfilled.”

fallen man to make one of his audience
that night; and when the age was

Be thou like the bird perched upon
some frail thing, which, although he feels
the branch bending beneath him, yet
loudly sings, knowing full well: that h

with firm step,

resolute air and
~

hd

oo

walked up
signed

unfermented grape, in the

that is also present

albumen,

and

in the blood; and

has wings.—
Mme. de Gasparin.

same in the unfermented wine

as in

the

blood ; and if we come to the parts of the
wine which go to support the respiration
of the body, we find them in the sugar.
Really and truly,on a question of symbolism, if there be any thing at all in that,
the argument is all in favor of the use of
| unfermented ‘wine:"— Selected.
~~ BRANDY AS A MEDICINE.
Brandy kills multitudes every year who

enjoyed perfect health before they began

convalescence,

rr

again presented, Mr, Deane

part of the blood,’ is the fibrine, and that
is represented in the gluten of the unfermented wine. If we come to the nourishing part of the blood, that which we call
the mother of the tissues, we find it in the

pledge; we are so happy.”
| if we come to the salts, there they are in
Sweet Rose Howard, with a heart over- blood, and the proportion is nearly the

himself to Mr. Deane, or what arguments

he used, but he dt length persuaded the

analo-

gous. One of the most important elements

“Don’t go out to-night, father, itis so

oe St

The next morning

the expressed wine are strikingly

lonely here!” or, ‘¢ Father,do come home,
the wind blows so hard, and that old

** That is no place for you, Daisy; nev- | she seemed
to see her mother,

beating tumultuously, and increased, the bright.

_ could he but hear him.
He saw her perplexity and came to her

was often calling upon her father in piteous tones.
;

:

to use it; then it seems fair to infer that
it will kill the sick more speedily.
Dr, Lee said that he was living near
Buckingham Palace, in London, when
Prince Albert was taken sick. His case
was doing well for a few days, when they
began to give him brandy to strengthen
him, to enable him to recover

idly; the more he was

more

rap-

stimulated, the

worse he grew, until he died.

It is true

that they believed it was the best thing
for bim but their thinking so did not make
it so.
‘
Some years ago, when it was the custom to attempt curing delirium tremens
by giving brandy, onc out of every four
died at Edinburgh hospital. Since then,
the professor of the medical department

of the

hospital

has treated

over three

hundred cases of delirium tremens without alcohol without losing a single patient.
Prof. Gardner, of the Glasgow

a sentence.

intellect, ambition,

ism: yet,

Dr. Richardson, speaking
“at a recent
come home with me now father®
It is through the weeks of watching and aox- | meeting of clergymen and medical pracwaif, so lonely and so friendless.
She walked briskly along through the | 5° lonesome there all alone, Please do, | jety that followed, but they must, have titioners in Glasgow, to hear a paper read
”
been full of remorse for the past, apd re- on ‘* Wines Scriptural and Ecclesiastical,”
narrow cross street in which she lived,
father.
Had an an angel dropped into their solves to lead a higher lite ; for from
said: ‘If you look at this table on the
that
out into a broad brilliantly lighted one.
Just as she was passiiig a large building, presence, he would hardly have been hour he was a changed man. Thigh sur- wall showing the eompositions of two.
the sound of a stirring témperance song, more surprised than at the sight of his geon found one arm broken, and, many kinds of wine—the one fermented, the
clear and sweet, rang out upon the frosty little golden haired daughter. He had bad cuts and bruises. Weeks of delirium other unfermented—yon will see that the
had a ** bad spell,” as Daisy called them, and fever followed, during which Paisy constituent parts actually of blood and of
air from a score or more of voices.
She paused to listen, heedless that the
winds swept piercingly
through her

| told in

2

| bottle of liquor in a case

there, such

the falling

Bah dn on 2

Univer-

sity, gave a hundred men thirty ounces of

alcohol ; seventeen died out of the hun-

not a drop, all recovered.

Let

cide.— Hall's Journal of Health.
:
“+

facts de-

«©

Dr. Willard Parker says: ** The average life of temperance people is 64 years
and 2 months, while the averge life ofTitemperate people is 35 years and 6 months,
Thus the average life of a drinker is but

whole

the

He

ideal

before

his

Here isa

unique.

patriot-

eyes was

Passing over his youth

his marked experience

early

-

tide as has seldom been witness.

ed in any deliberative assembly.
The debate
lasted till March 11.
Half the senators took
part. Calboun declared that the abolitionists
could not possibly * entertain
the slightest
hope that Congress would pass a law, at this
time, to abolish slavery in this District; that
seriously to attempt it would be fatal to their
cause.”
But when Mr. Calhoun offered that
motion slavery began to die. His motion was
considered by the North as an attack on the
right of petition.
The more the question was

discussed, the more the North
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Ta
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Every rider
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MAGAZINES, &c.

resentatives, his history as Secretary of War |
in Mr. Mbduoroe's cabinet, his memorable

such astormy

ang

pin and Tam O'Shanter,—all are here. We do
not believe that a better selection of such
poems could be made than is here given us,
The volume is in flexible covers, has & gilt top.
and'is firmly boound.

manhood,

as

neat

of between

Wi liam of Deloraine,of such heroes as Sheridan,
such lovers as Caroline Norton's King of Den.
mark, and such luckless wights as John Gil- _

in the House of Rep-

a member of the Senate, we come to an era in
his history,of momentous importance to his
relationship to the question of Slavery.
On
‘January 7, 1836, in the Senate, Mr. Calhoun
made a motion not to receive two petitions for
the abolition of slavery ‘in the District of Columbig.
At once the flood-gates of debate
were opened, and there poured through them

is both

cantering palfrey of gentle dames; the quick
gallop of such messengers as Paul Revere and

like

career 88 Vice-president, and his influence

which

and lover of the horse will rejoice in the possession of this
bookThe dash of the chase:
the thundering hoof of the war-horse; the

night when the fires
TE
and

volume

It comprises a collection

bright one and is well executed.

the light that comes down from the stars, calm,
peaceful, beauteous; but Calhoun’s life shines
with a lurid glare, brilliant yet baleful, like the

awful flame in-the'sky at
consume city or forest.

For

forty and fifty equestrian poems, descriptive
of horseback-rides, and taken from varioys
standard and popular authors.
The idea is 5

an

illusion, and the
cause
he served was &
mouster disguised to him as a angel of light.
His career was grand. He was South Carolina’s
idol son.
He stands amongst the illustrious
men in American history.
Nevertheless," he
set forth doctrines, thinking them to be-true,
which, combined with other causes, brought
forth catastrophe and civil war,
Washington,
Jefferson, Adams, Webster, Clay,—these men
were statesmen,
not perfect indeed,but the light

of whose lives shines over our land to-day

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

sale by E. J. Lane & Co.

of rare

purity,

PRAT
an

185.

nations.

was aman

firmness,

,

In thé North American Review folNAugust,.
the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher writes of *‘Prog-

ress in Religious Thought.” T. V.Powderly,
the official head of the Knights of Labor, the

strongest union of workingmen in the United

States, contributes a temperate article on * The

of

Organization

military

British

well-known

The

Labor.”

Archibald

correspondent,

Army.”

Forbes, writes of“ The Uaited States

Wages,” by

Woman’s

and

Work

‘ Woman’s

Charles W. Elliott, is a forcible statement, The
author sees no advantage to be derived from
the

employment

of woman

in

whether of brain or of hand.

man’s

work,

In“ The Ethics

of Gambling”, O. B. Frothiogham analyzes the:
passion for play with rare ingenuity. * The
Renuneration of Public Servants”, by Frank
D. Y. Carpenter, gives matter for serious consideration.
There is also a paper on‘: Artesian
Wells upon the Great Plains,” by Dr.C. A.
White, of the Smithsoniun Institution.
The
Review is sold by booksellers generally.

thought slavery

The Literary World (fortnightly) for July
an ugly thing.
The petitions said that” slay} 15 is increased in value by an Emerson Conery was a disgrace to the -Distriet, Calhoun
cordance.
$200 a year, single numbers,
10
ws a logician.
He saw at once that if slavery
'
- hl
Hames & Co., Boston.
H.
E.
cents,
WAS a disgrace in the District it must also be
The Magazine of Art for August has reacha disgrace in South Carolina.
Therefore, he
would puthis foot at once on this pettion.
ed our table.
Inthe line of fine art, there is
“The petitions are a foul slander on half the
nothing; better for the average purse than this
States of the Union,” he cried!
magazine.
35 cents a number.
Now the ConCassell, Peter
stitution not only recognized slavery, but gave
& Galpin, N. Y.
it protection: therefore, in a political sense,
The August Atlantic Monthly has two
Calhoun wus right, and believed this an attack
features which will specially commend
itto
on the Constitution, and purposed to be a pageneral ‘attention, namely, a fine new steel!
triot in hurling against it his anathemas.
He
portrait of Mr. Emerson, which is remarkably
lifted up his eyes and saw the irrepressible
satisfactory, and which is accompanied by an
conflict, like 2 cloud not’ larger than a man’s
admirable article by W. T, Harris, of Concord,
hand, banging on the edge of the distant hori
Mass.; and a Supplement containing a full
zon. He saw that unless his constitutional doc.
account of the Birthday Garden Party to
trines were accepted,
slavery could not be
Harriet Beecher “Stowe, with the addresses,
safe in the Union. Alas! where, then, were the
poems, and letters. Altogether, the pumber
moral doctrines of his Presbyterian mother,

that his soul could not see the better constitu-

is one that every
especially value.

lover of the Atlantic
Houghton, Miflin &

will

Co.,
tion and the safer Union without slavery?
Boston,
The petition was received, but the prayer of
The Musical Herald for July is received;
the petioners was denied.
For awhile the
Boston : Music Hall. Price, 15 cents.
country breathed more freely. Then, even the
North wus willing to satisfy the demands of
Oliver Ditson & Co. send’ us, asspecimens
the South; the agitation of the slavery ques- of their last week’s publications, five attractive tion was shunned; to be an abolitionist, even
songs, of which one, with a pretty title page,
in New
England, was to invite scorn and
is called ** Somebody’s coming” (40 cents),
ignominy.
Blessed, and
thrice-blessed, this
(35
*¢ Dreamlog”
another;
by Andrews;
day, are the memories
of those men and cents), by Wellings, and the others, ¢ We
women
who
then stood fast
for
human
Old Boys” (30 cents), a Camp Fire Soang by
freedom; who ‘Were the confessors and martyrs
comrade
pJohn L. Parker.
“ When
Lilies
of the purer religion; who walked a thorny
by
(40 cents), a Waltz Song
are in Blom”
way that the feet of slaves might come to
J. W. Turner; and ‘‘ Good - Night! The day
paths of peace!
Te
Cowen.
F. H.
by
(35 cents),
is past”
The career of Culboun under Van Buren;
With these come also, * The Harp at Midhis relation to the Texas question, and to
title, by
with picture
(60 cents)
night”
Oregon, and the Mexican War, complete this
by
(2) cents),
in D?
Aubert; “Rondo
book.
The whole story of Calhoun’s life, inPearson; “ Frolic of the Frogs Waltz” (35
deed, is well told, and will repay a studious
for Violin and Piano,
Watson,
cents), by
perusal. We cannot neglect to compliment
the publishers on the admirable paper and
print of the volume.

THE ADVENTURES
Oliver Thurston.

1881,

Nevertheless the

letter-form has

its

own peculiar advantages, some of which are
well shown in the work before us. Surely, the
spontaneous outgushings of ardent and im-

pulsive youth

could

hardly

Waltz, Palka

Dobson, Jr.,

cents),

LITERARY

was

sold

in London the other day, for $230, This was
a small and rare volume printed at Boston by
B, Green in 1720, and

Primer, and

entitled,‘* The

Indian

Milk for Babes.”

It was

when returning home from Sicily,in an orange
boat as he was lying becalmed for a week in
the straits of Bonifacio, that John Henry
Newman

wrote that hymn,

‘“ Lead, kindly Light.”

-have been more

justly expressed
thsn in these
Imaginary
.epistles of a‘young~ Virginian abroad in pursuit of love and learning. ‘The story presented

by

NOTES.

A bit of early American literature

Narratives conducted in the epistolary form
are rare enough nowadays, probably because
that form not lending itself readily to some of
the most popular effects of well-wronght fiction proves the less attractive to the average

reader.

and the ‘‘ Harry

(30
for Banjo,”
and Mazurka
Dobson.
m————— A li

OF A
VIRGINIAN.
B
8vo.
pp. 127. Philadel-

phia:E. Caxton & Co.

-An

Illustrated History

of the ‘f Jean-

artificial, too evidently prearranged,to satisfy a

ette® Arctic Expedition, by Mr. Raymond L..
Newcomb, one of the survivors, is nearly
finished.
Paul Hayne, the Southern poet,
is fitty-one years of age.
The Century

yet, in many places, the simplicity of the tale is

versy.

is a slender thread ; the occurrences are largely

cultivated and critical taste; what character Magazine has never hitherto expressed any
study there is is done broadly and crudely ; and-| opinion on the subject of the Cesnola contro-

the
simplicity of St. Pierre’s “Paul
and
Virginia.” The book is written in a fluent and
fascinating

style.
—

Poems.
pe:

.

By Mary E. Blake (M. E. B.).
Boston:

rice, $1.25.

Houghton,

For sale by E.

Mifflin

8vo.,
& Co.

J, Lane & Co.

‘We have looked this volume through

pretty

carefully, ‘and are free to say that in our

opinion Mrs. Blake has, to an extent which
amply justifies the publication of her work, the
poet’s firie

lines. They do not need the element of marked

originality to make

them

welcome

to both

mind and heart. The poems on childhood
strike us as, on the whole, the best in the

book. Only a mother could have written them.

There,is scarcely a

mother who

could

fail to

take delight in them, Take, for example, “The
Poet’s Rival:”
!

little more than halfthat.ef a non-drinker ;

Across my lap the baby lies,
The soul-light dawning in his eyes;
I, bending, turn aside to look
. Adown the pages of my book.

and yet we are asked to believe brandy,
gin, whisky and beer are wonderful pro-

+ “The falf 1ié¥ rin on rhythmic feet ;

moters of health.”

IN THE SADDLE. A Collection of Poems op,
Horseback-riding. Size 4x5 3-8 inches, Pp-

military hero,

vision und the gift of song. Many of
dred. Of five hundred and nine cases of the
delicate i pressions received from nature,
young persons who were not allowed wine evanescent thoughts
and feelings, here find
or whisky, not one died.’
i
| expression in. tender, graceful and musical

In a teetotal hospital, at Leeds, England, of three hundred patients who took

That pierce the sky like flight of bird,
May bring the joys of heaven more near
)
But Heaven itself is with me here!

The life-story of John Caldwell Calhoun is

WHAT WAS IN A BOTTLE.
I was once called upon to ‘analyze

went out into the sterm, hoping to meet
him. At length she wasopposite th place
out upon

of influence that sweep over

oon,

, * For soaring thought and winged word,

but also the statesman does set in motion tides

Of his great thoughts toward Nebody’s boy ?
— Selected,

| component

the light streamed

inventor, the manufacturer, the

Tg

O prayer of saint!

O brightest picture pen can paint!
O golden rhythmic rise and fall!
. My little love is worth you all.

memoir. His career may well be studied. It
forms an extraordinary illustration of the
power of thought. It shows that .not only the

stooped to the sharing with you

She thought she

she put on her shawl and hood and went | PAused
out into the street, aimlessly, anywhere
to escape that gloomy room. Poor little

What

She waited no longer; she

‘where she had so often waited for him ;

*

saw her father talking with some one, who

opposite tenement, but somehow to-night | he Was there,
these familiar sounds filled her with dread.

temptation!

*

of

time was precious, but here

half way to the door.

SUTTON.

own

troub- strength ; but at the end of a week somele, and he has been growing worse 'and thing happened so startling, that in his
worse. He feels bad about it himself,
sorrow he cried to God for help,, as he
but he says he cannot help it. I have never. did before.
seen him cry after he has had one of his
It was snowing heavily at a quarter
bad spells, and call me his poor littlé Daisy past six when Daisy listened eagerly for
and say he would try and reform, but he her father’s step on the stairs; five,
says he is not strong ‘enough, the appe- ten, fifteen ‘minutes passed, and still he
tite for drink has got such a hold of him. did not come. A fearful foreboding filled
He is always kind to me when he is him- her heart. What if he had yielded to

*

book

O glow of wit!

My Le ater aan

feast with the King to-day.”

and

*

While tallsnheeded to the floor °
The broken spell which bipgds no

Te

Tn

banquet,

:

Say she is dead, and her child is a waif,
Swept by the wind at Society’s feet;
‘Ye who have children all sheltered and safe,
Is it.a question embodied you meet ?
Does the face haunt you? Why, what can you do
To banish from pleasure this gram of alloy ?

yet a Chris-

tian and was trying to reform in his

*

|

Tay

the

*

Gam-

FD

the bouse’'of

in business, and then little brother died

be content

1 stoop to kiss its dimpled grace, )
I turd to read my darling’s face,

T. Morse, Jr., forms a valuable contribution
to the list of works already before’ the public
concerning this eminent statesman.
Few men
in the history of our Republic bave acted a
more conspicuous part than the subject of this

This wicked ghmin is Nobody's boy.

themselves,
with them ?
would have

Riverside Press,

|

11

IE

the

¢¢ Three or four years. Indeed," sir, he. Why is it that people cannot.
was not always so bad; I remember to walk inthe downward road
when he was always kind, and mother
without trying to drag others
wore a happy smile all of the time, and It is doubtful how the conflict
we had 4 beautiful house; but he failed ended, for Mr. Deane was not

are two sides ta.al) things, my friend;

Wretched, and going to a wretcheder end,

York:

This memoir of Mr. Calhoun, edited by John

Pity shonld quicken where sin would destroy.

Raunts.

von Holst.
Boston:

New

7

And come. to

forget

na

former

Dr. H.
Series.

i

sorrow aud dole,

to his

The

East 171th St.
bridge.
1882.

Co.

A

:

back

&

EE

silence of my soul,
‘* Rise up my love, my fair one, and

in the

to lure him

Yet there

Miflin

RE SEE

For sometimes there comes a whisper

i

Houghton,

MR

i

crowns my burdened years;

to drink ?»

JOHN C. CALHOUN..
By
American
Statesman

BOY.

rl

And cover with smiles and sunshine a heart
that is full of tears;
And yet, and yet, there is joy divine, and it

NOBODY'S

Yes, he is dirty, and ragged, and poor.
Velvet and satin must shrink trom his touch,
Thrust him away ere he reaches the door.
~ Or your dne carriage his fingers would smuteh.

a

Who ean tell? After
ways into which he had fallen. When I Perhaps she was!
heard you talk so good, and I saw men this, two kinds of influence were. brought
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER:
like him sign the pledge, I thought if he strongly to bear upon the struggling man.
1 walk on my way with the others, I toil at my
could
come. here to-morrow night he ~The best temperance men of the place
:
:
daily task,
used their influence in his behalf, while
I am sometimes weary and careworn; and might be saved too.”
“ How long has your father been given his old associates scoffed, jeered and tried
sometimes I wear a mask,

Is dimmed by something sweeter still,

And all his dream ings, high and grand,
Lie hid beneath a baby’s hand,

A YS

bad

Book THble.

Temperance.

Tg

father, and try to save him from the

of

re

Vd

Mother made me promise to take care

ERR

But sudden, all the poet's skill

TET

Family Circl
e.

it, Daisy standing by with beaming face.
It seemed to her that her mother was
looking down upon them with holy eyes.

« No sir; there is only father and I.

With flash of thought and fair conceit,

And sparkling fancies gem the brink
Of this clear well from which I drink,

But

circumstances

having

recently

made it necessary that the magazine should
be informed 5s to the truth or fulsity- of the
charges with relation to alleged ‘‘restorations,”
the edftor of the Century has made an independent inquiry into the subject, and will lay
the result before the readers of that magazine
in the August number. The whole department of ‘‘ Topics of the Time” will be de-

voted to the

subject.-

Our

’

/

Continent,

Judge Tourgee’s paper, has changed its form
toa thirty-two-page quarto. The paper hus
already a

paying

constituency.

The

former

staff of the magazine will remain, and in
addition thereto Miss Louise Stockton has become an assistant editor.———A
new and
elegant edition of Hawthorne’s complete works,

printed from new plates with the greatest care, |
and richly but simply bound, will soon be published by Houghton, Mifflin & Co. It will certainly be the best edition ever issued of Haw-

thorne’s works. The first volume will contain
a steel portrait of Hawthorne, taken from a
photograph in possession of the family.

Mr.T. B. Aldrich, the editor of The Atlantic,
is now in Europe.

the fall.

:

He will visit the North

ern countries, possibly Rusia, and return

in

Houghton, Mifflin.& Co. have in

preparation a beautiful illustrated calendar for
1683, to be called the Longfellow Calendar.
The slip for each day will contain an appropriate quotation
from Longfellow's writ

{

§

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 26. 1882.

legislates on insufficient in-

that Con

and extended have

formation. So pe

the huge machines of the national executive departments become, that they are
unknown worlds to members of Congress.
. Se conflicting and inefficient is the mass

of congressional legislation concerning
the executive branch of the government,

ac-

that the heads of departments have

in the con-

quired such extended power

that in

of laws

struction and execution

executing those laws they can often de:
feat their spirit.
If a member of the cabinet desires that

a certain bill shall be passed, for the best
workingof his department, he is seldom

Annual

able to.accomplish his purpose.

reports and special messages to Congress receive only little attention, and

members of the cabinet ave forced, either

to allow their departmentsto go to the
bad, or 80 to execute the existing laws as
to obtain the practical result of laws
Almost necessarily,
which they desire
therefore, the

executive

in-

has

branch

creased Its prerogatives, and has encroached upon the domain of the legislative, until it has become by far the most
important part of our national governsaved

ment.

Moreover, we have no convenient
method by which members of Congress
can call heads of departments to account
for corruption, delinquency, or abuses in
their offices. A committee to investigate
the conduct of & cabinet officer is appoiht-

or grave offenses; all but the

ed

most Jograrn abuses are passed over,
and Oongress
es
comes to look upon the
taults of
executive with the same in-

diaren TH
throws

Si

Di

:

the other;

ty for

Amismanugement,

nations!

ence

with

look on

indiffer-

ve

In a’ wel
ated government, the
executive
ee
ative
branches

ros

by the 8

%

un

sad

wl

encouragement and strength.
Hillsdale,

impossible; iH.

gress and the
essential to the

Miss Letcy

to their

pletest manner the reign of brute-force
and mental darkness.
If they afterward
espoused Christianity, they molded it to
their own savage superstition, till at last
naught wus left of the divine dispensation but its name, to cover the most degrading idolatry and demonism.
At the
time we begin” our specific examipation,
we find that in the then so-called Christian nutions—
1. There existed no science worthy of
the name, no

schools

whatever.

ing, writing,-and ciphering,
rate and distinct trades.

emplary

Read-

The masses, the

nobility, the poor and the rich, were
wholly unacquainted with the mysteries
of the alphabet and the pen. A few men,
known as clerks, who generally belonged
to the Frisstaood, monopolized them as a
special class of artists.
They taught
their business only to their seminarists,
apprentices;

and beyond

their few pupils
and write, nor
generality, any
nowadays that
shoemaker or a

themselves and

ne one knew how to read
was it expected of the
more than it would be
everybody should be a
lawyer.
Kings did not

even know how to sign

their names,

so

that when they wanted to subscribe to a
written contract, law, or treaty, which
some clerk had drawn up for them, they
would smear their right hand with ink,
and slap it down upon the parchment saying,

‘*

Witness

my

hand.”

At

a later

date, some genius devised the substitute
of the seal, which was impressed instead
of the hand, but oftener besides the hand.
Every gentleman had a seal with a peculiar dévice thereon. Hence the sacra-

more

into

the

control

of experts,

an

Bee dike, JRE J

their management is growing more mysterieus to Congress and the people.
Affairs in this age are conducted with
such a rush that raembers of Congress,
who are usually active men of business,
burdened with a multitude of duties, are
unable, from lack of time, to look deeply
into the complex executive management
of the ovement. ' Moreover, as the

national

exeoutive officers perceive the

Be, soln contin, MEL The

incompetency of Congress and of the people to deal with the expert business of

their departments, they naturally act.
independently, beyond the scope of their
authority, and often arrogantly. So great

.i8 the puwer of the executive, and so
concealed is it from the public view, that

the temptations are strong to extend it to
unauthorized . and dangerous = limits.
Every decade

rénders

it more

necessary

Boe ihe oi oe Ela, SE Bh, i dil. JER. J

for Congress to have the coustant advice
of experts on matters of‘legislation, and to
assume, it possible, a firmer and more inumate control over our executive man.
agement.— Willard Brown, in Atlantic
Monthly,
po
adh dh 4h foease and

‘NAPOLEON'S

PROPHECY OF PEACE.

When the great Napoleon in his island

prison

gould *¢ study

war

no more,”

he

dreamt dl
eneral rednotion of stand‘ing armies, and the application to the
nationsof Europe of an. institution like
the ancient Greek. Amphictyon, or the

American Congress.
* And then,” he
exclaimed, ¢‘ what a perspective = before us of greatness, of happiness, ‘of
prosperity—what a grand and magni
cent spectacle!” Had the Little Coporal
endeavored
to realize that brilliant
dream earlier in his career,

how

differ-

ent might have been the course of history,

and how enormous the saving of blood
and treasure! Such a project was in his
mind at the Treaty of Amiens, thirteen
years before Wellington crushed him at
Waterloo; but he allowed the ‘golden
momentto pass awuy, never to return.
The old

idea, darkened

by regret,

came

back to him in the soli.ide of §t. Helena.
His eyes, freed from the glamor of wmilitary glory, perceived the federation of
peoples that might have been ; and though

the dead past had buried its dead, though

his will should

+o

never more decide the des-

4iny of nations, a gleam

of

hope illumin-

was born
lives.

to

Af-

whom

To them

he spent

His

life

with

feet in Sitka, with splendid harbors, with
inexhaustible fisheries, with an abundance
of coal, and the probability that veins of
i ver,

suf pient garden

:

.

and

Jue

ify

wi

was

Durgin,

20,

The deceased,

nearly 97 years of age, was born (Miss Hunt)
Aug. 8, 1785. To the
in Brunswick, Me.,

Brunswick Telegraph we are mainly indebt-

At the age of 19
ed for the facts given,
Capt. Samuel Dunlap, who
she was married to
died in the West Indies, about 1810, of yellow
fever, leaving to his widow three little children, one of whom, Mrs. Moore, survives her’
In 1817, Mrs. D, was married to Eld.
mother.
Geo. Lamb, one of the prominent F. B. ministers in his day,
He died Dec. 14, 1836, Of

A. VOGELER

very

pleasant

suffered

similar

occa:

(Ossipee,

|,

N. H.,

NEVER KNOWN

Eliza-

beth Drew,
aged 81 years. Sister Drew was
nverted at the age of 16 and lived 65 years in
joyment of religion. She was baptized
J
a

v. Elijah Shaw.

y.

and

denomination

William

Danning

died

at

has

A gentleman

He pay

were differ-

ent from theirs on some points of doctrine he
changed his standing and became a member

Price $1 per
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Interesting to Singers,
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Pubnc
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Catarrhal
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Affections.
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Prof. JOHN FUL-

:
ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,

fully

accomplish

the

with the

instead of a

palliative

effect,

Send

address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,

HENRY, JOHNSON
& LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt,

‘MORP!
© HABIT.
No pay till cured. Ten
years established, 1,000

pose of having them compared
on them is unanimous

Mich.

Diseases.

to

remisery; decay and death. -One box will curetreat.
Fach box contains one month's
cent cases.
dolfive
for
ment.. One dollar a boxer six boxes
Jars’; sent by mail, post-paid on receipt of price.
With
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
each order received by us for six boxes, ‘accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser

or written guarantee to return the money if the
Guarantees is-,
treatment does not effect a cure.
sued only when the treatment is ordered direct
from us. Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, .
4
Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont

regular breaking-up-of-winter

St, Boston, Me.
oVv

with

or confections as they had used.

Dre

DR. E.C. WEST'S NERVE: AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulMéntal Depression,
sions, Nervous Headache,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by

.°

Prof.

address

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
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-
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WARREN’S

For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Bron=
chial Catarrh, Hoarseness,
and
Al!
1% ‘Fhroat and Lung Troubles.
For the Throat and Lungs.
“ When I received Dr. Warren’s Wild
them

that

various renedies,
e., March 3.
“ The
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found

for
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For
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Catarrh.

been

positive

have

such

Yarmouth,

box of troches sent to me proved of

benefit.. I have

suffering

relief

great

from

chronic ca-

from

ou

Wild

Me., Feb. 23.
B@- Price 25¢. a box. Sent by mail on receipt of
price.
Address * American Medicine Co.,”
Man-

chester,”

N. H.

Geo. C. Goodwin
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Proniouncing THE'LANCASTER

WATCH

“THE BEST WATCH
MADE IN AMERICA."
MANF'D

BY LANCASTER

SEND

WATCH

CO., LANCASTER, PA.,

FOR CIRCULAR.

¢SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

PURE WHITE LEAD,
ANT MANUFACTURERS
Sg

LEAD

C.

nts.
A YEAR and expenses to agents.

so

tarrh and

Manchester,

N.H. For sale by leading druggists.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

used

Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches.
of have
done me more good than any other
icine I
have ever taken.”—[Rev. S. F. Strout, Saccarappa,

lungs.

85* A box of Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.
Address

ever

immediate relief.”—[Rev. R. A. York,

throat,

church,

I

have

“I think the trial box-efWarren’s Troches you
sent is ding me much good.
Having been
troubled many years with bronchitis I have tried

for

now

thing

1

Bronchitis.

engorgement

John’s

an

once.

throat and lungs.”—[ Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

gans, or more seriously afflicted by that most pro-

D. D. BISHOP, Yector of 3t.
ver, N. J.

superior to

Cherry

1 was suffering with

Maine, Feb. 27.

verdict up-

in their favor, and

Troches

cold and they helped me at

1 all want more of them, I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in. any
way by temporary dificulties with the vocal or.
voking annoyance, the catarrhal
the mucous membrane.
Faithfully yours,

to

Lee, Athens

~ TROCHES'!

Iused
them for one Sunday myself, getting
through three services, including Sunday-school
with singing, so much easier than usual, that I
was actually better the ngxt day instead of the
.| customary Monday throat and chest lameness. |
For the next choir rehearsal I distributed the
troches to the members of the choir for the pur-

Price 28 cts. per bottle.

Hf

.
. W.Va.

THE MAGICAL REMEDY

school and

hoarseness, and something of a cold on the

which “eads

Powell,

|WLD ERATARD RAPALA

and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose should be
tried by those tests and qualities. Your box of
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches game to
me just at the worst season for those who have
daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me
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board.
of assistants. Students fitted for business
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Co., Portland, Maine.
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will be the result. Ladies and others subs
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is pronounced by the
best doctors to be the. only cure for all kinds of
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EDY is purely vegetable, and
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is a sure cure for Heart Disease and Rheumatism
when all other medicine fails.
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his home in Corinna, Me., May 16, aged about
86 years. Bro. D. embraced the religion of
tist church, but finding his views
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1s designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too: far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
medicine to build them up, give them an ap, purify their blood, and oil up the maPetite: ro their bodies so it will do its Juiz
willingly. No other article takes hold @
system and hits exactly the spot like
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ology, Homiletics and Church
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. D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
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Theological Department of Hillsdale
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Master and has. gone home that she may
welcome her dear ones at their coming.
Emery.—Stem Emery died in Great Falls,
N. H.,June 24, aged 68 years.
Bro. Emery
was baptized by Rev. Bilas Curtis and joined
the F. B. church in Great Falls some 40 years
ago.
He became very much attached to the,
social meetings during his last years, and felt it’
a great deprivation when he could no longer.
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Drew.—In
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tier and other persons of note. She united
with the M. E. church at 11 years of age.
She left a husband and two boys to mourn for

their seven children, three only survive,—Mrs.
June Clark, Louisa and Samuel. Her keen

company,
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his death. The whole year was one of great
suffering which grew more intense till the
end came.
How he loved to listen to words
of Scripture and of prayer, even when great
pain was taxing him.
He endured in hope of
the fair home above where there is no pain
nor parting.
His devoted companion
was
granted her great desire in receiving strength
to endure the strain upon her own frail health
as she ministered to her suffering husband almost constantly.
How much comfort
and
blessing was afforded our brother, by the love
brief
be
must
Obituaries
and
devotion
of
an
untiring
companion
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A Surprising Change.
¢ I take no other medicine whatever, therefore must attribute my
improved condition to
Compound Oxygen.
Four weeks ago 1 was
weak, unable to sit up long at a time, with
aroxysms of coughing that would make my
eel sore and prostrate me very much,
The change has been so surprising to me and
my family.” Treatise on * Compound Oxyn” sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109
und 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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followin,
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gence,
honesty, modesty and kindness. A
goud man has gone from among us, one who
was * faithful until death.”
G. R. H.
Cook.—Died in Middleton, N. H., June 25.
Mrs. Joanna M., widow of the late Isaiah H.
86 years, 1 months and 12 days.
Cook, aged
She had lived in the house where she died 62
During her last illness she
years and 2 days.
endured great bodily suffering, but manifested
Amidst
and fortitude.
patience
Christian
the kindliest attentions of her beloved family,
in the holy quiet of Sabbath morning she passed through the valley and shadow “of -death.
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TUESDAY, JULY
18.— Senator Hill, “of
Georgia, is probably dying:
— A fatal riot bas

occurred

at a railway

tunnel

in Georgia.

Heavy ‘floods occur near Si. Joseph, Mo.—A

sharp decline takes pisce in the ChicaZe grain
market.
The striking
Cincinnati
beilermakers
resume
work.——Judge
Advaeate
General Swaim, in his report on the petition

of Sergeant Mason for release from imprison\. ment, adheres to his previously-expressed

Ek
‘

wood-working establishments
of
Fairteld,
Me., are destroyed by fire, together with five
tenement houses.
The total loss is estimated
at over $100,000.
Six
hundred
men
are
thrown out of employment, and several families are left homeless.
:
SATURDAY, JULY 22.-—— Attorney-General
Brewster bas decided that a member of Con* gress is not an officer of the United States, and

:

io

that a gift to him for cumpaign purposes

does

not come within the law regulating political
assessments.
The matter of political assessments isto be carried to u full bench of the U.

'

S. Supreme Court...

MONDAY, JULY 24. —

Transportation com-

panies are not to be
permitted to convey Chinese laborers ro
a country from Cuba
to China.——The Ohio Board of Agriculture
estimates the wheat crop at 104 per. cent, of
last year, or 39,283,000 bushels, against 87,000,
000 last year; corn 90 per ceat., or 66,500,000
bushels, against 74,000,000 last year, and barley 90 per cent., and oats 112,
ABROAD.
TUESDAY, JULY 18.——The British troops
are closely
watching Arabi Pacha; France, it
is reported, will join England in protecting the
Suez Canal.——All hope of foreign intervention between Chili and
Péru has been abandoned, and Tarapaca is to be annexed to- Chili.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19 ——Fourteen
hundred houses are destroyed by fire in Smyrna.
~——During the last-three months 455 agrarian
outrages have been committed in Ireland.
The local Government of Nova Scotia resigns.
.
THURSDAY, JULY 20.——Arabi Pacha has
_ cut off the water supply of Alexandria.—The
«= hay and potato crops in a portion of Ireland
are ruined.——Eighty-three houses in the best
quarter of Port au Prince have been destroyed
by fire.——M. de Lesseps considers that the
passage of men-of-war through the Suez Canal
is a breach of peutrality, and it is represented
that Spain intends to station gunboats at each
end of the Canal to protect her interests therein. It is reported that Sir Garnet Wolseley
will command the British expedition to Egypt,
which will consist of 20.000 of alt arms.
Fripay, JULY 21.—The Egyptian Notables have deposed the Khedive, and declared
war against England.
Lord Granville has in0
formed Lord Dufferin, British Ambassador at
Constantinople, that Englund now sees no alternative but a recourse to force to put an end
to the ‘intolerable state of affairs in Egypt.”
The Porte has finally decided to send troops to
Egy pt.——Serious floods have prevailed in Bohemia.
SATURDAY, JULY
22.——There is an engagement with Arabi Pacha’s cavalry near Milaha, and several shots are exchanged;
the
Egyptians flee, after leaving two dead and several wounded.
MONDAY, JULY 24.——The tone of the despatches from Egypt are of a more warlike
character.
Euogland’s proposed
Egyptian
war credit is £2.200,000 and a supplementary
vote of 10.000 men is to be asked for. This
number, with
the troops already sent
to
Egypt, will swell the British force to 14,000
men.

;

x
i

:

:

The House consumed an entire day in discussing the contested election case of. Tillman
vs. Smalls from the fifth district of South Carolina, resulting in the seating of Republican
contestant Smalls by a vote of 141 to 5.
By an egually unanimous vote, the seat occupied by Mr. Shelley (Democrat) from the
fourth di
abama was declared vacant.
:
<
A bill has been introduced in the Senate providing that Chinamen who do not intend to remain in this country shall not be prevented
fram landing at our seaports.
The conference committee on the Legislative
Appropriation bill were unable to agree, and a
new eommittee has been appointed.
A new conference committee has also been
appointed-on-the River and Harbor Appropriation bill.
The Senate has adopted the conference report.
3
.
Publi¢ interest has for several days been
directed to the discussions, which have occurred in the Senate, relative to the Tariff bill.
The portions of the bill already adopted repeal
the taxes on bank checks, drafts, orders and
vouchers, and on the capital and deposits of
banks and bankers, and the tax on maufac t-

)

*
=

ured tobacco is fixed at 12 cents per pound.

The Senate has veted in favor of erecting a
new public building at Haverhill, Mass.
The House has passed the bill to medify the
money order system; the amendments of the

Senate to the bill for the payment of the physicians attending the late President have been

M
!

ing the musical

department,

designated by the donor,

Professor

Peabody, of Harvard, is enjoying

not return to this country before September.
The Hon. William A. Wheeler is now summering among the White Mountains, but will
soon go to Maine, and thence to Nova Scotia,
for the benetit of his health.
:
President Arthur, it is reported, will visit
Mr. D. W. C. Wheeler at Alexandria Bay on
the St. Lawrence River after the adjournment
of Congress.
x

. Senator Edmunds will not return to Wash-

ington thisggummer, on account of the death
of his youbgker daughter.
She was long an iovalid, dnd sought restoration at many health
resorts in vain, and was at last taken home to

«

the above to the Morning
T. L. DEXTER, -

England, probably for a year.

Tha

:

:
‘Miscellaneons,
~
The Mormon Elder, Cannon, although ousted

from the House where he claimed i seat as
delegate “from Utah, has planted himself in
-

‘Washington, where his people think he can
best serve the Mormon cause. »
The ¢ Lafayette tree” that stood in front of

v

the Portland, Me., City Hall, isbeing made into

relics, one of which will be a large, elaborately
carved chair for the Maive Historical Society.’
~'. The estimated wheat, crop of Kansas this

:

ear will. be 35,000,000 bushels and the qirality

§ first class.

'_ Mr. Eugene
t.«.

-

;

Schuyler, U. 8. Minister

Resi-

dentat Athens, and G. F. Lincoln, US.

Con-

sul at Stettin, sailed July 21.
4
The wheat crop of Minnesota promises to be

. Jarger than it was last year.
]
1

;

Star,
tary of Trustees.

Prof. J. 8. Brown, late of Lyndon Institute,
has accepted the chair of chemistry in Doane
College, Crete, Neb.
Senator Brown, of Georgia, has made a gift
of $50,000 to the University of that State.
It is
to be known as the Charles McDonald Brown
Scholarship Fund, innmemory of his son of that
name who died last year. Tt is to be invested
in a State bond, bearing 7 per cent. interest.
The income is to be loaned to poor but promising young men to enable them te pursue a
course of study in any department of the Uni-

versity,or at the North Georgia Agricultural
College. On being graduated the young men

begin paying 4 per cent interest on the- loans,

and are to pay the principal

as soon

as

they

Recent incessant rains threaten the
tion of the Irish crops.-

didn

destruc:

Since the Hot season began, sixty-four ship
captaing
have diedof yellow
yellow
fe fevera t diff ‘erent
Spiny hve
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food, such

relief.
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begins

Dr. Jorn

One

its

i
at

little,” was the reply, as

the

over to gather a red nugget or so.

invalic

appetite fails, it digests slowly

_ Many wonder how Parker's Ginger Tonic can
perform such varied cures, thinking it simply essence of ginger, when, in fact, it is made from

if at

all,

irritates

the stomach; begins to ferment and decay, and
sets up a serious disturbance in the system, and
may occasion more or less prolonged sickness.
Give Nature a chance and she will soon set right
many of the minor ills to which fiesh is heir.
sweetest and most
although hard as a
limbs such as the
idle and slothful.
beneficial to all.

has them

“Brown's

muscular system,

into achastens

if he does not

the

use

consequently
adults. Such
well as betliable to fall

nervous

well

system

-

NOT BRING

EASE.
live.
that
The

slothful and lazy person sovn becomes weary of
his inactivity, but'instead of seeking rest for the

muscles which are tired by calling into agtion other muscles, he seeks in further inaction rest; but
does not find it. Rest is the reward of him who
has been active unto weariness and is not granted
to those who are continully inactive.
Laziness
is sometimes4iue to some derangement of the system which causes one to feel indisposed to exer-

tion.

man

many valuable

medicines

act

Dr: JoserH
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New School for Cabinet

DR. J. Faris MOORE, PH.
D.,

Professor

of Pharmacy,

0
.), is one of
Iga + convenient cheap
instructors fo.
all
Finstruments. They are only for beginners
and amatears.
:
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Balti-

more Pharmaceutical College, says:
“ Brown's Iron Bitters is a safe
and weliable medicine, positively
free from alcoholic poisons, and can
be recommended as a tonic for use
among those who oppose alcohol.”

-

~~

Johnson ($1.50),
s Parlor
Organ Instruction
18 &
’

roved, as

~ DR. EpwARD EARICKSON,
macy, says *

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

sort

1 indorse it us an “excellent
medicine, a good digestive agent,

a

sense.

Dr. RICHARD SAPINGTON,

ano GRAZING LANDS acc rounoon

one of Baltimore's oldest and most

reliable physicians, says:

~. Northern Pacific R.R.

“All who have used it praise its
standard virtues, and
the
known characterof the house which’
makes it is a sufficient guarantee
of its being all that is claimed,
for
they are men who could
not be induced

always in working order.

to offer anything

1 MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA.

BIG CROP AGAIN IN (88!

else buta

reliable medicine for public use.’’

The best illustrated paper—a bank note.

Low PRICES ; LONG TIME : REBATE
FOR IMPROVE.
MENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

A Druggist Cured.

Two brothers who were very successful dentists
built a large and handsome house, the appearance
of which was thought to resemble a large molar
tooth.
It was a common remark,
‘‘See what
brothers can do when they pull together!”

Boonsboro, Md., Oct. 12, 1880.
.

Consumptiomsfinds quick victims in the weak.
Strengthen your system against this and all other
kinds of disease by using Wheat Bitters.

Gentlemen:

Brown's

Iron

R. M. NEW "ORT, Gen. Lanp Aa.

Bit-

ters cured me of a bad attack of
Indigestion and fullness in the stomach. Having tested it, I take pleasure in recommending it to my cus-

THIS NEW

Ask your Druggist for BROWN!s
IRON BITTERS, and take

no other.

One trial will convince you that it
is just what you need.
SAMUEL

{
|

dozen years, it 1s the ovly one. Idmve ever found
-which has become a necessity in my own houseYears’

Experience

of an

Old

States,

and

has

“Throw Physic to the Dogs,” says Mac.
beth.
Much ofit might he so digposed of with ad,
vantage to mankind, but it would be hard npon
thedogs.
The * sweet obilvious antidote,” which
Macbeth asked for in vain, is, however, vouchsafed te the dyspepticand bilious in TARRANTS
SELTZER APERIENT. It regulates, purifies and

invigorates the system; is a positive
indigestion and con-tipation;

specific

promotes

tion and reduces fever,

ble quantities.

The

blood’ is from

normal

ninety-eight

temperature
to

one

of the

hundred

and

two degrees Fahrenheit. The heat of summer raises it still

higher.

It

stands

(o reason

that

with the food is specially hurtful. The stomach
is then commencing its digestive action, which is
necessarily attended with a high degree of heat.
Consequently, a larger share of the blood is called
to that part of the system than usual.
The taking
of ice-water copiously while eating arrests the

whole

process,

by reducing

the stomach, and produces
serious consequences.
The

the temperature

of

in the end the most
reduced temperature

of the stomach arrests digestion, and

allows it to

proceed only after an intervalof recuperation, and
then with diminished force: From this springs a

disease which, under the name
pepsia, is becoming alarmingly
the functions of the body nearly
similatien of food are deranged

of ice-water dyscommon. Al of
related to the asand the body falls

a prey to those diseases which are usually
uted to the heated term. Moreover, the

attribblood,

suddenly driven from the stomach, is distributed
among the parts of the body which have already
their proper

share,

causing

dizziness,

congestion

of the bran, and a train of other illg. ,

recommended:

to a'shaded spot at once.
gitling

Remove

the patient

Place the body in a

posture, the back against a wall

feet and legs resting upon

the sidewalk

‘the clothes.

the head

with

the

and

ex-

Get ice-water and a

bottle of some strong essence of ginger.

over

Pour the

copiously; never

mind

Then pour two or three tablespoon-

fuls of ginger in about half a tumbler of water and
make the patient swallow it quickly.
Keep the
head cool by using a little of the ice water, and in
ease there is not much of

give more ginger.
there will

a glow

upon

the

Meissonier recompensed the physician who
brought him safely out of his recent illness by
presenting him with. his (the painter’s) own
portrait, finely executed in water-colors. The
great artist represents himself in it in fulllength; clad in a long red dressing-gown, his
sick-room garb.
This, with picturesque head
and flowing beard, gives him the appearance
of some old Doge of Venice.
The picture is
reckoned by connoisseurs to he worth $10,000.

for

the

will answer.—Sél.

services

of an

.
jo

May

patent medicine I handle.
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Seminary,

The illustrated catalogue of this famous institution, which has been received by us, is a model of

typographical and artistic beauty. . No seminary
for young women is doing more thoroughly good
practical work than this, and no school is more.
thoroughly equipped. For further particulars send
for catalogue to
the principal, C. C. Bragdon, An.
burndale, Mass.
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changes of cars than by any other line—with the
advantage in our favor of making the single change

Paul, where
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& 50 per Month.

address J. C. McCURDY & Co.,
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land where Tel

ver during
August and September, should purchase the
Cheap Excursion
Tickets of the *¢ Great
Rock Island
Route,” and take choice of Four
Routes, with Privilege of return until Oct. 31.
Time as quick as the quickest, and.no more

sufféring woman,

The Billious,
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of;

Lewiston, Me’

IN THE HEART OF BOSTON.

Sook Practical Life. {iii enueroriife
600 pp. Clear type, finest binding and
IMlustrations.
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ARTS. ELOCUTION
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SPLENDIDLY FURNISHED.

INK is the only safe labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above Symbol and name of
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JAMES PYLE, New York,
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family, rich or poor, should be without it.
Sold byGrocers Overy Where but beware of
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tor, but don’t give me chloroform.
Let my
flesh is heir to, are not so far wrong; they are on
husband sit by my side during the operation,
the right tragk, if they do run it into the ground. a, and I will neither cry out nor stir.”
The work
little at the farend. For, as the old proverb says,
was done, and the poor woman kept her word.
Talk of soldierly courage! This showed greatcleanliness is next to godliness, and as we know
that the latter virtue is a sype preventive and er pluck than it takes to face a hundred guns.
To restore her general health and give
e
cure for all disorders of the mind ‘and thought,
and strengt
he system, Dr. Kennedy then
and keeps the soul pure and clean; so cleanliness
gave the “Aavorite Remedy,” which cleansed
18 to the body what godliness is to the thought and
the blood
imparted new life to the lou
a
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larg @st music school and occupies the largest and
finest building in the world used for such a purpose.
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bottles, and I war-
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COTTAGE,

Rooms—near the beach.

therein for two long years; the other eye
finally becoming sympathetically affected, her
general health seriously suffering; indeed she
was a mere wreck, a walking
skeleton. In

-
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Biliousness Liver Complains, Dizziness in the
Head, Indigestion, Constipation, and all similar
diseases; yield readily to the effect of Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters.
Price 25 cts. per botile.

If the directions are foflowed,

be no oceasion

+ | soul,— Sel.

With pleasure we can recommend as a radical
Suze for rheumatism, 8t. Jacobs Oil. This wonerful remedy has been extensively used by a
large number of people who daily teetify to” its.
marvelous effects,
)

constriction,

Xs Approved by the Best

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Bitters give the best satisfaction of any

body

undertaker. , Ginger is far the best to use, but
where it can not be had quickly, some other stimulant

of Invoice,

themselves after selling

ing

For an effective cure of sunstroke, the following

ice-water

July 18, a fine statue of ‘‘ Endymion’? was
placed above the grave of the late William H
Rinehart, the sculptor,at Baltimore.
It has
been cast in bronzg .from Mr, Reinhart’s own,
model.

in

and is the mos: COM FORT A.
BLE wd PERFECT FIT.
TING corset known,

perspira.

used

this great Railway is Simply superb, consisting of
magnificent Day Coaches,
Pullman Palace Sleep-

A CURE FOR SUNSTROKE.
is especially

amount

Mandrake

necessary in a Union Depot.

<i

tended in front of the body.

The municipality of Paris has ordereda commemorative tablet to be placed on No. 6 in the
quiet little Rue de Mont Thabor, where Alfred
de Musset died.
eT

to any form by a New aud novel

arrangement

AT

the

pouring into the stomach of a fluid seventy degrees colder must be detrimental. It is stated that
the drinking of considerable quantities of ice-water

were all bought

HEALTH PRESERVING
CORSET
Is made Pertecily adjustable

BALLS

FURNISHED
A Pleasant Letter.
Special Telegram.
Zeeland, Mich.—Please find enclosed

OUR NATIONAL BEVERAGE.

Féw people are aware of the Art-treasures
possessed by Bowdoin College.
Besides an
undoubted Vun Dyck, which represents the
Governor of Gibraltar, ‘and for which $30,000
has been offered and refused, there are several
Rubenses, a very ciever head of Mirabeau by a
French artist of the time, painted from life, a
fine collection of colonial portraits of the Bowdoin tamily, superb portraits of Jefferson and
Madison, by Stuart, some of Copley’s, Allston’s
and Wess best efforts, and a rare collection of
prints and other works.
There are also two

LEAD AND LITHARGE.

This form of laziness admits of cure by ap-

An exchange styles ice-water our national bevyerage and if what it and other journals say of it
-#3 truée—and what they say seems reasonable—it.is
a very harmftil beverage wiitn taken in considera-

of Muss.,to the John A.

RED

for

propriate treatment.
The constitutional or—in
herited form of laziness is not so amenable to
treatment.
FE

his

BRAND.”

PURE WHITE LEAD.

Nurse.

been

STAR

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c.
| GOLD MEDAL awarded oA the Massachusetis
Charitable Mechanic's A
tion in 1881.

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pre- |
scription of one of the best female physicians.and
nurses in the United

“ BOSTON

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

gt

hold.”

Forty

Boston, Mass.

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

J
|

out thick.

*“ Or all
the past

WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street,

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer (is a
universal favorite for restoring gray hait to its

Phosphate

LITTLE, Pres.

BOSTON LEAD MAN'FNG CO.

:

T. De Witt Talmage says in his third sermon
on “ Night Side of City Life,” ‘that every day
by .christendom
$80,000,000
change
hands
rough gambling, but he does not mention the
important fact that thousands upon thousands
of people die annually from Coughs and Colds
that might be saved to earth by the timely use
of Adamson’s Botanic Ralsam.

cure oerCirculary

mail.

hicago, il

““ How do you pronounce
s-1-i-v-g.y ?”
Prof.
Stearns asked the young gentleman nearest the
foot of the class.
And the smart boy stood up and
said it depended a great deal whether the word
applied 10 a man or bee.
“Go to the head, young
Healy's Vegetuble Tonic Pills are far prefera
ble to Alcoholic Compounds in all cases of Inflam
mation.
:

©

580. W, Horrxan, Druggist.

cld woman as a
woman twice as

.

ST. PAauL, MINN.

MLITION THIS PAPER. |

tomers, and am glad to say it gives
entire satisfaction to all.”

Punv, weak, and sickly children, need Brown’s
Iron Bitters.
It will strengthen and invigorate
them.
;

Acid

teach.

00 y ing in a simple mannér the playmg of
Sunda. -school, School and Church music on the
Reed Organ.
Any book mailed for the price above mentioned.

Secretary Baltimore College of Phar-

beneflcally

A Necessity.
Dr. C. O. FILES, Portland, Me, says:
the samples of medicine sent me during

organ

lar

J

Horsford’s

Yihe best arrangedang

Thepieces,Organ
at Home, $6: 00; bes avo
: A well known and popular book.

|

Why I8 an editor like good yeast? Because he is

original color, and making hair grow

one of

and a non-intoxicant in the fullest

sufficient.

fellow.”

TY Pleasing muse,

iuteresting colleciions ever put together,

free from alcoholic poisons.”

ter, spread on calico of the size required, and apply to the corn.
One
application
is generall

ha

me

13" fy Lay

Clarke's, Reed Organ Melodies

or

+ “J indorse it as a fine medicine,
reliable as a strengthening tonic,

See other column.

It is just as easy
to praise an
young one, and it does an old

method,”

n,feed i Huend win

- President Baltimore Pharmaceutical
College, says:

he

18 0D€Of the newer

has “a * fine

Clarke's Harmonic School for the
ra

a

heavy sale, is conceded to be a fine

Cure for corns: Cat a piece of soap-cerate plas:

much good.

has

(8440 Js

ans.

instrumental and vocal.

tonic; the character of the manu-

of it.

which

on every diseased organ.

says

Bitters

0°

we
Anowh Writers, (Emerson an Matthews)
and has a goodly quantity of very
pleasi
i

facturers is a voucher for its purity
and medicinal excellence.’

of strength
Sarsaparilla

il-natured

Or

Hancock,

Iron

agreeable muse,

\

The EmerNewsoMeth
nod for Ree

States, says:

the nutrition

the active use of his muscles.

for use and

A lady describing an

never emiles but he feels ashamed

‘way of instructors, and of

maceutical Association of the United

Remedy!

up a

F.

op,
and the sani€ instrument with different 1 hare
ties,
& Co. provide abundantly
of the best, in Dip. ti,

son

late President of the National Phar-

weakness is gone, the back is renewed, the bloom
of heaith returns, and-all.the old-time mental vigor in one’s business affairs; and there is no more
| sour temper, but lasting peace.
All hail to Hunts

‘A g00d name at home is a tower
abroad.
Ten times as much Hood’s
used ih Lowell, as of any other.

Many-persons seem to think that an indslent and

Mr. John F. Andrew, of Boston, has presented a fine full-length portraiv.of his father,

I

man’s

as

>

(Gouverneur, N. Y, Herald.)

the

disease,

healed and restored to. their proper functions, the

appetite, if any

liguid

slothful way of living “is an easy wag
to
Shakespeare did not so regard it. He
“ resty sloth finds the downy pillow hard.”

Powers exhibited, a few days

These

to

out the

milk, gruel, or beef tea. - If the stomach i$ given
rest for
a day or two when the appetite fails, it
will usually recover itslone, the appetite will return, and food be relished again. Ifonthgcontrary food is still thrust upon the stomach after the

- LAZINESS DOES

Munkacsy’s health has broken down for a
time, and he has gone to Carlsbad to recruit.

pictures by Hogarth.

food is taken

is likely to be strong
and 1€8s excitable than when

A monument of marble and granite is to be
erected in memory of the late Prince Imperial
of France on the green facing the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich,
:

governor

should be taken when there is no

Notes.

visiting

searches

was, as stated, completely cured, and says the Oil
indicates that the stomach is not in coudition to
.
_di¥est food and none should be fonced upon it. If '| deserves the highest praise.
people would only heed th's warning and abstain
“T guess you must be better t6-day,” said Farmer Hodges to a sickly neighbor whom he found
irom eating when the appetite fails, a ‘great, deal
rusticating iv his strawberry patch. ‘‘ Oh, I'm
of sickness would be avoided.
"No solid tood

there is a lack of development.

Thomas Moran, the artist, is
birthplace, Bolton, England.

Behold the great restorer, Hunt's Reme-

Quietly it comes

_ For the instruments above named, whi~

Norsp May !—

Boys are active and growing and the dc- |
A Monroe street barber was completely broken
of their system for renewed supplies of
up the other day.
He was shaving a book agent,
and didn’t get a chahee to putin a word edgewise.
food to make up the loss from wear and tear, at
a
periods for the growth of new tissues, fare so great
(Springtield, Masg:, Republican )that good appetites are almost sure to be posA Prominent Lawyer's Opinion.
sessed by them.
Food eaten with a good appeInone of our New England exchanges we ob.
tite and relished does more good than that eaten
serve that Wm. T. Filley, Esq., of Pittsfield, Atwith indifference or repugnance, and is far less
torney-at-Law and Asst. Judge Police Court, and
late County Commissioner, was restored to perlikely to disturb the digestion.
Appeti'e is the
fect health and activity, by the use of ‘St. Jacobs
sign tLat the stomach is ready for food and that
Oil. He hail suffered with rheumatism for years
the system needs food. If there is no appetite it intensely ; but by the recent use of the remedy he

victims to discases.: Possessing a strong and

Hall

*

ish it.
mands

developed

Franklin Simmons, the sculptor, is.at work
in his studio in Rome, Italy, on a colossal statue of the late Oliver P. Morton, of Indiana.

war

soning as anybpdy and the gusto with which they
eut their food fs sufficient evidence that they rel-

to tevelop their muscular system ani
grow up into slender and ill developed
persons can not endure hardships as
ter developed persons and are more

Ex-Governor Morgan has sent his portrait
in oil, by Elliott, to Albany, where it will be
hung in the Executive Chamber
of the new
Capitol, becoming part of the Allery of portraits ot ex Governors which Governor Cornell is now forming. The portrait has a rich
gold frame, on which . is inseribed:* E. D.
Morgan, State Senator, 1850—1854; Governor,
1859—1863 ; United States Senator, 1863—1869.”

the

— Shakespeare.

that their muscles may be kept in a healthy conditionand become fully developed. Many school children for want of sufficient muscular exercise fu!

Bavaria maintains the universities of Munich, Erlangen, and Wurzburg.
The number
of students in these institutions is 3,590.
The late Dr. Karl Remeis left $100,000 for
the establishment of an astronomical observa-~
tory in his native town of Bamberg, Germany

“Mr. Preston

bottle

would have been for his advantage
to have retained. - School children should have active exer
cise daily, either by engaging in laboror play so

Ex-Governor Merrill” dnd his brother, Dea.
J. H. Merrill, both of Des Moines, set a
generous example to Iowa bankers and
business men, by giving £5,000 each for the rebuilding of Iowa College.

was

business.
Then cares and anxieties multiply, the
temper becomes rufiled, and peace flies out of the
dy!

them enough to keep them in a good healthy con.
dition be will suffer seme loss of power which it

The available capital of Brown Uaiversity
is 8701,399.56. It also has sixty-six $1,000
scholarships.
=
:
g

IS ~ ACCOMPLISHED,”

cure.
Two or three more take on the’ good
work,
and finish
it “satisfactorily.
The Kkidneys- are

Hunger is the best seasoning for food avd it
should be for the seasoning of each weal.
Boys
usually possess about as much of this kind of sea-

muscles,

closed

WARFARE

window.

the depurating processes of the system.
The
brain worker who labors with his hands daily, a
short time, will have a clearer head than he would
without that exertion. Every person who has

M.A. 4; Ph, D.,2.

eth

-

veins with increased force, stirs the liver
tion, promotes the digestion of food and

numbered 1,042, of whom 601 were in the collegiate classes proper,43 receiving graduate
struction, 235 in science and the fine arts, 97
in theology, 68 in law and 21 in medicine. The
degrees conferred were,—B. A., 119; Ph. B.,
81; B.D, 32; LL. B.,21; D.C. L., 2;C.E., 3;

Art

3

Active labor excites increased action of the heart,
and the blood courses through the arteries and

held its commencement recen’-

students

:

work which requires

The Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical
College ix justifying the National and State aid
it has received.
It is giving
a thoroughly
practical education to 504 studeats.

The

FOR FOOD.

of the whole system, and promotes health of mind
and body. Every one should labor a portion of
each day whether their circumstances demand it
or net. Every professional man should labor at
least an hour or two every day, performing some

Miss Louisa Howard. of Burlington, Vt.,
has given $5,000 to the University of Vermont,
for the establishment of tive scholarships, to be
kuown by her name,

IY.”

SEASONING

It strengthens the muscles, improves

Professor H. C. G. Brandt, who has been an
instructor in German and the Teutonic dialects
at Johns Hopkins University ever since that
institution was founded, has received a call to
a desirable position in Hamilton College.

Yale College

THE BEST

The laboring men obtain the
refreshing sleep and his couch
rock affords rest to his weary
softest down fails to afford the
Labor to a moderate extent is

At the National Educational Association at
Saratoga a resolution was adopted recommending nationsl
assistance to education in the
States on the basis of illiteracy.
The two educational associations—The American Institute
of Instruction and the National
Education
Association—in
joint convention declared in
favor of the establishment of a national bureau
er
| of education.
A chair of Physics is to be founded in Yorkshire College in memoryof Lord Frederick
Cavendish, who was once president of that
institution.

“ THEIR

fare, as ill-health; and“especially weakness in the
back, loss of physical power, an early breaking
down of body, rendering one unfit to attend to his

1ABOR PROMOTIVE "OF HEALTH.

can earn enough beyond an economical living.
This interest and repaid principal increase the
fund and make it avallable for larger good.

Colby University conferred.
no
degrees at its late commencement,

REYNOLDS, M. D.

Will make what homely savory : weariness
Can snore upon the flint, when resty sloth
Finds the downy pillow hard.

name

in Spain, with the exception of the pictures by
the Green Mountain State to die,
: American artists, at the time of some political
Mrs. Abraham Lincoln left $74,000 in gov- revolution. So it is that there is to be found
ernment bonds.
ig this old town in Maine a foundation of art
.
John Bright ‘expects to visit the United and enlture Jacking to the larger and more
prosperous cities.
Dr. Warren, of Boston,
States during the recess of Parliament.
Mr. Tennysonis trying to have the saloons has just given an old painting from a church
in Rome, said to be by Titian.—Lewiston
on the Isle of Wight closed on Sundays.
. Journal.

Mr. Moody will continue his work in Scot¢~ land a few weeks longer, and then visit Paris
for a fortnight. After that he will return to

i

bear a

Voted that the Secretary shall send a copy of

his vacation in England and Scotland, and will. ~Andrew Post.

i

to’

the benetit of which

ago, to the widow and mother of the late
President, the model for a bust of General Garfield, taken from the portrait used on, the new
five-cent postage stamps.
They were highly
pleased with it, and Mr. Powers will at once
roceed to Italy, to execute the work in marble, life-sized.

Personal.

APPETITE

2, Resolved, That a donation of five hundred dollars shall secure a scholarship, except-

fe

agreed to.
:
The House bill to provide additional industrial training schools for Indian
youth has been
passed in the Senate;
the bill
to pay Mrs.
Garfield $50,000 has been passed.
The bill providing a uniform rate for secondclass postage has been passed in the House.

BY HENRY

-

A storm blows thirty-six miles per hour.

HYGIENIO NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS.

to bear a name designated by the donors.

Hamilton College is to érect a Scientific’
at the cost of $30,000.

Cengress.

bi

Institute.

that the proceedings of the court-martial
shall be perpetually at his disposal.
e irregular and illegal.
3. Resolved, That a donation
of
eight
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19.—~—The New York
hundred dollars shall tecure a scholarship, inGreenbackers nominate Epictetus Howe for
cluding musical department, to bear a name
Governor.——The Texas Democrats nominate
designated by the donor, the benefit of which
+
John Ireland for Governor.
The Connectishall be perpetually at his disposal.
~.cut Supreme Court of ' Errors decides, in a test
4. Resolved, Thata donation of one thoucase, that women are eligible to admission as, sand dollars, with which to finish and furnish
atterneys in that'State, aud that their sex iso
the large hall, Shall “secure the naming of the
bar.
:
0
~hall.to.the denor—5. Resolved, That the second story ofthe
THURSDAY, JULY: 20.——The Georgia Demnorth gnd of the Seminary
be reserved for a
ocrats nominate A. H. Stephens for Governor.
comnglicial department,-and tliat a donation of
——More
Indian troubles occur in Arizoup
a sufficient sum to properly finish and furnish
and New Mexico.
the same, as a commercial school, shall secure
FRIDAY, JULY. 21.
There have been 124
to
the donor the privilege of designating its
business failures throughout the country durname.
Sebi
ing the past seven days.
Nearly all the

74

“

Central

At a meeting of the Trustees of Maine Central Tostitute, June 21, 1882, the following
resolutions were adopted :
1. Resolved,
That a donation
of
four
hundred dollars
shall secure a .perpetuul
scholarship, excepting the musical department,

ie

Fi!
id
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I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 ‘do.
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
ECZEMA
LT

RHEUM; RIEUMATISM
81A, CATARRH, and all di
BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere, Sond--

for 32 page pampnlete free, showing

ful cures.

-H. D. FOWLE,

Wharf, Boston.

its wonder

Chemist, 14 Central

Sent by Express,

1y26eow
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